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ABSTRACT

AND WELL SHE CAN PERSUADE
THE POWER AND PRESENCE OF WOMEN IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

wendy hamilton christian
department of english
master of arts

this work is the first of its kind

on women in the book

of mormon it

1

is an

exhaustive treatment of the books female characters 2 analyzes how women function in the
text and

3

delineates the texts female inclusive language

this thesis contains a complete

and discussion of the identifiable women in the book of mormon chapter

compilation and treatment of the books gender inclusive language
and more than 5000 references to them

1

list

provides a

comprising over 200 words

and its bearing on the doctrines and depictions of

women in the narrative chapter 2 and illustrates the significant influence individual women

jaredite civilization chapter 3
had on the nephite lamanite jaredine

this study concludes with a

chapter that attempts to account for the scarcity of womens stories in the narrative and the
minimal knowledge we are provided about them compared to men readers will find
overwhelming evidence from this thesis that women figure more prominently in the narrative
than we often realize

this work offers a compelling argument for the pervasive and powerful

presence of women in the book of mormon
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ie moms
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this work would be fraught with typographical errors professor

steven walker my thesis chair believed in this project from its inception his consistent
enthusiasm for the work went a long way to bolster my fledgling confidence in this endeavor

professor susan howe encouraged me to search deeper and ask the difficult questions about the

book of mormon while lending me invaluable insights along the way finally professor
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afforded me the necessary foundation to

accomplish this often formidable yet ultimately rewarding work
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introduction
why study women in the book of mormon
when I1 tell people im writing a thesis on women in the book of mormon 1I always get
the same response

going to be pretty short what are there like two

its a pleasure to point

out that there are more than the few women they remember from the narrative which usually
only consists of the named women

sariah abish and isabel we encounter no fewer than 22

individual women in the text plus over two dozen memorable groups of women not to mention
the hundreds of gender inclusive terms found over 5000 times throughout the book of mormon
see chapter 2

for those not familiar with the book of mormon
considered comparable to the bible latter day saints

it is a book

of latter day saint scripture

mormons
Mor mons
aka cormons

believe the book of

mormon to be a history of real people living on the american continent between 600 BC and

cormons
Mor mons introduction
42 1 according to the book of mormons
AD 421
the record gives an account of two great civilizations one came from jerusalem in 600
Nep hites and the lamanites
Lama nites
BC and afterward separated into two nations known as the nephites

the other came much earlier when the lord confounded the tongues at the tower of
Jared ites after thousands of years all were
babel this group is known as the jaredites
Lamanites and they are the principal ancestors of the american
destroyed except the lamanites

indians

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

mormons belong was founded
to which cormons

in 1830 by joseph smith the organizations first modem prophet and leader joseph smith

translated the book of mormon from inscribed gold plates which he found buried in the hill

cumorah located in upstate new york after the angel moroni showed him their hiding place
joseph smith then translated the plates through power given him by god

2

the purpose of the book of mormon is to testify of the divinity and saving power of
jesus christ

it puts forth the doctrines of the gospel outlines the plan of salvation and tells men

what they must do to gain peace in this life and eternal salvation in the life to come
to the book of mormon

latter day saints use the book of mormon

introduction

in conjunction with the

bible and believe both works to be holy scripture
some might question the relevance of a study that focuses on the representations of
females in a text like the book of mormon A brief anecdote illustrates the necessity of such
studies on this topic
A few days previous to completing this project on women in the book of mormon I1
asked one of my coworkers if she had ever noticed the seeming dearth of women in the book of

mormon narrative
A contemplative look crossed

sandys face she thoughtfully responded no

1I

dont

think so

okay thanks
topic since

1I

replied

im just trying to assess mormon womens feelings

on the

im about to finish my thesis

however just seconds later sandy turned her swiveling office chair toward me and said

actually now that 1I think about it there was a time years ago during my marriage when I1
poured over the book of mormon in search of an example of how a women should respond to a
situation of domestic abuse
I1 was all ears sandy went on to relate that after experiencing a particularly horrible

incident of abuse by her former husband she combed the book of mormon for any counsel on
how she was to conduct herself in such a dangerous situation As a believing latter day saint
woman with three young children sandy desperately wanted to do what was best for herself her
children and her husband unfortunately for all her reading of the book of mormon sandy
came up nearly empty handed in her search for the information she desired

the only example

she noticed relative to a mothers conduct toward her children in the book of mormon was the

lors in the book of alma see alma 5321
He lamans 2000 stripling warr
mothers of
warriors
ofhelamans
5021
5321 5645 48

although the story of these mothers influence on their sons is remarkable see

5721 25
chapters

1I

and 3

sandy was looking for an example in the text of a womans
comans righteous response

to abuse

after hearing sandys revised response to my question about book of mormon women
quickly reminded her of the story about Mori
moriantons
antons maidservant in alma 50

1I

that chapter in the

book of alma contains an account of a book of mormon womans
comans reaction to an abusive

situation and the positive consequences that resulted from her actions to protect herself and her
people from further abuse

this nephite woman

simply because he was angry alma 5030

fled her master Morianton
marianton after he beat her
morianton

following the beating this woman left the abusive

situation in which she found herself and sought refuge in moronis camp upon arriving she
Mori antons plan to thwart the
relayed her experience to moroni and proceeded to inform him of moriantons

stability of the nephite nation by overtaking a territory that belonged to another nephite tribe

moroni believed Mori
marianton
Mori anton from
moriantons
antons maidservant and immediately took action to stop morianton
fulfilling his wicked intent

womans bravery in exposing her masters plan ultimately resulted in the
this comans
preservation of freedom among the nephites
Nep hites see alma 5032

the information she gave

Mori anton and his men before they completed their task
moroni enabled him to head off morianton
marianton

unfortunately when sandy needed to know of this womans
comans story she did not find it

its likely

maid servants story as it only comprises a few
that she read alma 50 but simply missed the maidservants

verses in the entire book of alma

maid servants given name may
the omission of this maidservants

contribute to book of mormon readers like sandy not noticing or remembering this womans
comans
story

antons maidservant illustrates a responsible and
moriantons
this is regrettable as the story of Mori

righteous response to an abusive situation and shows the far reaching consequences of one

womans
comans courageous actions amidst abuse
although sandy eventually removed herself and her children from the abusive

4

environment within her marriage had she been familiar with moriantons
Mori antons maidservants
maid servants story

sandy and her children may have found themselves in safer circumstances much earlier this is
just one example of how awareness about book of mormon women and their stories might
remind readers of such important scriptural paradigms as moriantons
Mori antons maidservant

1I

first became interested in the idea of women in the book of mormon while reading a

review of carol lynn pearsons 1996 sunstone article
Nep hites
nephites

could feminism have saved the

in her essay pearson notes the absence of women in the record and the stunning

negative female imagery in the book of mormon and suggests that this patriarchal exclusion of
women contributes to the downfall and demise of the nephite civilization 32

she says that the

text demonstrates an anti female bias because of its illustration of these ancient peoples
patriarchal run government and church supposed low status of women and overall sexism
including

Nep hites
christs language while speaking to the nephites

in 3

nephi

1I

intuitively disagreed

with pearsons assertion when 1I read her article but 1I wanted to know why her argument wasnt
in harmony with my sense

of women in the book of mormon thus this project began

so far two rebuttals to pearsons 1996 article have been published in nephite
feminism revisited thoughts on carol lynn pearsons view of women in the book of
mormon shauna and kevin christensen do a fine job of countering pearsons claims the

cormons
authors address pearsons concerns about the book of mormons
Mor mons lack of feminine presence and
ill treatment of women by addressing the following five topics

doctrinal statements and the

absence of proscriptive
prescriptive statements type scenes involving specific women imagery concerning a

divine mother symbolism in narrative context and the significance of the narrator perspective
male nephite military

10

using evidence from the book of mormon and secondary

sources the christensens
Christen sens urge pearson to approach the text from its cultural narrative and
literary context rather than basing her conclusions solely on a surface reading

the reviewers

point out that for the most part pearson quotes isolated texts and makes subjective evaluations
10

they further illustrate that book of mormon language

commonly recognized

11

is far more gender inclusive than is

and that unlike the bible the book of mormon never makes

prescriptive statements with respect to womens roles in the course of delivering his message
proscriptive

mormon describes his culture but never circumscribes ours
in contrast

Nep hites
nephites

13

rush utahs informal pamphlet could feminism have destroyed the

is highly emotional and full

of unsubstantiated claims A self proclaimed defender

of the faith utah fails to refute pearsons assertions instead basing his argument on his own
biases and opinions with very little reference to secondary sources

let alone to the book of

mormon itself utah devotes most of his response to attacking pearson and the feminist
movement rather than cogently refuting her claims

after studying these reviews I1 saw a need for additional work on women

in the book

of

mormon that would complement the Christen
sens review rather than detract from it as utahs
christensens
did further neither response examined book of mormon women as my study does my work

here is not intended to be a response to pearsons argument or the reviews of her essay but it may
help alleviate concerns about the scarcity of individual women and absence of good and powerful
women in the narrative pearson claims that the anti female bias evident among the nephites
Nephites
may have been one of the numerous causes of their downfall

38

she points to examples of

how wicked civilizations in the book take advantage of and abuse women but she never
convinces the reader that the nephites
Nep hites righteous or wicked were misogynists instead she makes
statements like it is not hard to guess in what direction society moves when runaway masculinity
is untempered by a balancing femininity

34 to support her argument that the nephites
Nep hites

militarism

is directly

as opposed to peacemaking

if not solely related to the peoples

destruction moreover pearson purports that the book lacks meaningful stories about individual

women
1

36

which 1I prove in this thesis is untrue

the name rush utah appears to be a pseudonym

patterned after rush limbaugh

6

on the other hand pearson offers three suggestions for improving our reading of the book
of mormon

1

teach the book of mormon in an expanded context

39

adjustment in our language about scripture in order to not offend women

make some

2

and 3

create new

and powerful images of women and femaleness creating new volumes of history and indeed

new scripture that will fill our minds and our hearts with positive female pictures pictures of
women serving as full and fully honored partners in our religious life

40

1I

whole
heartedly
wholeheartedly

agree with pearsons solutions to the scarcity of women in the book of mormon and my thesis
strives to illuminate an improved reading of this text

although
in the

it would be impossible to include all

narratives events

of the book of mormon women involved

it is regrettable that we are left with a considerable lack

regarding the women in these civil
izations
lons
civilizations

of information

leaving us with hundreds of unanswered questions

about book of mormon womens roles influence thoughts feelings desires spiritual
experiences and so forth contemporary feminist literary theory seems to hold true for the book

cormons
Mor mons
of mormon regarding mens depictions of women in literature in the book of mormons
political religious history women are treated only marginally or not mentioned at all
whole women in the book of mormon only appear in stories by and about men

on the

their identities

are mostly erased when represented by men and are almost exclusively described in terms of their

relationship to men in which they are cast in limited roles
wife
mother mary or harlot isabel
wifemother

of or
had

most falling into two categories of

most of the womens names appear in the form of wife

daughter of instead of providing the reader with their given names which they surely

the

limitations of the book of mormon are typical of other male authored texts which are

devoid of womens stories told from their own perspective As a spiritual history the book of

mormon is rather lacking in the spiritual accounts of women who were certainly a significant
portion of its historical population
in chapter one of their book

the madwoman

in the attic

the woman writer and the

nineteenth century literary imagination sandra gilbert and susan gubar discuss the problem of

7

female authorship and female authority

36

this problem they say arises out of centuries of

male authored texts that define women as either silent angels or mysterious monsters

they

assert that because men have traditionally possessed the pen and thus all literary authority with
women only contributing to the canon in recent centuries male authors have created these
limited female roles and by their creation have extended a kind of ownership over women As a
result of this patriarchal hegemony the authors declare that female writers experience an
anxiety of authorship

a tension between wanting to assert their literary voice while feeling

bound to a male defined identity that encourages women to be passive and submissive both of

which are contrary to the nature of authorship ultimately gilbert and gubar suggest that women
writers must examine assimilate and transcend the extreme images of angel and monster
and follow the literary examples of finch elliot bronte
Bronti and dickinson by authoring texts of
5

fictional worlds in which patriarchal images and conventions are severely radically revised

1744
although women were probably illiterate during book of mormon times and
consequently could not contribute to their literary history gilbert and gubar make several valid
points that relate to the portrayal of women in this text

for example they cite harold bloom to

standing tradition of filial poetic influence
longstanding
illustrate the long

from the sons of homer to the sons of ben jonson poetic influence has been
described as a filial relationship of sonship

the fierce struggle at the heart of literary

history says bloom is a battle between strong equals father and son as mighty
opposites laius and oedipus at the crossroads

6

since the book of mormon was often handed down from father to son this idea of literary filial
influence is relevant to my argument that the exclusive male authorship of the narrative affected
its exclusion of women see conclusion

the authors further assert that

literary paternity

creates a paradox for women by the fact that in the same way an author both generates and
imprisons his fictive creatures he silences them by depriving them of autonomy that is of the

8

power of independent speech even as he gives them life

14

gubara point
again gilbert and gubars

speaks about book of mormon women who were cast in a male dominated history wherein all
but a few of their voices are silenced however a few individual womens words have survived
Saria hs La monis queens and the
through the books editions and abridgments namely sariahs

jareds

ofjareds
daughter jaredy
of
their stories are discussed at length in chapters

1I

and 3

moreover when women are lent literary space in male authored works gilbert and

gubar acknowledge that they are often relegated to the diametrically opposed images of angel or
monster

the authors explain that

throughout literature by men

the images of angel and monster have been

they characterize the angel image

17

man kinds great teacher of purity
mankinds

as originating with

the virgin mary a mother goddess who perfectly fitted the

female role ortner defines as merciful dispenser of salvation

As for nineteenth century

masculine texts virginia woolf labels this symbol the angel in the house
critics define as the domestic angel

ubiquitous

20

which these feminist

because they are shaped by male authors perceptions

home bound female characters are virtually
of and expectations for women these metaphorically homebound

mute

taking shape merely in the domestic sphere in which they are honored almost solely for

their selfless attention to others
others

A woman of right feeling would devote herself to the good of

and she should do this silently without calling attention to her exertions 24

ultimately the result is deafening as a woman angel has no story of her own but gives advice
and consolation to others listens smiles sympathizes

22 emphasis in original

thus I1 assert

that the near silence of women in the book of mormon relates to that of other male authored texts
and may explain the books limited attention to women and their stories

in opposition to the angel woman in masculine works is the monster woman who is
somehow supernatural

as a witch or monster a magical creature of the lower world who is a

kind of antithetical mirror image of an angel and subsequently stands

sphere of cultures hegemony

28

outside

the

gilbert and gubar explain that these female monsters have

been a long
standing tradition in male texts and embody male dread of women and specifically
longstanding

9

male scorn of female creativity

27

whether or not this aspect of the monster image holds true

for book of mormon authors cannot be determined because theres no way of knowing whether
the books authors actually dreaded all women in their societies or even scorned

creativity

female

nevertheless representations of this monster woman exist in the narrative isabel

jared and multiple references to gatans
ofjared
the daughter of
satans abominable church as the whore

of all

the earth and mother of harlots generally fit this evil and powerful female paradigm in the
end the authors explain that these angel monster depictions of women in literature occur

precisely because a woman is denied the autonomy

the subjectivity

that the pen

represents and thus she is not only excluded from culture whose emblem might well
be the pen but she also becomes herself an embodiment ofjust
of just those extremes of
mysterious and intransigent otherness which culture confronts with worship or fear love

or loathing 19

the repercussions of such flat and unrealistic historical portrayals of female characters

require

readers to make new readings of such texts and reconstruct and expand womens stories where
possible gilbert and gubar suggest that today women writers and 1I would add readers have the
44power
power to reach toward the woman trapped on the other side

climb out

16 by

of the mirror
miffortext
mirrortext
text and help her to

creating new images of women that undermine the former 1I assert that new

male authored texts
feminist readings of existing maie

of both the historical and fictive kind

can do

the same reinventing and restructuring female characters and their historical counterparts to lend
a fuller and audible interpretation to their stories

this thesis strives for that result

although book of mormon women are given only limited attention in the narrative their
stories

though only mentioned briefly by the books male authors

evidence in the narrative

can be reconstructed from

the work of this thesis is to find the explicit and implicit women

account and illustrate their powerful influence when discovered

in the

this study aims to inform from

this scarcity of specific women and to show how women can be included in the record once their

presence is uncovered in its gender inclusive language and existing depictions of individual and

10

groups of women which often illustrate the power of female influence across entire civilizations

further book of mormon doctrines are based on the equality of men and women and more
women exist in the text than we usually see including unnamed women and groups

an additional purpose of this thesis is to inform readers of the feminine presence
despite the disparity of named women to men

book of mormon it

1

3

in the text

this work is the first of its kind on women

is an exhaustive treatment

how women function in the text and

of women

in the

of the books female characters 2 analyzes

it delineates the

texts female inclusive language this

study points the way to a great deal of additional scholarship that 1I hope others will undertake

the following chapters contain
mormon women chapter

1

an exhaustive list and description

of identifiable book of

a compilation and discussion of female inclusive language in the

text and its bearing on the doctrines and depictions of women in the book chapter 2 and
suggestions as to the positive and negative influence individual women contribute to the nephite

jaredite civilization and the powerful influence they had
bad on their peoples lives
lamanite jaredine

chapter

3

this thesis concludes with a chapter that attempts to account for the scarcity of

womens stories in the narrative and the minimal knowledge we are provided about them
compared to men 1I hope readers will find overwhelming evidence from this study that women
figure more prominently in the narrative than we often realize and that the individual women
included in the text illustrate their significant influence on their people ultimately 1I hope readers
are persuaded as 1I am that the message of the book of mormon for women is a positive one

Christen sens 10
christensens

additionally

I1

hope this study persuades readers that more is found of women in the

book of mormon than a mere surface reading can yield
women that readers overlook

bradley 130

there are many

there are hundreds of words inclusive of women in the text

there are powerful representations of individual women and groups of females who wield their
femininity for good and ill in the narrative most crucially the book of mormon consistently
communicates unequivocal doctrines regarding the religious equality of women and men As

11

francine bennion eloquently states the wonder is not that there is so little about women in the

book of mormon but that there

is so much given the times and traditions

given the times and

traditions the wonder is not that the practices seem to contradict the doctrine but that the doctrine
so powerfully proclaims the worth of women and men alike

177

13

CHAPTER I1

who are the women in the book of mormon

the book of mormon

has been criticized for its lack of feminine presence

not only are

there relatively few women compared to men in the text but some argue that many of the female
characters weaken the book and are offensive to female readers because they are portrayed
negatively see pearson

additionally there is a scarcity of named women in this latter day

saint scripture in fact there are only six named women in the book which spans over five
hundred pages and covers more than one thousand years three of these six women are not
unique to the book of mormon but are biblical figures

eve sarah and mary sariah abish

and isabel are the only original named women in the book of mormon

nevertheless there are more women in the book of mormon than at first appear there
are actually 16 unnamed women in addition to the 6 named

totaling 22 individual women in all

further my study identifies the 26 most definable groups of women in the narrative also
imperative to this project are the less obvious references to women in the text

1I

have also

delineated 230 words and phrases that are inclusive of women as well as dozens of examples of
feminine imagery both positive and negative as further evidence for the presence of the female
in the

book of mormon see chapter 2
although three of the individual women ive included

in my study are biblical

eve

mary and sarah they are nevertheless legitimate figures in the book of mormon some of the
women that 1I see from a close reading of the text are inferred from descriptions of families 1I have
not limited my study to named women but have included any female mentioned in enough detail
to warrant an analysis of her existence in the book of mormon
daughters

of laman and lemuel
oflaman

in the groups

for instance I1 have included the

of women category because these women are

specifically chosen with their brothers to be instructed and blessed by their grandfather lehi
ashes not conventionally named we learn in the book
before the prophets death and although shes

morl antons maidservant who has the courage to inform moroni of her ill willed
of mormon ofmoriantons
of Mori
moriantons

14

Lama nites by the nephites
masters location thus launching the defeat of the lamanites
Nephites what follows is a
bifurcated discussion of book of mormon women handled chronologically section one concerns
individual females while the second section covers groups of females

the end of this chapter contains

a list of all the book

identified organized into their respective categories

of mormon women 1I have

to my knowledge this list

with its

accompanying discussion is the first comprehensive work of its kind on book of mormon
women previous works on this subject have only recognized a portion of the women that 1I have
located in the narrative

this

list serves as a convenient resource for those interested in viewing

the books female characters at a glance most important this list readily demonstrates that
contrary to popular thought there are 22 individual women and at least 26 groups of women in
the book of mormon narrative

individual women

sariah

the first female we encounter in the book of mormon
of
ofnephi
nephi sariah she appears

of
lehl and the mother
lehi
oflehi

in the introduction to nephis writings which is described as

account of
oflehi
lehl and his wife sariah and his four sons
lehi
is the second person readers encounter in the text

opening verse as well in the declaration
important to acknowledge

is the wife

11I

1 I1

antro
hntro
tro
intro
nephi Hn
1

an

in other words sariah

cormons
Mor mons
she is alluded to in the book of mormons

nephi was born of goodly parents

nephis description of his mother as early as 1I nephi 1111

I1

think it

in the phrase

goodly parents granted the word parents includes both lehi and sariah nevertheless 1I find it

noteworthy that nephi includes his mother in the first sentence he inscribes on the plates for a
book assumed to lack positive female representation see pearson thats remarkably visible

representation about as early as it can get

see lynn F prices every person in the book of
mormon francine R Benn
bennions
ions women and the book
ofmormon
of mormon tradition and revelation and marjorie meads spencers my book of mormon sisters
1

15

we officially meet sariah

in

I1

catal ogues the individuals
nephi 25 when nephi catalogues
cataloguer

constituting his family who have recently left jerusalem by

gods command

jerusalem home
horne for an unknown destination in addition to his father

abandoning their

lehi nephi informs the

reader that his present family consists of his mother sariah and his elder brothers who
were laman lemuel and sam
As mentioned above Saria
cormons
sariahs
Mormons first sentence
hs presence is felt from the book of mormons

but the fifth chapter of this book gives readers an intimate glimpse of this israelite woman
revealing her assertive personality protective nature and ultimately her spiritual conviction
Saria hs concern for her four missing sons shows us a righteous wife of a prophet struggling to
sariahs
gain a testimony of her husbands calling and visions while simultaneously illustrating her tender

maternal nature

the words of this anguished mother are famous for their murmuring quality

Saria hs example is anything but negative this depiction of a book of mormon
however sariahs
woman and wife of a prophet demonstrates that women of the time could question their

husbands authority and express their concerns to them without experiencing negative
consequences and that they actually voiced their conflicting opinions
reprimanding or rebuking sariah for doubting his spiritual credibility
aid listening to her complaints and then comforting her
cooperation of a husband and wife

and rather than

lehi comes to his wifes
cifes

this mothers actions result in the

wherein they resolve a conflict through communicating and

after which they conduct a sacred religious ordinance together

first nephi 5 opens with the safe return of lehi and Saria
sariahs
hs four sons from jerusalem
with the brass plates of
oflaban
laban verse one states that nephi and his brothers came down into the
wilderness unto their father

note that the word
father here includes the boys mother because
wordfather

this verse marks the young mens arrival at the fam
familys
ilys camp one of whose members was

sariah next nephi describes the joyous scene saying that his father was filled with joy and
also my mother sariah was exceedingly glad for she truly had mourned because of us

v

nephi explains that his mother was worried that her sons may have been killed during their

1

16

dangerous wilderness journey and difficult task of obtaining the brass plates from the wicked

laban

in jerusalem

she had supposed that we had perished in the wilderness and she also had

complained against my father telling him that he was a visionary man saying behold thou hast
led us forth from the land of our inheritance and my sons are no more and we perish in the
v 2

wilderness

since sariah has come this far with lehi and her family she obviously had enough faith
in

gods commandment that her husband and his family were to depart from jerusalem to support

lehi

in the preceding events however in order to do so sariah had to leave her comfortable

urban home valuable possessions and friends in her article

women in I nephi
1

desert epiphany sariah and the

camille fronk gives us this interpretation of 1I nephi

gehis
lehis family likely

5

by indicating that

inhabited one of the better houses in or near the city and enjoyed

unusually favorable health and dietary conditions and that even the most luxurious tent would
have been a poor substitute for Saria
sariahs
hs jerusalem home
by exiting her homeland

7 8

the author goes on to say that

kinfolk and associations with other women
sariah had to leave kinsfolk

8

she would only later be joined by Ishm
ishmaels
aels wife further fronk explains the circumstances that
must have motivated sariahs
Saria hs complaint against

lehi she states that

nephi gives no indication that his mother received her own personal witness from the

lord of the necessity of fleeing jerusalem lehi
visions and dreams see
know god and his will

I1

16 that allowed him to see hear and read in order to
116
nephi ilg
1

sariahs
thus Saria
hs ready obedience to the lords command through

lehi that the family leave jerusalem
the

lords will

until this incident there

on the other hand received many

is indicative

of a strong faith and resolve to follow

respect for her husband and honor to her marriage covenant
is no mention

89
8 9

fam ilys
of sariah complaining or resisting lehi in their familys

indefinite excursion fronk continues saying sariah apparently undertook the wilderness trek
because a prophet had borne witness that such was the will of god and she trusted that his witness
was true

9

such initial faith is remarkable considering that sariah was not only jeopardizing

17

her own life in journeying to the promised land but she was also endangering the lives of her
children who we know from

1I

nephi

5

were enormously precious to her

immediately after quoting his mothers complaint verbatim nephi says that after this
manner of language did my mother complain against my father

1 1I

this statement

nephi 53

implies that sariah said much more than we are given in the text one wonders what further

information about this unparalleled conversation between a husband and wife in the book of

mormon would reveal nevertheless in response to his wifes
wires
cifes murmuring

which can hardly

be compared to that expressed by laman and lemuel throughout the journey

lehi reassures

sariah by validating her criticism of him he admits to her accusations saying 1 I am a visionary
man for if 1I had not seen the things of god in a vision 1I should not have known the goodness of

god but had tarried at jerusalem and had perished with my brethren
words

lehi is basically

saying

yes

1I

realize that this seems crazy

1 I1

nephi 54

in other

and if 1I hadnt had a

legitimate and divine revelation concerning this matter 1I would feel just as you do 1I didnt want
to leave our home either but because we followed

preserve us

lehi

gods commandment he will protect and

whereas our unrepentant jerusalem counterparts wont be so blessed

izes with Saria
is saying that he understands and empath
empathizes
sariahs
hs concerns

in short

his comfort may stem

from a wish that she could receive her own vision as he had that this exodus from jerusalem was
initiated by god

no matter his motivation lehi responds respectfully and appropriately to his

anxiety ridden wife similar to Saria
sariahs
hs language

nephis account doesnt include everything

lehi said on this matter and after this manner of language
mother sariah

1 1I

did my father

lehi comfort my

nephi 56

upon the boys return nephi explains that his mother was comforted

the fact that he describes his mothers condition as

1 1I

nephi 57

comforted only after the boys have returned

to camp indicates that sariah wasnt satisfactorily at ease until that moment we

dont know

what transpired between the time that lehi attempted to consol sariah and when their sons
arrived safely home in spite of this omission we do receive another direct quotation from this
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paradigmatic book of mormon woman nephi shows his mothers joy at this moment by telling
us that
she spake saying

now 1I know of a surety that the lord hath
bath commanded my husband to

flee into the wilderness yea and 1I also know of a surety that the

bath protected my
lord hath

sons and delivered them out of the hands of
laban and given them power whereby they
oflaban
could accomplish the thing which the

bath commanded them v
lord hath

8

in this verse sariah defines her newfound testimony as twofold she is now sure
instructed

lehi to leave jerusalem and

2

1

that god

that god protected her sons and assisted them in

acquiring the brass plates and again nephi specifically states that sariah said even more at this

time than we are told and after this manner of language did she speak

v

8

the words of

sariah that we do have however hearken back to nephis stirring resolution in 1I nephi 37
where he resolves to obey

gods will at any cost

1I

will go and do the things which the lord hath
bath

commanded for 1I know that the lord giveth no commandments unto the children of men save he
com mandeth them
shall prepare a way for them that they may accomplish the thing which he commandeth

Saria hs exclamation of faith resembles nephis bold statement two chapters earlier in that they
sariahs
both state their belief in

gods promise

to help his children accomplish any divine task he assigns

them
subsequent to her expression of faith sariah and lehi did rejoice exceedingly and did
offer sacrifice and burnt offerings to the lord and they gave thanks unto the god of israel

here this initial book of mormon couple revel together
in a sacred spiritual ordinance as evidence

in the return

v 9

of their sons and participate

of their gratitude to god this is the only depiction of

a woman engaging in such an important religious ritual however its presence in the text points to

book of mormon womens involvement in such important ordinances
Saria hs murmuring resulted
although sariahs

in the strengthening of her testimony she

wasnt

the only influential individual among gehis
lehis camp who struggled with her faith in 1I nephi 16

lehi himself is troubled to the point of complaining after nephi breaks his bow and the family is

19

suffering from extreme hunger in addition to laman and lemuel and Ishm
ishmaels
aels sons nephi
mentions that his father began to murmur against the lord his god and they were all
exceedingly sorrowful

v 20

one wonders if sariah returned the favor and comforted her

husband during his moment of doubt from the information we have about her character it
seems likely that she did in fact sariah is described with the other women among
as being strong

nephi 172

even like unto the men

gehis
lehis group

bearing their journeyings
murmur ings
journey ings without murmurings

1 1I

additionally camille fronk provides information in this regard by delineating that

in addition to their duty to carry deliver and nourish children desert women assumed a

daunting list of other responsibilities

regarding camp duties fronk goes on to explain that

these women likely
collected water gathered firewood churned butter guarded flocks prepared meals spun
yarn from which mantles were woven to keep the family warm braided palm matting that
covered tent floors and wove and repaired cords used to secure the tents most
remarkable it was considered womens work to take tents down load tents and supplies
on camels ensure the security of children and supplies during transport and set up tents

again

13

the information fronk provides amplifies the strength of sariah and the women who
accompanied her on this treacherous journey and sheds light on the circumstances and strength of
travalled in the wilderness needless to say
subsequent book of mormon women who travailed

fam ilys greatest help
were not an encumbrance on the road but the familys

wives

reynolds and sjodahl

165

Saria hs complaint to lehi depicts a book of mormon couple
ultimately the story of
sarla
ofsariahs
sariahs

effectively resolving a significant conflict while supporting and empathizing
empath izing with each other

the fact that sariah didnt pack up her things and head back for jerusalem
indicates that she sustained

in search of her sons

lehi despite her doubts as to his credibility gehis
lehis attempt to console

sariah evidences how other righteous book of mormon prophets likely treated their wives and
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lehl and sariah conducting sacrifices and burnt
lehi
and finally the illustration of
oflehi

vise versa

offerings to god is an important portrayal of that ordinance which involves book of mormon
women as well as men

eve

the next woman we meet

in the

book of mormon is eve the wife of biblical adam

laban to discover that they contain the five books of moses
oflaban
lehi peruses the brass plates of
which gave an account of the creation of the world and also of adam and eve who were our first
parents

1

I1

nephi 511

2
genesis
2 eve is adams wife and the second human
As we learn in

being to inhabit the earth when adam was living in the garden of eden eve was created from

adams rib

or from his side which some interpret as symbolizing that she is his equal and

partner walking by his side and not behind nor in front of him similarly the bible terms her an
help meet

genesis 218

the name eve means

the mother of all living

its interesting to

note that she is termed a mother before she bears children As sheri dew notes this implies that

women function as mothers whether or not they have children 96

but before eve could have

children she first had to choose to eat the fruit since she and adam were innocent up until that
point

3

genesis 3 chronicles the events leading up to adam and eves exit from the garden the

serpent beguiles eve to eat the forbidden fruit that god has commanded that they not eat

however because she recognizes that it is the only way to gain wisdom eve eats the fruit and
then adam he arkens unto his wife and also partakes of the fruit genesis 317

consequently the couple must leave the garden and enter a fallen world

eve
to
2

1I

is a strong presence in the book

nephi 511 eves name

of mormon though not an obvious one in addition

is mentioned two more times in the

book of mormon twice in

19 this passage recounts how the devil sought the misery of all mankind and
nephi 218
21819

2all
aall
ail references to the bible
all

are from the king james version
1
31I1 am interpreting the adam and eve story according to LDS doctrine as found in these locations of mormon scripture
genesis 2244 1 nephi 511 2 nephi 2 15181921
19 21 99 mosiah 163 alma 1216
21 422 helaman 626 ether
1921
121621
1518
151819
825 moses 4455
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said unto eve

partake of the forbidden fruit and ye shall not die but ye shall be as god

knowing good and evil and after adam and eve had partaker
partaken of the forbidden fruit they were
partaken
driven out of the garden of eden to till the earth

interestingly whereas the book of mormon

contains three instances of eves name the bible only beats that number by one genesis 320
4411 2 corinthians 113

1

timothy 213

but most of eves book of mormon presence
adam as the first human parents who

1

is found in less direct references to her and

initially lived in the garden of eden 2 were beguiled

by the serpent 3 ate the forbidden fruit and 4 were consequently cast out of the garden into

the stark world and prohibited from eating from the tree of life
and women adam and

eves children

into earthly existence

thus introducing subsequent men

phrasefirst
the phrase
farst
first parents and the

word parents occur nearly a dozen times in the book of mormon in reference to eve and her
husband a presence which a surface reading or even an electronic search of the name eve in the

text does not readily indicate see the discussion of the following references in chapter 2

1

nephi

2 1 99 mosiah 163 alma 1216
2 1 422 7 helaman 626 ether 825
511
121621
21521
51122 nephi 215

the closer we look

the more of eve there is

at least two dozen verses mention adam in

conjunction with the initial creation of humankind the fall and the first family these verses
also include eve

especially since according to genesis

36 she partook of the fruit first thus

ushering in mortality even though verses like 2 nephi 225 read

adam fell that men might be

and men are that they might have joy the word adam not only includes eve since they both
made the decision to leave the garden but also celebrates her since eve initiated the eating in

fact dallin H oaks termed

eves act

a glorious necessity that opened the doorway toward

eternal life adam showed his wisdom by doing the same

73

in other words it was vital that

they both made the choice to leave the garden but eve had the insight and courage to take the
first step further kevin and shauna christensen have pointed out that the garden story

nephi 2

makes the fall a blessing and consequently eve a figure of honor

in 2

it contains no

22

trace of the usual scapegoating of eve that is so prevalent elsewhere in the normative christian

tradition

24

according to moses 69 adam was a family name given to both adam and eve in the
image of his own body male and female created he them and blessed them and called their
name adama
adam1
adam emphasis added

thus this and similar verses can be considered additional

instances of eves mention in the book of mormon likewise the word men in this verse and
man in similar contexts is meant in the general sense of mankind which also refers to women
see chapter 2 for more on how man and men are inclusive of women in the text
this notion exists in moses 227
28
22728
emphasis added

and 1I god created man

evidence for

and I1 god blessed them

spencer W kimball indicates that man is always plural in this context being

plural from the beginning

71

further bruce R mcconkie elaborates that throughout the

book of mormon the transgression is almost always referred to as adams suggesting that adam
was used in the hebrew sense to designate the first couple as a unit

eve as a united partnership

is

adam

64

A discussion follows

thus the name of adam and

of the respective ways

in which

we see eve implied by the name adam and the word man there are eight ways we encounter

eve in this context creation of adam the fall and adam man and the fall adams transgression
the curse of adam adam and the tree of life the family of adam and the days of adam

six verses in the book of mormon talk of the creation of adam mosiah 2817 records
that mosiahs
Mo siahs translation contained a complete history of humankind all the way back to the
creation of adam

when teaching king lamoni about the gospel ammon began with the

creation of the world and also the creation of adam

alma 1836

aaron taught La
lamonis
labonis
monis

father from the scriptures starting with the creation of adam and culminating with the plan of
redemption

13
alma 2212
221213

moronis abridgment of the book of ether mentions that the

twenty four plates of the jaredites
Jared ites began with the creation of the world and also of adam

ether 13

moroni again cites this pinnacle event in the history of humanity in his final words to

book of mormon readers remember how merciful the lord hath been unto the children of men

23

from the creation of adam even down until the time that ye shall receive these things and ponder
them in your hearts

moroni 103

such references to adam are also inclusive of eve although adam was first to grace the
earth he and eve were the first human beings in this world we are told this in the first chapter

of the bible god created man
127

in his own image

male and female created he them

genesis

further it seems likely that book of mormon prophets taught their people about eve on

more occasions than appear in the text by the three instances of
her name and the dozen or so
other

references to her and adam as the first parents leaving the first mortal woman and mother out

of lessons like those above on the history of humankind seems nearly impossible for how could
adam have created posterity without eve without eve adam might still be residing in the
garden of eden in other words eves creation and choice to eat the fruit are central to the
existence of humanity on earth for the story of the creation and the fall to be told accurately and
in its entirety eve

cant be excluded from the events that followed the first couples arrival in the

garden

seven times in the book of mormon we hear of adam in connection with the fall in
mosiah 316 king benjamin teaches his people of the inability of small children to sin by
informing them that they are blessed for behold as in adam or by nature they fall even so the
blood of christ atoneth for their sins
man
mankinds
kinds fallen nature

the natural

in the same chapter this nephite leader elaborates on
man is an enemy to god and has been from the fall of

adam and will be forever and ever unless he
christ the lord

19

be cometh a saint through the atonement

of

verse 26 points out that those who choose wickedness will receive the

consequences of their actions just as adam fell because of his partaking of the forbidden fruit

benjamin continues in mosiah 47 to instruct his people that everyone has the opportunity to
receive salvation through jesus

christs atonement which was prepared

which ever were since the fall of adam or who are or who ever shall be

for all mankind
in alma 1222

benjamin teaches zeezrom of mankinds
man kinds fallen state by explaining that adam did fall by the

24

when speaking of christs resurrection to the nephites
Nep hites samuel

partaking of the forbidden fruit

the lamanite relays that by the fall of adam mankind was cut off from the presence of the

lord helaman 1416
mormon 912

finally moroni reminds readers that by adam came the fall of man

all seven references to adam and the fall include eve

she with adam

participated in the event that led to man
mankinds
kinds habitation of earth

references to man and the fall occur five times in the book of mormon lehi tells his
son jacob that the way is prepared from the fall of man and salvation is free

2 nephi

24

jacob continues in this vein when teaching the nephites
Nep hites that the resurrection must needs come
unto man by reason of the fall

2 nephi

96 when explaining to king lamoni about the plan

of salvation ammon covers the fall of man
from the scriptures

alma 1836

laying the fall of man before him

and aaron taught Lar
nonis father
laments
alma 2213

in these passages the

word man implies two people adam and eve

there are two allusions

in the text to

adams transgression

which he of course did not

commit alone nor even first lehi teaches jacob that if adam had not transgressed he would not
have fallen

2

nephi 222

that would have left adam and eve in the garden to stay and as

latter day saints understand the innocence of adam and eve in the garden the couple would not
have had sexual relations or posterity

bom
so you and 1I would not have been born

next king

benjamin eases his peoples minds regarding those who have unknowingly sinned by explaining
that christs blood atoneth for the sins of those who have fallen by the transgression of adam
or those who have ignorantly sinned

mosiah 311

because adam and eve transgressed and ate fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and
evil they were cast out of the garden and sent to a mortal world where they would have to

struggle to sustain their lives
born moses 655

ie

the ground was cursed and where their children would be

writing to his son moroni mormon recounts christs words about little

children not needing baptism

wherefore the curse of adam is taken from them in me that it

25

hath no power over them

moroni

88 once again the curse of adam should be read as the

curse of adam and eve

after the couple ate the fruit from this tree they were prohibited to eat from the tree of
life

the book of mormon mentions adam

in conjunction with the fruit from the second tree

when instructing zeezrom about the necessity of keeping the fruit from the tree of life out of the

partaken of the fruit
couples reach alma explains that if it had been possible for adam to have partaker
partaken
of the tree of life

there would have been no death

alma 1223

similarly alma tells

Cori
anton about the importance of adam not being able to eat from the tree of life reiterating that
corianton

doing so would not allow any probationary or repentance time
sin

causing man to live forever in

alma 425
As a result of that one transgression that triggered the fall adam and eve were able to

have children

the family of
adam is found twice in the book of mormon in 2 nephi
the phrase thefamily
ofadam

suffereth the pains of all men yea the
921 jacob clarifies for whom christ suffered saying he suffereth
pains of every living creature both men women and children who belong to the family of

mormon informs the nephites
bites that every soul who belongs to the whole human family
Nep hites
nepbites

adam
of adam

320

eve

must stand to be judged of their works whether they be good or evil

mormon

is obviously included in the
family of
thefamily
adam in fact she should be considered just as
ofadam

prominent a figure in these references as adam is since she is the mother of all living

the book of mormon contains two additional

references to adam in the phrase days of

Corianton about the first resurrection alma the younger explains
adam when teaching his son corianton

that it is the reuniting of the soul with the body of those from the days of adam down to the
resurrection of christ

alma 4018

jaredine
Jar edite record moroni omits
and as he abridges the jaredite

those things which transpired from the days of adam until the time of the tower of babel since
those events are written elsewhere ether 14

the phrase days ofadam
of adam obviously alludes to

eve because she with adam initiated those days

in the history of humankind

26

the omission of eves name deters readers from

seeing her in the above verses it is

unfortunate that the diction in the book of mormon describing these primeval events often
excludes

eves name

in the book

consequently making it difficult for readers to see her continuous presence

however as I1 have explained above a closer look at the text provides numerous

instances of eves presence because of our knowledge from the bible and elsewhere about her
creation initiation of the fall and participation in bearing the first mortal children

further its clear from my research on book of mormon language inclusive of women
discussed in chapter 2 that an enormous amount of diction within the text denotes females

the

books authors often used words with masculine connotations such as man and brother to convey
the idea of both men and women

this suggests that book of mormon peoples would have

recognized these words and others like them as denoting both sexes until the end of the last
century english speakers even used these words and masculine pronouns to communicate the
idea of a human being in general meaning both males and females

the current linguistic

convention is to include the feminine forms of these words along with the masculine
woman

sister and brother

as well as both pronouns

acceptable to use plural pronouns

they

their

theirs

he and she

man and

its now becoming

in reference to singular nouns like

person and individual to avoid the wordiness of double pronouns 1I have explained this kind of
word use to illustrate that the book of mormon

isnt the only place words like man can be

ilke
like
inclusive of women and in this case of eve additionally other male names deadam
ke adam in the
keadam

book of mormon represent whole families and later entire civilizations they appear in the form
Lamanites the roots of both of these words are names of men or
hites and lamanites
Nep
of words such as Ne
nephiles
nephites
philes

husbands from particular families although these names are not used as adam is in the book of

mormon they speak for similar uses of masculine words in the text that represent men and
women

these

ite words may also be evidence that book of mormon peoples would have

naturally interpreted adam in many contexts to mean adam and eve

27

one cannot know for certain but it seems unlikely that book of mormon prophets
recounted the history of the world and its inhabitants and taught the plan of salvation to their
listeners without mentioning the creation of eve her time in the garden of eden her partaking of

the fruit and offering it to adam and her participation in being cast out of the garden why

because adam didnt exist alone in the garden nor could he have had children once out of the
garden without eve

who is the earthly mother of us all further the story of the fall cannot be

told accurately without mentioning eve since she partook of the fruit first and was instrumental in
persuading adam to do so however whether or not these prophets spoke her name in oral
accounts or despite the indigenous peoples interpretation of adam in certain contexts eve is
implied in the written text by adams name because of the evidence pointing to adam as a family
name again it is regrettable that eves name

isnt spelled out on the page as adams

is and

without knowledge of latter day saint scripture it would be easy to assume that in transgressing
12 in the
first eve was simply weak and then cajoled adam into following suit but moses 59
5912

pearl of great price found in the LDS scriptural canon validates

eves courageous

choice to eat

the forbidden fruit

and

the holy ghost fell upon adam which beareth
bearett record of the father and

the son saying 1I am the only begotten of the father from the beginning henceforth and
forever that as thou hast
bast fallen thou mayest be redeemed and all mankind even as many
as will

and in that day adam blessed god and was filled and began to prophesy

concerning all the families of the earth saying blessed be the name of god for because

of my transgression my eyes are opened and in this life 1I shall have joy and again in the
flesh 1I shall see god

and eve his wife heard all these things and was glad

and

adam and eve blessed the name of god and they made all things known unto their sons
and their daughters

this passage from the book of moses clarifies the purpose of the fall although it is not from the
book of mormon it complements the information that text provides and reminds us that we often

28

fail to see eve in the book of mormon in passages about the creation fall and probationary state

of our first parents whats more we often overlook eve as the spiritually discerning and heroic
wornan she was yes she took the first bite of the forbidden fruit but by contradicting one of
woman

gods

laws she fulfilled a higher one

mankind

working out the first known paradox presented to

eves own words best express her satisfaction

after entering mortality

were

it not for

our transgression we never should have had seed and never should have known good and evil
and tbejoy
the joy of our redemption and the eternal life which god giveth unto all the obedient

moses 511

Ishm aels wife
ishmaels
Ishm aels wife next enters the narrative though not named she was the mother of no
ishmaels
less than seven children

five daughters and at least two sons

part in the decision to join

lehi and his family

1 1I

in the wilderness

nephi 76

she obviously took

nephi relates that Ishm
ishmaels
aels

households hearts were softened by the lord which led them to accompany nephi and his
brothers back to their camp outside jerusalem and ultimately to the promised land

1823

1 1I

nephi 75

Ishm aels wife outlived her husband see 1I nephi 1634
apparently ishmaels

gehis
lehis sons wives

&

zorams wife

in the verse that specifically mentions Ishm
ishmaels
aels wife we also find her five unnamed
daughters these women are distinguished in

I1

nephi 76 by their allegiance to or against nephi

Ishmael clan nephi recounts that laman and
and the other righteous members of the Lehi
lehiishmael

lemuel and two of the daughters of
oflshmael
ishmael

did rebel against us yea against me nephi and

sam and their father ishmael and his wife and his three other daughters

from this incident

one can infer which women marry which men nine chapters later we are told that nephi his

three brothers laman lemuel and sam and their recent captive friend zoram have each
married one of the daughters of
oflshmael
ishmael

1 1I

nephi 167

so we can assume that the women who

previously sided with laman and lemuel married them it seems equally logical that the three

zorarn
who rallied with nephi and sam ultimately aligned in matrimony with these men and zoram

29

that makes five men and five women five marriages we get more concrete information
same verse

in the

nephi took one of the daughters of ishmael to wife and also my brethren laman

oflshmael
lemuel and sam took of the daughters of
ishmael to wife and also zoram took the eldest
daughter of
oflshmael
ishmael to wife
we now have

so

in addition to sariah and

eve

in the

book of mormon narrative

lamans wife lemuels wife sams wife nephis wife

and

zorams wife

otherwise known as the daughters of ishmael

Ishm aels sons wives
ishmaels
ishmael and his wife also had two sons who were already married when they joined
and Saria
sariahs
hs family outside jerusalem we know this again from
clash between the forces of good and evil occur in the narrative

I
1

lehi

nephi 76 when the first

this telling verse includes the

two sons of
oflshmael
ishmael and their families in the group that fought against nephi and others in the
first uprising about returning to the city and foregoing the wilderness trek

thus the eighth and

aels

maers
maeFs two sons they will be known in
Ishm
ninth women in the narrative are implied as wives of
ofIsh
ofishmaefs
ishmaels
Ishm aels son
Ishm aels sona
this work as wife oflshmaels
of
son2 respectively
of
soni and wife oflshmaels
ishmaels
ishmaels

mary

the next individual woman found in the book of mormon is mary
she is first seen

in

the mother of jesus

nephis vision of the tree of life and is described as a virgin most beautiful

and fair above all other virgins

1 1I

13
20
nephi 11
1113
1320
111320

here she is acknowledged as the mother of

the son of god as nephi sees her holding the christ child in her arms

18 19 she is
w 1819

referred to by name two other times and in connection with her son jesus mosiah
7710
10

38 alma

1913
in his article nephi and

Asb
erab A note on 1I nephi 118
erah
asherah
his ash

23

daniel peterson

makes a compelling connection between the virgin mary as depicted in nephis vision of the

tree of life and an ancient israelite

ie canaanite

goddess named asherah peterson illustrates

how nephi knew before the angel confirmed it that the tree he was shown represented mary the

30

mother of jesus

the author relates that around

the time that lehi and his family left jerusalem

the israelites worshiped the goddess asherah and associated her with a fruit bearing tree
Ashe rahs symbol may have been a living tree or a sacred grove of some sort
asherahs
but scholarly consensus seems to be growing behind the proposition that the lowercase
asherah was most commonly a carved wooden image perhaps some kind of pole

very probably

it symbolized a tree and it may itself have been a stylized tree

it was not

uncommon in the ancient near east for a god or goddess to be essentially equated with
his or her symbol and asherah seems to have been no exception asherah was both

goddess and
cult symbol she was the tree peterson 206
andwh
andoh

not only was asherah symbolized by a living tree
fertility peterson 197

but she was also recognized as the goddess of

consequently peterson argues that because nephi associated the

goddess asherah with a tree containing life giving powers it was natural for nephi to conclude
that the tree in his vision could symbolize mary who bore jesus it is heartening to me that the

book of mormon includes this remarkable woman among its named women see the discussion

of wisdom in chapter 2 for more on mary and her connection to the divine mother

sarah
sarah of the old testament appears briefly in 2 nephi 28 nephi borrows from isaiah

512 when he writes look unto abraham your father
called him alone and blessed him

and unto sarah she that bare you for I1

this reference to sarah is significant because

are instructed to follow her paradigmatic example

in it readers

whats more sarah is anything but a weak or

subordinated woman in fact she chose her handmaid hagar to bear children for abraham after

god had told abraham that he would have many children 1 I will make thy seed as the dust of the
earth

genesis 1316

since sarah was barren and since god commanded that hagar provide

children for abraham see doctrine and covenants 13265 she gave hagar to her husband

abram to be his wife genesis 163

later after her son isaac

is born and when

eagars
hagars son

ishmael causes trouble among the clan sarah commands abraham to send them away and he

31

obeys

a clear example of sarahs initiative genesis

consent to

219

14

more important than abrahams

sarahs request is that god validates her decision after demanding that hagar and

ishmael leave

god said unto abraham let it not be grievous

in thy sight because

of the lad and

because of thy bondwoman in all that sarah hath said unto thee hearken unto her voice for in
isaac shall thy seed be called

genesis 2112

thus these biblical accounts demonstrate

abrahams and gods respect for sarahs perspective and insight momentary

as it is

sarahs

presence in the book of mormon recalls one of the most memorable and influential women in the

bible

prophetess Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs wife

after sarah we encounter another biblical woman considerably less known the mother
Isaia hs children
of isaiahs
isaials

is mentioned in only one verse

of the book of mormon but her title is

10 we learn that the testimony of jesus is the spirit of
1910
significant prophetess in revelations 19

prophecy

prophetesses
Prophet
esses in the bible are seen

1

recognizing divinity anna luke 236
38
23638

leading armies to victory and acting as judge deborah judges 4455
20
from sacred texts huldah 2 kings 2212
221220
2 11
miriam exodus 15202
1520
152021

and

5

4 testifying

3

declaring

2

gods word

of christ through song and dance

prophesying the future anna deborah and huldah

the

prophetess mentioned in 2 nephi prophesies in less obvious ways As nephi quotes isaiah
verbatim he recounts that this prophetess
chalal hash baz
maher shalal

conceived and bare a son

2 nephi 183 see isaiah

83

and his name was

we know little about this peculiarly

named boy other than that he was Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs son born approximately eighth century BC but what
we know about how Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs wife chose to name her son is important after she delivered him
the

shagal hash baz and revealed to her that the child
shaial
lord said to her call his name maher shalal

shall not have knowledge to cry my father my mother before the riches of damascus and the
spoil of samaria shall be taken away before the king of assyria

2

nephi 184 see isaiah 84

that prophecy is precisely what her sons name means consequently each utterance of her sons
name was a reminder of the prophecy

thus we know from the bible quoted here

in the book

of

32

mormon that prophetesses
prophet esses were extremely influential women and may have existed among book

of mormon peoples too
La
monis queen & abish
lamonis
labonis

the next seven

individual book of mormon women will be discussed at length in

after her husband is struck seemingly

subsequent chapters

1I

dead upon accepting

ammons teachings La monis wife demonstrates what ammon calls

will cover them only briefly here

incomparable faith not even rivaled by the nephites
19
10
Nep hites alma 18
iglo
1910
1819
181910

next enters abish a self

made convert and woman
wornan servant to La
lamonis
labonis wife who upon learning of the kings plight
monis
prophetically summons the lamanite people to the court raises the queen from her spiritual spell
and consequently quells the violent crowd

facilitating numerous conversions and ultimately

producing peace alma 191636
1916 36

La monis

fathers queen

in alma 22 when a similar event occurs to another lamanite king

La monis father

monis

La
lamonis
lamonis fathers wife does not react as La
labonis
labonis
monis wife did she wants to kill aaron and his
group aaron responds deftly raising the king from his deathlike state so the queens murderous
commands are stopped short consequently the crowd including the queen is converted vv 2223

this lamanite

woman is not represented as necessarily good in this passage

her initial

intentions were to murder aaron and his companions although her actions in gathering the
people resulted in many believing in the power of god

jared
ofjared
isabel & the daughter of
isabel is a harlot or prostitute who steals away the hearts of many
Cori anton alma 393
almas son corianton
39344

Zora mites on a mission but
Cori anton was sent to the zoramites
corianton

became involved with isabel and consequently

iniquity

almas

including that of

forsook the ministry

bringing great

upon the Zora
mites for when they saw his conduct they would not believe in
zoramites
words

alma 393

11

Zor amite alma
it is unclear whether isabel is a lamanite or zoramite

33

anton encountered her in the land of
explains that Cori
corianton
siron among the borders of the
ofsiron

Lamanites
lamanites

alma 393 but he does not specify the tribe to which she belongs

whereas we know little about isabel the book of mormon contains much information on
the intelligent yet infamous daughter ofjared
of jared

jaredine
Jar edite woman is the epitome of evil
this jaredite

she

masterminds and spearheads
spearheads a plan to murder her grandfather so her father can usurp the throne

her actions bring about the reconstitution of secret combinations which leads to fathers and sons
jaredine
preying on each other and ultimately to the bloody annihilation of the jaredite
Jaredite civilization ether
8815
15

both of these women are given more attention in chapter

3

amalickiahs queen
uncertainty surrounds the lamanite queen who marries amalickiah after she learns of
her husbands death amalickiah deceives the queen into thinking that the kings servants were
guilty of his death when in reality one of amalickiahs
amalickiabs men committed the crime by stabbing the
king in the heart alma 4724

amalickiah fools the queen by chasing the kings servants out of

the country and using their absence as evidence of their culpability by doing so he eliminates

the only honest witnesses to the kings murder when the queen requires evidence to corroborate

amalickiah
malickiah took the same servant that slew the king and all them who were
amalickiahs story A
with him and went in unto the queen unto the place where she sat and they all testified unto her
that the king was slain by his own servants and they said also
testify against them
34

they have fled

does not this

thus these men satisfied the queen concerning the death of the king v

this line from verse 34 suggests that the queen was convinced that the kings own servants

had killed him and since amalickiah drove them from the kingdom the queen had no way of
discovering the truth
Lamanites hearts
amalickiah was even more clever than this he won over all the lamanites
immediately after having the king assassinated upon arriving at the death scene

A malickiah

pretended to be wroth and said whosoever loved the king let him go forth and pursue his
servants that they may be slain and it came to pass that all they who loved the king when they

34

heard these words came forth and pursued after the servants of the king

27 28
vv 2728

he uses

the peoples loyalty to their slain king to eliminate the only true witnesses to his death with her

people on amalickiahs side

its no wonder the queen believes amalickiahs

story after hearing

his servants testimonies

whether or not she still has her doubts about him the queen marries amalickiah who
consequently leads the lamanites
Lama nites into the most lascivious and evil era thus far in the book of

mormon vv 3236
32 36

although we dont know if the queen supports amalickiah in his

wickedness the text is clear that amalickiah obtained the kingdom
assistance of his cunning servants

by his fraud and by the

v 35

Mori
antons maidservant
moriantons
Mori
her masters plans to take his people north
moriantons
other
antons maidservant informs moroni of
and unlawfully inhabit the land of
lehl
lehi
oflehi

the consequences of which would lead to the

overthrow of moronis peoples liberty

alma 5032

the information

this woman gives

Mori antons people mid journey thus ensuring the freedom
moroni enables his army to intercept moriantons
35
of the entire nephite civilization alma 5030
503035

Mori anton
morianton
the text indicates that marianton

people would have carried this plan into effect

but

and his

Mori anton being a man of much
marianton
morianton

passion therefore he was angry with one of his maid servants and he fell upon her and beat her
much

v 30

As a result moriantons
Mori antons maidservant fled and came over to the camp of moroni

and told moroni all things concerning the matter and also concerning their intentions to flee into

the land northward
people

v 3 11

Mori anton had previously convinced his
in other words although morianton
marianton

among whom was this maidservant

to assist him in his plan this woman defected from

her leader and reported his abusive behavior toward her and his wicked intentions of overtaking
part of the country

maid servants
this maidservants

courageous actions resulted in the preservation of the

Nep hites freedom granted she only took action against marianton
nephites
anton after he harmed her but
Mori
morianton
nevertheless her choice required bravery and great risk who knows what she might have faced
had

Mori anton and his men which resulted in Mori
marianton
moronis army not defeated morianton
antons death if
moriantons

35

Mori anton had succeeded in his intention to control more of the nephite nation and he was able
marianton
morianton

to capture his former maidservant this woman would have most definitely been served a harsh
likely brutal punishment

maybe even death

for fleeing from her master incriminating him

and then disclosing his secret plan further kevin and shauna christensen assert that

Mori
moriantons
antons maidservant likely trusted and revered moroni because she turned to him in this
situation 1I would even go further and say this fact argues that other nephite women esteemed

moroni as trustworthy and honorable finally the christensens
Christen sens add an important idea regarding
the story of this maidservant

they extend their argument about this woman going to moroni

in

such a troubled state as implying higher patterns of behavior by righteous book of mormon
men toward women

p 41 n 36

in other words moroni listened to this womans
comans story and

obviously believed what she told him about her master moreover this nephite leader responded
quickly to the information she gave him suggesting that he considered her a credible person
despite her low social position as a servant and affiliation with the enemy

all of these facts

illustrate moronis respect and concern for this woman in spite of her gender or class with these
things in mind 1I agree with the christensens
Christen sens assumption that other righteous men in the book of

mormon most certainly treated women with such respect and care

Corian
tums wives
coriantums

the final two specific women in the book of mormon

Cori
are both wives of
ofcoriantum
corl antum and
coriantum

consequently queens of the jaredites
Jared ites though the amount of information we have about these
women is sparse we are given a few interesting facts
have been barren

Cori
ofcoriantum
corl antum appears to
the first wife of
coriantum

Cori antum
923 24 coriantum
the text suggests her inability to bear children in ether 92324

had no children even until he
be was exceedingly old and it came to pass that his wife died being
an hundred and two years old

Cori antum took to wife in his old age a young maid and
and coriantum

begat sons and daughters wherefore he lived until he was an hundred and forty and two years
old

these verses

seem to indicate that Cori
antum was childless until his second marriage to a
coriantum

jaredine
Jar edite
younger woman whose age appears to be crucial to her ability to perpetuate the righteous jaredite

36

nobility francine bennion has wondered about the nature of these respective marriages saying

the original couple stay married to each other for most of a century

though they have no

children and need them for succession to the throne then a young maid marries the royal
widower who is probably at least five times older than herself and bears his children one can
only speculate on the quality of these marriages

171

although bennion doesnt go on to

explain what such speculation might be she seems to be implying that the first marriage may
have been one of mutual love and admiration while the second may have only existed for

practical purposes although these assumptions are based on information provided by the text
there is no way to determine the nature of these relationships since the book of mormon is silent
turn remained married to
on the issue nevertheless we do know that for whatever reason corlan
Cori
Corian
corianturn
coriantum
corl antum

his first wife for a substantial amount of time despite her inability to bear children in other

words here is a barren woman in the book of mormon who appears to be valued in and of

herself not just for her role as a mother

these are the 22 individually described women

in the book

of mormon only six of

these disparate women are explicitly named most book of mormon readers 1I talk with struggle

just to remember sariah abish and isabel serious students of the book of mormon might recall
jared but often readers of this text lose sight of the majority of these women
ofjared
the daughter of
simply because they are without explicit names
names is not unique to the book of mormon

this practice of not including womens given

the bible contains a significant number of

shunammite
Shun amite
unnamed though exceptional women some of which are the widow of
Zare phath the shunamite
ofzarephath
zarephath

woman the little maid and the woman at the well
2

42
kings 4837
48 37 81
4542
5244 john 45
8166 2 kings 52

1 1I

42
26 john 45
kings 17824
178 24 luke 425
42526
4542

worse than forgetting the unnamed women

readers pass over the biblical characters of eve mary and sarah even though they are named

twenty two distinct and memorable book of mormon women are mentioned yet we typically
remember only about a seventh of them
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groups of women

laman and lemuels daughters

the first notable group of book of mormon women

is

laman and lemuels daughters

As lehi is nearing death he gathers his eldest sons children to teach and bless them
specifies that

the text

lehi called the children of laman his sons and his daughters and caused the

sons and daughters of lemuel to be brought before him

2

nephi 43

just instruct them he grants them a blessing that if they are cursed
taken from them and answered upon the heads of their parents

2

but he does more than

8

the cursing may be

nephi 45

their

grandfather explains that this blessing will cover their children as well when he says
my blessing the

because of

lord god will not suffer that ye shall perish wherefore he will be merciful unto

you and unto your seed forever

v 7

the care that lehi takes in gathering his granddaughters

as well as his grandsons conveys his love for them and his desire for their happiness despite their

parents unfortunate choices

nephis sisters
Saria hs sons we learn in 2 nephi
in addition to lehi and sariahs

56 that nephi had sisters

who joined him in departing from their lamanite counterparts
nephi names the individuals whojoined

1

1I

nephi did take my family and also zoram and his family and sam mine elder brother and his
family and jacob and joseph my younger brethren and also my sisters and all those who would
go with me

from the phrase

my sisters we know that

lehi and sariah had at least two daughters

in addition to their
their six sons unfortunately there is no indication in the text
thel

of the number of

daughters or what they were like other than that they sided with nephi and divided themselves
from their iniquitous brothers however in his book nephite culture and society john sorenson
Ishm aels
cites sidney B sperry to support the idea that nephis daughters may have married ishmaels

sons and subsequently left their husbands who were in allegiance with the Lamanites
lamanites sorenson
references sperry who in turn cites an address from the journal ofdiscourses
of discourses by erastus snow

the prophet joseph smith

informed us that the record of lehi was contained on the 116 pages

38

that were first translated and subsequently stolen and that Ishm
ishmaels
aels sons married into
family and

gehis
ishmaels
lehis sons married Ishm
aels daughters 2233

lents
lenis

sorenson offers a few scenarios in

which this union would be possible but ultimately the text is silent on the marital status of these
women however sorenson does estimate the relative ages of nephis sisters they may have
been approximately 9 and 12 years old respectively when their family left jerusalem
Saria hs birth history
there would be no way to place them in sariahs

otherwise

17

david & solomons wives and concubines

the book of mormon

is clear regarding the practice

of plural marriage and of having

doms
whoredoms
concubines jacob chastises his people who are committing such whore
sexual immorality saying

ie

any form of

there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife and

concubines he shall have none

jacob 227

what follows

is strong language in

jacob 2 against

these practices coming from the mouth of the lord in defense of his daughters
1I

the

lord have seen the sorrow and heard the mourning of the daughters of my people

in the land

of jerusalem yea and

in all the lands

of my people because of the

wickedness and abominations of their husbands and 1I will not suffer
the fair daughters of this people
saith the

that the cries of

shall come up unto me against the men

lord of hosts for they shall not

lead away captive the daughters

of my people
of my people

because of their tenderness save I1 shall visit them with a sore curse even unto
doms like unto them of old saith the lord
destruction for they shall not commit whore
whoredoms

of hosts jacob 23133
231 33
just a few verses earlier the lord alluded to them of old who perpetrated these crimes behold
david and solomon truly had many wives and concubines which thing was abominable before
me saith the

lord jacob 224 further jacob himself states that during the second nephite

of nephi
kings administration the people ofnephi

began to grow hard in their hearts and indulge

themselves somewhat in wicked practices like unto david of old desiring many wives and
concubines and also solomon his son

jacob 1115
15

one might wonder about the legitimacy of

39

abrahams and jacobs wives and concubines
not abominable to god

against multiple unions

in the

old testament and why their practices were

the book of mormon professes that there is an exception to this law
if I1 will saith the lord of hosts raise up seed unto me I1 will command

my people to practice polygamy otherwise they shall hearken unto these things

jacob 230

section 132 of the doctrine and covenants makes it clear that abraham and jacob were
commanded by god to perform such unions for this purpose
Nep hites
bites had the brass plates which contained portions of the old
because the nephites
nepbites

testament they were familiar with these two israelite kings who misused their authority at
times to acquire women for their pleasure we know from the bible that some of davids wives
included michal abigail ahinoam eglah bathsheba maachah haggith abital
abeshag
abidal and abishag

samuel 1827
2542 2 samuel 35 1127
18272542

1

chronicles 32
3299

david sought and obtained concubines as evidenced
concubines and wives out of jerusalem
foreign women

513

in 2 samuel

davids

1 I1

in addition to his lawful wives

david took him more

ie

son solomon loved many strange

Ed omites zidonians
Hittites
Moa bites ammonites edomites
moabites
Zidon ians and hittites
women of the moabitess
adomites

and he had seven hundred wives princesses and three hundred concubines one of whom was

lii
ili

the daughter of the kingpharaoh
king pharaoh of egypt 1 I1 kings 11
1111

the plight of david

3 3

kings 3311

and solomons wives and concubines is acknowledged and

empathized with in the book of mormon in three ways first as cited above the

lord himself

states that he has seen the sorrow and heard the mourning of the daughters of his people in the
land of jerusalem

and in all the lands of his people because of the wickedness and

abominations of their husbands

jacob 231
23 1

in other words he knows the predicaments of

women who have been and who are victims of whoredoms
whore doms everywhere
wboredoms

in

jacobs land and

in

jerusalem where david and solomons wives and concubines lived second and mentioned
above the

lord firmly voices that these things are abominable before him

jacob 224

this

recognizes the womens suffering and condemns those who cause it for here god denounces the
deplorable actions that held certain nephite and israelite women bound A third recognition of

40

wor nens hardships follow the
these womens

lords warning to the nephite men that he will

visit them

with a sore curse even unto destruction unless they stop corn
committing
mitting whore
doms
whoredoms
coin

gods

lords injunction

jacob

prophets explicitly condemn these immoral practices after the

specifically chastises the men for understanding and then breaking the law concerning marriage
and chastity given to the prophet

lehi he even goes

so far as to compare them to the Lamanites
lamanites

ye have broken the hearts of your tender wives

and lost the confidence

of your children

sob
because of your bad examples before them and the dobbings
sobbings
bings of their hearts ascend up to

god against you
their filthiness

Lama nites your brethren whom ye hate because of
behold the lamanites
are more righteous than you for they have not forgotten the

commandment of the lord which was given unto our father

lehi

that they should

have save it were one wife and concubines they should have none and there should not
be whore
whoredoms
doms committed among them jacob

234 35 35
23435

this passage details the tragic consequences of infidelity the circumstances of these nephite
women parallel that of the wives and concubines of david and solomon both were victims of
doms
whoredoms
whore

thus jacobs condemnation of these abuses also serves as a denouncement of what

occurred to the women in these two israelite kings lives

although the book of mormon doesnt name or elaborate on the hundreds of individual
women linked to david and solomon god through a prophet jacob includes them in the text by

alluding twice to the kings wives and concubines additionally book of mormon readers can
learn some of the womens stories from the bible which latter day saints use as a companion to

their modern day scripture

moahs
noahs & his priests wives and concubines
king noah and his priests are infamous
taxed his people an outrageous one fifth

in the book

of mormon for their wickedness he

of all they possessed in order to support the

doms of himself and his priests mosiah 113 6
laziness idolatry and whore
whoredoms

have spent his time in riotous living with his wives and concubines

noah

is said to

his priests also had

41

multiple wives and concubines and spent their time with harlots

11
14
1114

it appears from the

book of
ofmosiah
moslah that noah and his priests reveled in their reprehensible activities
mosiah

people to commit

many sins and iniquities against god

2130

causing the

in fact their actions were so

unholy that god sent his prophet abinadi to call the people to repentance but noah eventually
I11117
I1 17
burned abinadi at the stake mosiah 11

it is not clear from the text whether or not the wives and concubines of noah and his
priests were willing participants in the adulterous actions described in mosiah other than that
some women were termed harlots however we do know what occurred to these wives and

concubines shortly after abinadi was murdered

Lamanites soon drove the evil king and his
the lamanites

priests from their positions of power and into the wilderness before they were overtaken noah
that all the men should leave their wives and their children and flee before the

commanded
Lamanites
lamanites

mosiah 1911

moahs priests and
noahs

some of the nephite men complied

abandoning

their families to escape with their lives fortunately those left behind were spared from
destruction by the efforts of the fair nephite daughters see below and chapter 3
he ordered
nevertheless some of the men who fled with noah turned on their former king when be
them not to return to their families serving him the same death he previously inflicted on

abinadi even

death by fire

1920

with noah out of the picture all the men returned to

their families except the priests who were ashamed to return to the city of
nephi
ofnephi
that the people would slay them

203

fearing

instead they abducted twenty four daughters of the

Lamanites
lamanites and made them their wives which subsequently caused a fierce battle between the
15
nites 201
lamanites
people of
limhi moahs
20115
oflimhi
noahs people and the Lama

and in chapter

this account is described below

3

moahs wives and concubines
thus noahs

were left as widows if you can be called a widow

without being legally wed to a man and his priests wives and concubines were all but widows
since their men were not to be found for years these women once linked to influential yet self

serving nephite men are ultimately left to fend for themselves

they become with the
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remainder of noahs
nites who smite them on their cheeks and put
moahs people slaves to the Lama
lamanites
heavy burdens upon their backs and drive them as they would a dumb ass

mosiah 213

again we dont know if these women were voluntary participants in the whoredoms
whore doms performed
by noah and his priests or the degree to which they were forced to wed andor engage in sexual
sin with these nefarious men

one wonders what happened to the wife of king noah whose son limhi became king
under the supervision of the lamanites
Lamanites was she favored among the people
wives also well treated

were her sister

what of the former female companions of the king and his priests

how many if any of these women converted to the gospel under the direction of alma the
youngern
younger44 since the text delineates that noahs
Younger
moahs priests had multiple wives and concubines and
alma was one of his priests what happened to almas wives and concubines all of these
questions linger after the book of mosiah ends however we do know as noted above that the
whore doms of which plural marriage and
book of mormon unmistakably scorns the practices of whoredoms
concubinage are part
Nep hites & the twenty four Larn
anite daughters
lamanite
fair daughters of the nephites
Nep hites enlist their beauty and rhetoric to persuade the
the fair daughters of the nephites
14
Lama nites to spare their fathers mothers and siblings and they succeed mosiah 1913
lamanites
191314

likewise the twenty four lamanite daughters who were abducted and forced into marriage by

moahs priests
noahs

intercede for their husbands upon being discovered by their people ultimately

Lama nites had compassion on amulon
the lamanites
abulon and his brethren formerly priests of king noah
because of their wives
further in chapter

34
mosiah 2333
233334

both of these phenomenal incidents are discussed

3

aa
4aA former priest of king noah alma experienced a miraculous conversion and went on to reorganize
4

gods church

fleeing to the wilderness with his followers before the lamanites
Lama nites attacked noahs
moahs people
mosiah 27 alma 36524
365 24
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La
monis daughters
lamonis
labonis
La monis daughters have a brief appearance in the book

of mormon they are offered to

ammon as potential wives after he informs this lamanite king that he desires to live among the
lamont was much pleased with ammon and would that ammon
lament
lamanite people king lamoni
should take one of his daughters to wife alma 1724

at the end of the next chapter La monis

daughters along with his wife and sons are seen grieving over their fathers lifeless state
44

44greatly
greatly

lamenting his loss

alma 1843

monis

As many of La
lamonis people were gathered at his
labonis

house at this time of crisis his daughters were almost certainly present to witness his and his

wifes
cifes miraculous conversion this episodic chapter concludes with many of those present being
immeasurably changed becoming believers

monis

probably including Lar
36
La
nonis daughters 1931
193136
larnonis
lamonis
labonis

He lamans 2000 stripling warriors
mothers of
ofhelamans
helamans
Helar
heiannans 2000 stripling
helan
ofhelamans
then theres the incomparable influence of the mothers of
helarnans
warriors

no other group of women in the book of mormon accomplishes what they do literally

protecting their sons in battle by their teachings and examples

these women instilled such

unshakable faith in god in their sons that all the young men conquered their enemies while
retaining their lives and protecting the lives of their mothers and their people alma 5321
5321 5721
5721
25

in a communication to moroni helaman writes of the young men never had 1I seen so

Nep hites
great courage nay not amongst all the nephites

and they rehearsed unto me the words of

their mothers saying we do not doubt our mothers knew it alma 564548
5645 48
further in chapter

3

also discussed

life saving group of ammonite women must have numbered at least in
this lifesaving

the hundreds

jaredine
jaredite
Jaredite wives and daughters
jaredite
Jaredite wives and
the last sets of book of mormon women consist of generations of jaredine
jaredine
learn of the first jared in jaredite
Jar edite history the one who encourages
daughters in ether 13234
132 34 we leam

his brother to petition god for protection against their language being confounded at the time of
the tower of babel from the information in ether 620 we can deduce that jared has eight
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daughters in all

jared were twelve he having four sons
ofjared
the number of sons and daughters of

so this group of women consists of eight women all nieces to the brother ofjared
of jared a prophet of
god the brother ofjared
of jared himself had daughters although we dont have an exact number we

620

do know that his children sons and daughters included twenty and two souls

we also

know that jared and his brother with their families and their friends families traveled to the
promised

land

in watertight barges

jaredine
Jar edite
26 612 theres no way to determine how many jaredite
26612

women there were that time but we do know that women were aboard the barges

the lord

caused stones to shine in darkness to give light unto men women and children that they might
not cross the great waters in darkness

62 this initial

ofjaredites
jaredites
group of
Jared ites was known for their

righteousness

upon arriving in the promised land the people of
jared wanted a king to lead them
ofjared

none of the sons ofjared
orihah
of jared or his brother would accept this responsibility except one orphah
jaredine
Jar edite sovereign the people thrived among whom were his
under the direction of this initial jaredite

eight daughters ether 627
72
62772

Ori hahs grandson corihor seizes
however its not long until orihahs

the throne from his own father kib

later corihor loses the kingdom to his principled brother

jaredite kings are said to have many sons and daughters
Jaredite
shule both jaredine
ultimately prevails

712

14

but shule

governing justly defending the prophets and even fathering sons and

daughters in his old age

v 26

bhules
shules daughters undoubtedly benefited from their fathers

diligence and forthrightness

bhules grandson jared hereafter known
here the moral leadership halts for a time when shules
jared discussed
ofjared
jared2 enters the scene jared2
jaredz
as jaredy
jaretz is the father of the notorious daughter of
previously ether 81 notes that jared begat sons and daughters

one of whom was none other

than this clever yet ill intending woman she and her father are responsible for overthrowing the

jaredite
king omer and reintroducing secret combinations into jaredine
Jar edite society which eventually result
in that

jaredy
jaredshas
has daughters plural thus the question arises of
civilizations demise the text says jared2

how many exist in addition to the well known daughter because of this daughters wicked
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jareds

tendencies one wonders about the political and moral leanings of the daughter ofjareds
of jaredy sister or
jaredy s family remained with him once he became king at
sisters what follows indicates that jared2
least not physically aligning with their grandfather

As just stated jared2
jaredz
jaretz and his daughter usurp the throne from omer who is their father
and grandfather respectively interestingly

omers daughters are mentioned three times in the

book of mormon the first two occurrences simply acknowledge their existence among his other
children or sons however the third instance is more noteworthy omer is obviously in

gods

jaredz
good graces because before jared2
jaretz and his daughter execute their plan to murder him the king is
warned of the ensuing event in a dream consequently omer departed out of the land with his
family

to a place

by the seashore and there he pitched his tent and also his sons and

daughters and all his household save it were jared and his family

omers daughters

8492

ether 84
92 3
923
84923

thus

are saved from becoming subject to their power hungry uncle and relocate in

tents to a seaside location until likely returning to their homeland when their father is later
restored to the throne 913

before omer dies he appoints emer to be his successor emers kingship is marked by
Jared ites including his many sons and
enormous success during his sixty two year reign the jaredites

daughters

become exceedingly strong and rich

ether 91421
914 21

emers daughters were

fortunate to experience such overwhelming monetary comforts but they were probably also
affected by their fathers exceptional spirituality in that he saw the son of righteousness

jesus christ 922

nephi

few people in the book of mormon

aside from prophets and those in

or
3

were privy to such divine encounters

erners great great grandson heth also had daughters ether 925
emers

regrettably

paredi and his daughter heth embraced the secret
jaredi
however their father patterned his life after jared2

plans of old to destroy his father

he succeeded and directed his people in so much evil that the

Jared ites 92635
926 35
lord sent a famine and poisonous serpents to humble the jaredites

beths daughters
heths

with their people suffered the consequences of their ill serving fathers choices and dreadful

46

leadership fortunately heth died during the food shortage and once the famine and serpents
subsided his good natured brother shez began to build up again the broken people
walk in the ways of the lord and he begat sons and daughters

10
101
122
1012
loi

1I

1

and did

imagine these women

be built up many cities upon the face of
experienced the advantages of their fathers reign as he
the land and the people began again to spread all over the face of the land

jaredite
lakish succeeds his father shez as the next jaredine
Rip
Jar edite king
riplakish

104

the book of mormon points

to the wives and concubines of riplakish
Rip lakish as evidence of his wickedness

lakish did not do
Rip
riplakish

that which was right in the sight of the lord for he did have many wives and concubines

105

ether

years later aberrant kimm
kimn a descendant of riplakish
Rip lakish raises sons and daughters in
kirn
kim

captivity after being overthrown by his righteous brother
jaredine
Jar edite women mentioned
of jaredite

in the book

13 14 the next three groups
1013
1314
101314
levi 10

of ether are more fortunate than those legally sexually

and genetically bound to riplakish
Rip lakish and kim

coloms daughters
levis daughters coroms

and

libs

jaredine
Jar edite kings these women are said to have fathers who did
daughters are born to righteous jaredite

that which was good and right in the sight of the lord

10
17 19
15
1015
1517
101517

libs daughters

jaredine
Jar edite history in which the people were
particularly were blessed by an abundant period of jaredite

29
economically politically and physically prosperous vv 20
2029

in contrast the final three

bohor and
groups of women in ether were not only tied to their unrepentant fathers coriantumr cohor
Cor ihor but they also became as depraved as their predecessors coriantumr
corihor

repented not

neither his fair sons nor daughters neither the fair sons and daughters of bohor
cohor neither the fair
sons and daughters of
ofcorihory
corihor21 and in fine there were none of the fair sons and daughters upon
the whole face of the earth who repented of their sins
jaredine
Jar edite soul remaining
of mormon there is not a single jaredite

17
1316
131617

by the conclusion of the book

all because iniquitous kings led their

people to slaughter each other even their own family members
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those are the significant sets of women

in tile
tiie
tlle
the

book of mormon although often only

briefly mentioned the presence of these women is strong in the narrative

defining values and

demonstrating womens unique ability to influence others with powers related to their
femaleness in addition to the groups described above there are many less conspicuous ways that

book of mormon women are included in the text for example every time words such as
Nep
jaredites
Lama nites amulonites orjaredites
hites lamanites
or mared
nephites
Jaredites are seen so should be the faces
lamanifes

of countless book

of mormon women as well as men in other words each instance of those and similar inclusive
terms should signal to readers the texts ubiquitous female presence additionally such words
should cause students of the book of mormon to visualize the wives mothers daughters sisters
and queens of these peoples

whose fathers brothers husbands and sons are often headlining

the narrative but not without significant help from their female counterparts however it is
interesting to note that no woman in the book of mormon is presented in her own right every
individual woman is identified in the text through her relationship to a man or within a mans
story

and yet despite this fact the women included

in the narrative are shown doing powerful

blood thirsty men to abandon violence and
and paradigmatic things such as convincing bloodthirsty

unbelievers
persuading un
believers of christs divinity see chapter

3

chapter two intricately charts over

250 words and phrases inclusive of women but not always immediately apparent to the casual

reader despite the fact that the majority of book of mormon women are seen in groups rather
than individually imagining these groups as mosaics of innumerable individual women with
distinct personalities skills and gifts will enable readers to grasp the pervasive presence of
women in this text
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individual women 22
sariah
eve
Ishm aels wife
ishmaels

groups of women 26
laman and lemuels daughters
nephis sisters

nephis wife
lamans wife
lemuels wife
sams wife
zorams wife
Ishm aels son
wife of
oflshmaels
soni
ishmaels
Ishm aels sons
wife of
oflshmaels
ishmaels

concubines
moahs
noahs and his priests wives and
concubines
Nep hites
fair daughters of the nephites
twenty four lamanite daughters
La
lamonis daughters
labonis
He lamans 2000 stripling
mothers of
ofhelamans
warriors
jareds daughters
brother of jaredy
jaredy daughters
jareds
Ori
orihahs
hahs daughters
Cori
corihors
hors daughters
bhules daughters
shules
jaredy s daughters
jared2
omers daughters
emers daughters
beths daughters
heths
seezs
shezs daughters
riplakishs wives and concubines
levis daughters
coroms
coloms daughters
libs daughters
kirms daughters
kirns
kims
coriantumrs daughters
cohors
cahors daughters
corg
Cori
horz s daughters
corihor2
corihorz

mary
sarah

prophetess Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs wife
La
lamonis queen
labonis

monis
abish
La
lamonis
labonis
monis fathers queen
isabel

amalickiahs queen
Mori
antons maidservant
moriantons
daughter of jared
wifel
Corian
coriantums
tums wife
Corian
wifez
tums wife2
wifel
coriantums

david & solomons wives and

monis
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CHAPTER 2

present above and below the surface
words phrases and figurative language inclusive of women
women in the book of mormon dont just exist in the form of individuals and groups of
females

their presence is found repeatedly on

abstruse as brethren

its pages in words as obvious as asfemale
female and as

at first glance it isnt apparent how words with masculine connotations

like

brethren could refer to women however depending on the context in which such words are
found they can and often do include females

for instance king benjamin begins his address

with the phrase my brethren all ye that have assembled yourselves together

from the word brethren

mosiah 29

it may appear that benjamin is only speaking to men but by reading

previous verses it becomes clear that the king is addressing all his people including females of all
ages it is the context in which this verse is found that reveals the women in the word brethren

mosiah 25
2588 recounts that benjamins audience congregated around the temple

every

man according to his family consisting of his wife his sons and his daughters and their sons
and their daughters

and they pitched their tents round about the temple

benjamin began to speak to his people from the tower

and king

the context makes clear that the word

brethren in verse nine is meant in a general sense and could be replaced with the word people
without changing the meaning of the sentence my calculations indicate over 300 instances of
brethren in the book of mormon that reference women as well as men see appendix A

this is just one example of how this chapter uncovers the feminine presence in the book
of mormon in her article my book of mormon sisters marjorie spencer relates that she finds
more than 150 passages of explicit references to women

those passages for the reader 66

but she unfortunately doesnt identify

likewise kevin and shauna christensen embark on a

cormons
Mor mons female inclusive language but they go no further
preliminary study of the book of mormons
than briefly mentioning the results of their electronic database search of the text 4546
45 46

because

no one had compiled an exhaustive list of the words phrases and figurative language in the text
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like the word brethren that include women and the feminine I1 set out to do so however 1I soon

discovered that a comprehensive list of every instance of such words was unrealistic for the scope

of this masters thesis nevertheless 1I have created a substantial list of female inclusive diction
and references and have divided my findings into two categories

1

general words and phrases

inclusive of women and 2 feminine figurative language see their respective alphabetical lists
located in appendix A and appendix B

from this study I1 hope to understand how women were treated in the nephite lamanite
jaredine
jaredite
Jaredite civilization how they were valued what they contributed and what the religious

doctrines of the society were with regard to women versus how the people practiced them
conclusions

I
1

the

cormons
have drawn from my analysis of the book of mormons
Mor mons gender inclusive language

stem from the books teachings and from the presence of women in groups exclusive to females
and from groups containing members of both sexes in other words information about women in

book of mormon societies and how they were viewed come from the books doctrine and from
accounts of womens collective experiences

the doctrines lead to very different conclusions

from the accounts of real womens lives women were included as equals in the commandments
and doctrines teachings but limited to subordinate status and the domestic sphere in their actual
lives

the

latter enables one to reconsider or reconstruct the book of mormon stories to include

women and how the events affected them and the former demonstrates the civilizations basic
religious beliefs about women and their value in
discussion of these references to women
what they actually experienced

gods eyes although I1 have combined

my

mingling ideas about how women were viewed with

their proximity to each other should not blur the distinction

between them

general words and phrases inclusive of women
words with masculine connotations are not the only way that words and phrases in the
book of mormon include women women are included

in the text in a myriad

of ways As will
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be delineated in the second section of this chapter a significant amount of feminine figurative

language exists in the text however this section is devoted to the 230 terms inclusive of women
and the 5201 references to them 1I used a three step methodology to conduct this portion of my

study on women in the book of mormon first I1 compiled a list of words and phrases found
within the text and then I1 conducted a quantitative electronic word search within the book to
locate every instance of that term in the book next 1I read each occasion of the terms in context

to determine whether or not the term and its reference was inclusive of women next 1I organized
the terms into their logical categories and drew conclusions about what my findings reveal about

the appearance and treatment of women in the book of mormon 1I came up with twejve
twelve
categories ranging from words exclusive to women such as wife to time sensitive terms like the
middle aged that include both genders in order to avoid tiring the reader with a banal string of

examples in each area 1I wont elaborate on every word or category located in the list of words
and phrases found in the appendix A 1I have organized the best examples of the respective

groups into what 1I hope is a compelling argument for the pervasive presence of women in the

book of mormon

words exclusive to women

at least 25 words exclusive to women occur over 500 times in the book of mormon for
example words such as woman wife mother daughter widow and queen can only represent
females although 1I wont comment on all 25 words youll find a list including every female
specific word in the book of mormon at the end of this section

among these words daughter
90 appearances As seen in chapter

beginning in

1I

1

is found most frequently in the book

of mormon making

there are many distinct daughters within the text

oflshmael
nephi with the daughters of
lehis sons and zoram and
ishmael who married gehis

culminating in ether with the unrepentant daughters of coring

the daughter ofjared
of jared being the

most memorable because of her treachery since all the nameable individuals and groups of
daughters are covered in the previous chapter

ill focus on some more general

occurrences of
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daughter not covered in chapter

1

As discussed below in some cases daughters are identified as

selfish worldly and corrupt and other times they are identified as particularly beloved children

for instance the phrase daughters ofzion
of zion exists three times
from biblical isaiah here it appears that women belonging to

the

in 2

nephi

gods church

in quotations

are reprimanded by

lord for being haughty and walking with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes walking

and mincing as they go and making a tinkling with their feet
filth

is prophesied to be cleansed from

zions daughters

is a feminine noun in scripture as the symbolic bride

1316

this worldliness or

and all her people 144

As church

of christ this verse and others like

it may

be referencing male and female members of christs church rather than female members only

if

so this is one of the unique instances of female language implying men instead of the reverse

which occurs more often also taken from isaiah is a unique reference to the daughter of

gallim who is told to lift up her voice and cause

it to be heard unto

of stature shall be hewn down and the haughty shall be humbled
mighty one

2

laish that high ones

and lebanon shall fall by a

its interesting that although women are less conspicuous than

34
nephi 2030
203034

men in the book of mormon in the latter reference a woman is chosen as the mouthpiece of the

lord to relay an important message to his children

the last appearance of the word
Moroni hah has been destroyed
of
ofmoronihah
moronihah

in the

daughter that 1I will discuss occurs after the nephite city

earths upheavals at the time of christs crucifixion

previous to this formerly prophesied event samuel the lamanite preached repentance to the
Nep
hites however the majority of the people continued in their misdeeds
nephites

howlings of the people great and terrible

saying

0 that we had repented

thus were the
before this great and

terrible day and had not killed and stoned the prophets and cast them out then would our
mothers and our fair daughters and our children have been spared and not have been buried up
in that great city moronihah
Moroni hah

3

nephi 825

this example illustrates the grief felt at this time by

the nephites
Nep hites for the loss of women and children in particular one wonders why the people
mourned specifically for these members of their society since

its likely that adult men also
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perished in the disaster could it be because women and children both girls and boys are
generally less physically strong than men and therefore had a higher mortality rate in this
devastating event

no matter the reason its apparent from this verse that book of mormon

women old and young were cherished by their people

moving on to other words exclusive to females women occurs 52 times and wives 5 11

book of mormon women are generally mentioned or named in connection with their husbands

for instance

12

of the 22 individual women in the text are only described in relation to their

marital association with a particular man

Ishm aels sons
eg nephis wife ishmaels

wives etc

unfortunately the book of mormon doesnt explicitly inform us as to the societal status of a wife

but since most women are only included

in the account through their marriages to prominent

men we can infer that wifehood lent women a degree of authority as does motherhood

mary and the mothers of
He lamans 2000 stripling warriors
ofhelamans
helamans

eg

moreover we know that for

hebrew women being unmarried was considered a reproach and that they were primarily valued
for their ability to bear children

especially sons

3

nephi 224 see also sperry

conversely

fam ilys
the book of mormon explains that men are responsible for the physical necessities of the familys
life and are expected to protect their women and children in times of war by defending them

against their enemies see mosiah 2117 alma 445 alma 467

the words women and wives generally refer to groups of females within a society one
example of this is found in ether 15 As also explained in chapter

1

the daughter ofjared
of jared and

her father reconstituted the secret combinations that eventually resulted in the demise of the
jaredine
jaredite
Jaredites they gathered
Jar edite civilization consequently in the final battles among the jaredites

together the people

their wives and their children

both men women and children being

breast plates and head plates and being clothed
armed with weapons of war having shields and breastplates
after the manner of war

marching forth one against another to battle

vv 13 15

thus this

group of women and wives engaged in battle alongside their husbands sons and daughters in a
last ditch effort to preserve their lives but conquered not

v

15

at the conclusion of the book
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jaredine
of ether the jaredite
Jar edite civilization

is all but destroyed

leaving a solitary man coriantumr to

wander about alone until later discovered by the people of
Zarah emla
emia ether 1532 omni 121
ofzarahemla
zarahemla

this is a sad example of how womens roles change when a civilization becomes corrupt this
warring and fundamentally evil society sealed the fate of its people in a gruesome battle involving
weapon wielding women and children

this depiction of women is extremely uncharacteristic of

a book that primarily portrays women as mothers who bear and nurture children along with

spinning cloth and making textiles mosiah 105

occasions of the word wives in conjunction with womens marriages to one man are not
indicative of a pro plural marriage agenda in the book of mormon in fact quite the opposite is
true as indicated in chapter

1

the only occasions of multiple wives or female partners

in the text

happen in respect to the unauthorized practice of polygamy by riplakish
Rip lakish king noah and his
priests biblical david and solomon and among the nephites
Nep hites in jacob 2 further jacob 228
emphasizes that the

lord god delights

abomination before him

in the chastity

thus the doctrines

doms are an
whoredoms
of women and whore

and depictions regarding book or mormon

women indicate that their male counterparts were expected to adhere to principles of fidelity in

marriage and to provide for and protect their families nevertheless when the book of mormon
peoples become corrupt these commandments are the first to be disregarded by wicked men and
women with regards to marital fidelity which results in political and spiritual devastation

conversely the word queen frequently represents individual women of a royal lineage

for instance of the 25 occurrences of this word in the book of mormon 22 of them refer to a
distinct lamanite noblewoman

the three definitive royal women in the text are La
lamonis
labonis
monis queen

La monis fathers queen and amalakiahs queen they appear to have somewhat of a higher
status among book of mormon peoples although they are only seen acting independently when

their husbands the kings are incapacitated or dead for instance when two lamanite kings are
caught up in a spiritual sleep in the book of alma their respective queens take action to resolve
the situations although La monis queen and La
lamonis
labonis
monis fathers queen choose markedly different
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18 19 22
ways of doing so see alma 1819

further amalickiahs queen is only illustrated as acting

in her own right after her husband has been murdered after which she unwittingly marries his

killer see alma 47

although it appears that this queen chooses to marry amalickiah in good

faith she may not have had a legitimate choice there is no evidence from the text that queens
were allowed to rule their kingdoms without a king thus it appears that to maintain her stately
status a queen required the presence of a husband who became king by marrying her

consequently amalickiahs queen may have faced a wrenching dilemma after her husbands
death either marry the powerful man who invaded her country or be relegated to the loathed
status of a widow

the word

impoverished and without any social authority
mother graces the book of mormon with its presence 40 times book of

mormon mothers include sariah Ishm
ishmaels
aels wife mary the mother of jesus and the mothers of
He lamans 2000 stripling warriors

and if we assume that La
lamonis
labonis biological mother is
monis

monis

lamonis

La monis fathers queen and that La
La
monis queen we
labonis
lamonis daughters are also the children of
oflamonis
labonis
can conclude that these two queens were mothers As for amalakiahs queen there is no

evidence in the text that she did or did not have children although these queens are not termed

mothers by the use of that word at least two of them are very probably mothers nevertheless

additionally allusions to three biblical women in the narrative include the most significant
mary jesus mortal mother and

mothers in the worlds history eve the mother of all living

sarah the matriarch of the

12

tribes of israel as the mother of
IsaacOne of the first instances of
oflsaac0ne

mother occurs in the first book of the book of mormon after her sons successfully return from
jerusalem with the brass plates sariah expresses her relief and gratitude for their wellbeing
well being

here nephi writes that his father

was filled with joy and also his mother sariah was

exceedingly glad for she truly had mourned because of us

1 1I

nephi 5511

As the mother of at

least eight children giving birth to at least two in the wilderness sariah definitely earned the title

of mother As illustrated by the discussion of sariah in chapter

1

she was a valued member of

gehis
lehis family not to mention to the entire nephite lamanite ishmaelite civilization moreover
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she may have been particularly revered according to her name which means princess of
3 11
14 hoskisson 30
reynolds and sjodahl 114
3031
303

jehovah

1

barren
in

3

is another word specific to women that furthers the female presence in tile
tlle text
tiie
the

nephi 221 it appears

in the form

which is written come to pass sing

of a prophecy taken from isaiah 54 and then shall that

0 barren

thou that didst not bear break forth into singing

and cry aloud thou that didst not travail with child for more are the children of the desolate than

the children of the married wife saith the

lord

inability of any kind of earth life to reproduce

although barren can be used to characterize the

eg

see

alma 3239 the ground

is barren

here

it is associated specifically with a female human being who didst not travail with child

further bearing children requires a womb which is a word exclusive to women and other female
mammals and is found five times in the text womb is discussed in detail within the feminine
figurative language section
in

1I

ishmaels
aels wife aligns with two of her
nephi 719 the word mother appears when Ishm

children to persuade nephis brothers to release him from captivity

one of the daughters of

ishmael yea and also her mother and one of the sons of ishmael did plead with my brethren

and they succeed this mother with her daughter and son did soften the brothers hearts and
they did cease striving to take away

nephis

life

1 1I

nephi 719

A few chapters later perhaps

the worlds most well known mother aside from eve is defined in seemingly contradictory terms
as both a virgin and the mother of the son of god

18
11
1118

although it would have been

impossible for a woman in marys time to be at once a virgin and a childs biological mother her
dual roles are legitimate because as the bible and book of mormon explain she conceived jesus

through spiritual means matthew 120 mosiah

3

marys title as the mother of the son of

god in I1 nephi lends
ends incomparable importance to the concept of motherhood

in the

book of

mormon her role as the mother of gods divine son legitimizes womens roles as bearers of
children as no other woman in the text does mary is a literal partner with god as jesus mortal

57

mother creating a tangible link between a mother and deity in the text

this is a profound

cormons
Mor mons powerful female presence
example of how the word mother illustrates the book of mormons
though other book of mormon mothers dont have such concrete connections to deity
the 2000 stripling warriors mothers have a spiritual link to god that has an immeasurable effect
on their sons and their entire people helaman writes of the young soldiers lives being preserved

during fierce battles because they had been taught by their mothers that if they did not doubt

god would deliver them alma 5647

this instance of mother simultaneously depicts

womens ability to persuade their children to believe in god as well as provides a poignant
example of what can result from such motherly instruction further the warriors remarkable
faith in god instilled in them by their mothers enabled them to defend and preserve themselves
and their country

the fact that helaman

and the mothers sons quote these women points to their

being greatly revered by men in book of mormon society
ofmother
the last two occasions of
mother in the text that I will discuss are
1

mormon the first is found within one of the ten commandments
mother that thy days may be long upon the land

alma 5721

located in alma and

honor thy father and thy

this statement

like the previous

example of mary shows the texts reverence for mothers and finally near the end of book of

mormon one of the few survivors of the nephite civilization laments the destruction of his people
by exclaiming

0 ye fair sons and daughters

fair ones how is it that ye could have fallen

ye fathers and mothers ye husbands and wives ye

mormon 619

here mormon names three

specific groups of nephite women and men who were victims of war including daughters wives
and mothers

this book of mormon

prophet expresses that his soul was rent with anguish

because of the slain of his people and he cried

mormon 616

his grief is evident in his

detailed description of the murdered men and women As you can see from the above examples

women were admired for their roles as mothers in the book of mormon and respected for the
influence they exerted over their children
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just three chapters after mormon has delineated the dead among his people he indicates
that a lot of
ofnephite
nephite women became widows before they themselves died
their daughters

many widows and

wandered whithersoever they could for food and many old women did

faint by the way and die

mormon 916

the word widow occurs nine times in the book of

mormon with its companion widowhood arising once As discussed under feminine figurative
language below this word conveys to zion that god is mindful of her and that someday soon she
will forget the reproach of her widowhood

reunited through his mercy

3

nephi 224

or separation from the lord because they will be

7

doesnt just allude to widows
the book of mormon doesntjust

however it elaborates on their dire

physical circumstances and is sympathetic to their suffering in fact in mosiah 21 king limhi
required those more fortunate among his people to distribute their excess to the widows and their
children that they might not perish with hunger
than there was of men

v 17

as there was a great number of women more

later moroni queries contemporary book of mormon readers

to why they love money more than they love the poor and the needy
should mourn before the

839 40
lord and also orphans mormon 83940

as

and cause that widows

on the other hand widow

does not always refer to so called female victims in the text second nephi 19 makes it clear that

god does not discriminate between the wicked whether or not they are widows when people are
blatantly evil the

lord shall have no joy in their young men neither shall have mercy on their

fatherless and widows for every one of them is a hypocrite and an evildoer and every mouth
speaketh folly

nevertheless the text is also unmistakable about how god feels toward his

children no matter their behavior

the same verse contains the reassuring clause for all this his

anger is not turned away but his hand
band is stretched out still

v 17

nothing seems more opposite from a widow than a whore this word comes up in eight
places in the book of mormon

however not in reference to any woman in particular

fortunately whore is reserved in the text as a description for the church of the devil or he that
figh teth against zion
fighteth

both jew and gentile both bond and free both male and female

1 1I

59

10
1410
nephi 14

2

16
1016
nephi 10

this metaphor of the devils followers as a whore he arkens back to

revelation 175 which depicts babylon as the mother of harlots and abominations of the earth
although book of mormon authors would not have possessed this particular scripture since it is
found in the new testament the brass plates may have contained similar symbolism of gatans
satans
church further because the book of mormon teaches that sexual transgressions are almost as
serious as murder in

gods eyes

the image of a whore may have been chosen to personify evil

whore doms below
see the discussion of whoredoms
in nephi and

his asherah daniel peterson may answer why a whore is used to

characterize evil As will be explained below the virtue of wisdom is assigned femininity by

king limhi
language

in mosiah

820 upon his conversion see wisdom under feminine figurative

within his argument about lady wisdom or truth peterson makes the compelling

connection between her and her opposing feminine image in the book of mormon
in proverbs readers are told

that of obedience to wisdom
antagonist

and

of two contradictory ways

lady wisdom

that of the foolish and

is contrasted repeatedly with her

the strange woman or whorish woman who is certainly forbidden to

the righteous

likewise opposed to the truth of god

is

nephis striking

him in the same vision as the tree of life of the mother of abominations
all the earth

which fights against the saints

image given to

the whore of

lady wisdom and the whorish woman

are in fact competitors 215

the fact these feminine images symbolize

diametrically opposed ideas suggests that book of

mormon peoples may have recognized the extreme contrast between wisdom or truth and its
counterfeit falsehood

which organized evil or the whore of all the earth combats

all 24 words exclusive to women

have not been covered in this prose discussion but they

are found with their respective references in the general words and phrases list that follows

however one instance of the word vessel deserves an explanation for its appearance in this

60
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section although it is also used to denote human beings in moroni 73111 its presence in alma
7710
10

relates to the mortal mother of jesus christ virginal mary is called a precious and chosen

vessel who shall be overshadowed and conceive by the power of the holy ghost and bring forth
a son yea even the son of god
as grace is infused

one definition of vessel is a person into whom some quality

an eloquent and fitting description for the woman who possessed many

admirable qualities and whose womb was infused with the christ child

the female

specific words in the book of mormon occurring 512 times are barren

bride concubines daughter female handmaids
hand maids harlot her maid maid
maidservant
servant mother
mistress mother queen she sisters virgin whore widow widowhood wife woman womb
women and vessel

words requiring women
women exist in the book of mormon in less obvious ways than those mentioned above

the previous

discussion delineates words that clearly denote females in the text however that is

only one of at least twelve categories in which women can be seen in the book of mormon

for

example certain words in the text imply females but one must be reflective when reading to
word family for instance
recognize the women in these words take the wordfamily

at the minimum a

family consists of a man and a woman joined together by law in marriage

at the most this unit

includes a father a mother sons daughters grandparents grandchildren aunts uncles cousins
nieces nephews and others whose relationships are indicated by such words as great step first
as in first cousin second as in second cousin once removed and so forth whether or not
vike
hike
ilke
family there are nine words of this
they are readily apparent women are present in words like
likefamily

kind in the book of mormon adulterers adultery divorced divorcement families family
yth
yih
with
withfamily
family
marriage marry and whoredom along aih
vih jamily

whore doms
and whoredoms

1

the significance of these gender

1I

will discuss marriage adultery divorce

neutral terms is that they demonstrate

here moroni explains that angels continue to visit the children of men who are the chosen vessels of the lord
see also moroni 72930
729 30
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womens participation in public gatherings their political and religious leanings their marital
rights and they provide evidence of womens equal treatment within the books doctrines
regarding adultery divorce and sexual transgressions
family and
intofamily
there are multiple ways that women figure into
families in the text together
andfamilies
both variations of the wordfamily
word family appear 43 times in the book of mormon As king benjamins

people assembled themselves at the temple to hear him speak they organized themselves in
families

every man according to his family consisting of his wife and his sons and his

daughters and their sons and their daughters from the eldest down to the youngest every family
being separate one from another

v

5

here women are clearly defined as members of family

this signals that women

units who gathered to hear the address of their political religious leader

were valued members of society as were children who were held accountable for the things they
were taught by their leaders in the previous example we see groups of women in multiple
families but in nephis introduction to his writings individual women are implied in the word
family As nephi opens his first book which is an account of his fam
familys
ilys journey to the

promised land he begins by delineating the people involved in his story

he articulates that his

father

journey into the wilderness with his
daysjourney
lehi leaves jerusalem and taketh three days

family

nephi explains that gehis
lehis family consists of his wife sariah and his four sons

this

first occurrence of offamily
family in the book of mormon therefore includes sariah the first individual
woman and second person readers encounter in the text Saria
sariahs
hs name is the eighth word found
in 1I nephi which is the first book in the book of mormon

her presence so early in narrative

points to her substantial influence on her son nephi and his siblings

who become the first

prophets and leaders of the respective nephite and lamanite civilizations

the next individual

family are the respective wives of
women referred to by the word
wordfamily

Ishm aels two sons As stated in chapter
ishmaels

1

Ishm aels sons wives appear together with their
ishmaels

husbands in opposition to nephi and sam and their father ishmael and his wife and his three
other daughters by complaining about the wilderness conditions and threatening to return to

62

jerusalem

1I

refer to these women in the previous chapter as wife oflshmaels
of Ishm aels soni
son and wife of
ishmaels

Ishm aels sona they are among nephis antagonists nephi says laman and lemuel and two
ishmaels

of the daughters of ishmael and the two sons of ishmael and their families did rebel against us
1 I1

nephi 76

amity reveals two book of mormon women who otherwise would
word family
wordamity
here the wordfamily

have no place in the text further the acts of these women illustrate their assertiveness and their
involvement in rebelling against nephi despite their limited societal status
tofamily in 1I nephi lamans wife
further distinct women are found in references to family

lemuels wife sams wife

and nephis wife appear when nephi relays that he and his brothers

married Ishm
ishmaels
aels daughters

no mention

is made yet

zoram or his wife who was ishmaels
of
Ishm aels
ofzoram

eldest daughter nevertheless these four separate women are suggested in the introduction to first

nephi describing how nephi and his brothers took their families and departed into the
wilderness
and now

1 I1

1 intro
iintro
nephi cintro

similarly 2 nephi contains allusions to sams wife nephis wife

zorams wife by two instances of the wordfamily
word family in the following verse which details

the people who accompany nephi when he departs from his older brothers

11I

nephi did take my

family and also zoram and his family and sam mine elder brother and his family

those who would go with me
wife zorams wife and

and all

family indicates that nephis
56 this reference to women in infamily

sams wife were among those who chose righteousness over wickedness

and became known as nephites
Nep hites

once again sariah

is subsumed in infamily
family in 1I

nephi in lenis
lents account of his vision of the

tree of life here lehi informs his sons that the trees fruit filled my soul with such
exceedingly great joy that 1I was desirous that my family should partake of it also
cast my eyes round about that perhaps 1I might discover my family

sariah and sam and nephi

I1

and as 1I

beheld your mother

and they stood as if they knew not whither they should go

14 the word
wordfamily
family includes this prominent nephite mother twice in this passage where
812
81214

sariah and her two virtuous sons move intently toward the tree of life which symbolizes the love

of god 1 1I nephi 1125

this appearance of sariah in the narrative is particularly significant

it
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shows gods cognizance of a book of mormon wife and mother and her righteous desires and
consistent efforts to follow him

lehi saw his wife

in his prophetic dream that vividly depicts the

respective wicked and righteous members of his family

this vision clearly denotes sariah as a

righteous member of
ofnephite
nephite society implying that subsequent book of mormon women and
prophets wives may also fall into this category
As mentioned previously marriage legally unites a man and a woman into a cohesive
family three forms of the word marriage appear in the book of mormon marriage married
and marry because the text does not contain any allusions to homosexual marriage we can

assume that such an event involved a woman and a man

for that reason every instance of this

idea implies women marriage and married both occur in 4 nephi

I
1

where nephi one of the

Lamanites were married and given in
disciples of christ explains that the nephites
Nep hites and lamanites
did multiply exceedingly fast and became an exceedingly fair and delightsome

marriage and
people

v

11

10

the phrase

given in marriage may refer to arranged marriages between

young men and women which were common among ancient hebrew societies sidney sperry
indicates that marriage was looked upon as a very serious step and not as something to be left to
human passion and hasty action

29

sperry further elaborates on the three steps of arranged

marriages

among the jews in new testament times there were usually three steps in
marriage first there was the engagement which could be made even if the couple were
only children

the match might be arranged

by the parents themselves or by a

professional go between often the couple involved had never seen each other

second there was the betrothal in this step the engagement would be ratified unless the
girl was unwilling to accept it but if she accepted it the jews regarded the betrothal as
absolutely binding

for one year the couple were regarded

as man and wife but without

the rights of marriage itself betrothal could be terminated only by divorce third the
marriage proper took place after the year of betrothal 29

64

the above information

regarding jewish marriages illustrates that in ancient times women were

permitted to reject a betrothal because book of mormon women descended from the same
socio political geographical location as those cited above this opportunity may have also been
available to them

the verses dont detail the number of people who were married at this

particular time but as they include both major book of mormon societies one can only imagine

that countless women participated in these matrimonial events and consequently bore the progeny
that were multiplied

on the other hand

3

nephi

12 warns spouses not to separate from their partners

mauseth her to commit
whosoever shall put away his wife saving for the cause of fornication causeth

adultery and whoso
choso shall marry her who is divorced committeth
teth adultery
commit

v 32

this is

another example of a commandment couched in gendered terms but which applies to both sexes

this further corroborates the equal treatment of men and women
the word

of mormon doctrine

in book

adultery also implies the presence of women in the book of mormon in that it

takes both sexes to commit the act

again excluding homosexual variations adultery is

denounced in the book of mormon as a sin that carries significant consequences first mosiah

13

Nep hites about the
contains a commandment against the practice of adultery abinadi teaches the nephites

ten commandments

among which is the imperative

later alma communicates that such an action
crimes

if a man

thou shalt not commit adultery

v 22

is punishable by law including it with other

murdered he was punished unto death and if he robbed he was also

punished and if he stole he was also punished and if he committed adultery he was also
10
alma 309
30910

punished yea for all this wickedness they were punished

here the word man

clearly speaks of both sexes as it functions as the antecedent of they man is discussed further
under words denoting human beings below

not only did adulterous behavior have legal

ramifications in the book of mormon but it also brought spiritual repercussions third nephi

245 borrows from malachi

3 in

which god exclaims that he will pass a sharp judgment against

all who abuse neglect or deceive others

even adulterers

1

I will be a

swift witness against

65

the adulterers

when informing readers in his sermon on the mount the savior explains that

whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery already in his heart
3

nephi 1228

this commandment obviously pertains to men also meaning that if a woman

lusts after a man she too would be considered a so called adulterer interestingly this is an

occasion where a feminine pronoun her and its antecedent woman represent both men and
women As will be illustrated at length below the reverse is more common in the book of

mormon in which masculine words and those with masculine connotations include both genders
rathery
rothery
eg brethren brother
brothe
rothers
brotherothers
fathers

man and men often stand for men and women

and finally

adultery is found along with a string of various grievances against humanity defined as wicked

lamanite traditions in alma 233 this verse outlines how La monis father taught his people
conot
onot
not

to murder nor to plunder nor to steal nor to commit adultery nor to commit any manner of

wickedness or participate in wicked traditions of their fathers

just as marriage and adultery indicate the participation of a man and a woman so also
does divorce second and third nephi contain the only references to divorce in the book of

mormon divorcement occurs twice and divorced once second nephi 71 contains the lords
query from isaiah 50 of where is the bill of your mothers divorcement

thee away or to which of my creditors have I1 sold you

to whom have I put
1

behold for your iniquities have ye

sold yourselves and for your transgressions is your mother put away

this verse alludes to the

symbolic marriage of christ the bridegroom to his church the bride

communicating that she

not he has betrayed their covenant and therefore is subject to the consequence of separation from

him and later

in 3 nephi 1231 the savior himself instructs the nephites
Nep hites that whosoever shall

put away his wife let him give her a writing of divorcement

the next verse

marry png her who is divorced
warns against committing adultery by marrying

the last three words

marriage adultery and divorce

as quoted above

v 32

illustrate a woman and man

publicly declaring their commitment to each other then betraying that bond and ultimately as in
divorce discarding it altogether conversely whoredoms are devoid of such public involvement

66

but still require the participation of a male and female in all whoredoms
whore doms occurs 27 times in the
2
book of mormon merriam websters dictionai
Dictionary
Diction
ai defines whoredom as the practice of

whoring and identifies whoring as having unlawful sexual intercourse as or with a whore
with a prostitute

ie

doms in the book of mormon likely refer to the practice of
whoredoms
in short whore

prostitution which most often exploits women with men as the perpetrators in other words the
doms speaks to men and women men should not have
whoredoms
commandment against committing whore

whore doms as being illegal
the text defines whoredoms

sex with whores and women should not be whores
an offense to

god and as having dire consequences for both women and men

Nep hites joined the ranks of the
helaman 623 recounts how more than half of the nephites

gadianton
Gadi anton robbers and proceeded to murder and plunder and steal and commit whoredoms
whore doms and
all manner of wickedness contrary to the laws of their country and also the laws of their god

whore doms went against both
this verse clearly indicates that these crimes including whoredoms

governmental and holy laws

the consequences given

foreboding in 2 nephi 936 jacob warns
be thrust down to hell

in the text for such offenses are

wo unto them who commit whoredoms
whore doms for they shall

nephi concurs with his exclamation

doms and pervert the right way of the
whoredoms
whore

all those who commit

lord wo wo wo be unto them saith the lord god

almighty for they shall be thrust down to hell

2

nephi 2815

note the use of the pronouns

those and they here this caveat is not reserved for either gender but follows anyone who indulges
in such iniquity male or female

As well as being banished to hell the book of mormon also stipulates that physical and

spiritual death follows whoredoms
whore doms first nephi reminds readers that the
commanded that men
perish

2

nephi 2632

should not commit whoredoms
whore doms and that

again men here

require womens involvement

2all
aall
ali
all
2

and later

is inclusive

lord god hath

boeth them shall
whoso
choso doeth

wboredoms
of both sexes especially since whoredoms

in the book of ether Mori
anton was cut
marianton
morianton

references to definitions in this thesis are to this dictionary

off from the

67

presence of the lord

whore doms
because of his many whoredoms

illustrating the eternal effects of this

11
despicable exploitation ether 109
10911

these instances of words involving women are clear female representations

in the book

of mormon whereasfamily
whereas family and marriage connote positive relationships between the sexes the
remaining words unfortunately depict shattered or sordid connections between women and men

nevertheless these nine words

adulterers adultery divorced divorcement families family

whore doms
marriage marry and whoredoms

come up 87 times in the book of mormon and are substantial

evidence feminine presence

words and phrases denoting human being

the next category of terms

inclusive of females pertains to women as human beings

including the word brethren there are 22 words relative to a person or people in general
regardless of sex

this section contains those words and phrases four of which carry masculine

connotations brethren brother man and men would seem to exclude females by their very
definition however as has been demonstrated previously depending on the context in which
such words are used they can and often do refer to both genders what follows is a discussion of
over half of the terms that fit this description

to consider the inclusion of women as well as men

in terms denoting human beings leads to the following conclusions about doctrines

mormon

1

of the book of

that gender is unrelated to a persons affinity for wickedness or righteousness 2

that men and women are equally subservient and weak in comparison to god

3

that the books

authors intended both genders to read their words 4 that the doctrines in the text apply equally
to women and men and 5 that the blessings of christs atonement are meted out irrespective of

ones gender
a jew
the phrase anew
few is found eight times in the book of mormon denoting human beings
afew

two instances of this phrase contrast a small group of people with the majority second nephi
Nep hites at that time were obstinately proud and wicked save it
2814 explains that most of the nephites
be a few who are the humble followers of christ

likewise moroni speaks to contemporary

68

book of mormon readers whom the lord has shown him will be similarly sinful

1I

know that ye

do walk in the pride of your hearts and there are none save a few only who do not lift
thern
themselves
selves up in the pride of their hearts

mormon 836

in these examples a minor number

individuals are seen diverging from the masses to follow god rather than man

of

a jew
the phrase afew
few

although not indicative of gender seems to apply to both men and women and is significant as it
illustrates that mormon
morl non didnt feel it important to distinguish the sex of the exceptions to his
mori
proud people in other words humble individuals were found among book of mormon men and
women alike which implies that neither gender was inherently proud or humble wicked or
righteous

speaking of human weaknesses the book of mormon contains two instances of the
phrase arm of
slesh
of flesh denotes
flesh which is metonymy for human mortality and limitation arm offlesh
offlesh
35
males and females in that flesh makes up the human anatomy of both sexes in 2 nephi 434
43435

lehi contrasts the transitory and

gods infallible constancy

1I

inadequate nature of humans as flesh composed beings with

will not put my trust in the arm of flesh for 1I know that cursed is

he that putteth
putteti his trust in the arm of flesh yea cursed is he that putteti
putteth his trust in man or

mabeth flesh his arm 1I know that god will give liberally to him that asketh yea
maketh

1I

will cry

unto thee my god the rock of my righteousness behold my voice shall forever ascend up unto

thee my rock and mine everlasting god

this passage juxtaposes flesh with a rock illustrating

the superiority of god to both men and women
As mentioned above there are more than 300 occurrences of brethren in the book of

mormon that are inclusive of both genders lehi uses this word in 1I nephi when referencing all
the citizens of jerusalem who remained in that city despite his warnings of its looming
destruction he tells sariah in chapter five that if he had tarried at jerusalem
perished with his brethren

or male and female neighbors v 4

he would have

another way this word

encompasses women is through allusions to book of mormon readers knowing that he will
soon die jacob concludes his book by addressing his audience with brethren

to the reader I1 bid

69

farewell hoping that many of my brethren may read my words brethren adieu

jacob 727

heart felt goodbye does not distinguish between readers but includes them all male and
this heartfelt
female although there is not explicit evidence that women were literate in book of mormon

jared might be see chapter
ofjared
times although the daughter of

3

because brethren in mosiah 2

clearly denotes women when king benjamin addresses his audience jacob too may have women
as well as men in mind as his literary audience

often brethren

is used in the text to identify the Lama
nites in relation to the nephites
lamanites
Nep hites

who are their distant cousins one such instance exists in the testimony of the three witnesses
which directly follows the narrative here oliver cowdery david whitmer and martin harris
proclaim that they have personally set eyes on the gold plates from which the book of mormon

jaredites
ites the nephites
was translated and explain that they contain a history of the Jared
Nep hites and the
Lamanites
lamanites their brethren

twelve times in text the word brother stands for a person or people in general both
brother and brethren represent women and men in alma 2418 as the anti nephi lehies
ledies
rather than shed the blood of their

express their conviction to give up their own lives
brethren

and rather than take away from a brother they would give unto him

see 2417

Nep hites jesus christ uses brother when reprimanding anyone who
during his visitation to the nephites
passes judgment on another first he warns that whosoever shall say to his brother
be in danger of the council and whosoever shall say

nephi 1222

thou fool shall be

in danger

raca shall

of hell fire

3

Nep hites as to why they so readily
two chapters later the savior queries the nephites

condemn others for their misdeeds when the accusers themselves are not without sin

why

beh oldest thou the mote that is in thy brothers eye but considerest not the beam that is in thine
beholdest
own eye

thou hypocrite first cast the beam out of thine own eye and then shalt thou see

clearly to cast the mote out of thy brothers eye

143

5

these statements cannot be exclusive

to offenses against a males because both men and women act in the way this passage describes
members of both sexes judge others hastily while ignoring their own faults

this suggests that

70

christs counsel applies to both genders

and their relationships with others although christ

vehemently denounces such wrongdoings
wrong doings against ones brothers
how they can receive forgiveness from these grievances

he informs the Nep
hites of
nephites

go thy way unto thy brother and first

be reconciled to thy brother and then come unto me with full purpose of heart and 1I will receive

you

3

nephi 1224

brother connotes a kind of endearment when used by the anti nephi

debies who choose to sacrifice themselves to avoid harming a brother for the mortal messiah
lebies
lehies
who sacrificed his life to rescue every human being from spiritual and physical death brother

carries a serious tone in that he values every person equally whether the abuser or the abused
male or female

the word creature

applies to human beings in at least ten places in the book of mormon

one of its more significant appearances occurs

in occurs 2

nephi as jacob elaborates on the

dis
extent and reach of christs atonement spanning all genders and ages all sins and discomforts
comforts
be may
in chapter nine this nephite prophet articulates that jesus cometh into the world that he
save all men

he suffereth
suffereth the pains of all men yea
if they will hearken unto his voice for behold be

the pains of every living creature both men women and children who belong to the family of

adam v
females

21

from this reference there is no denying the efficacy of christs sacrifice for

old and young from eve on down

in addition to their male counterparts in this

instance of creature as well as two times in men

ail
ali
alesh
three peculiar phrases involve women again through the word
wordflesh
flesh they are all
allflesh
flesh
replaceflesh
one flesh one could replace
no
noflesh
flesh and oneflesh
flesh with human beings and retain the meaning of
each phrase changing allflesh
ail flesh to all human beings noflesh
ali
all
one flesh to
no plesh
flesh to no human being and oneflesh
one human being or one person first nephi 2 nephi and mosiah contain these respective

terms in reference to the human race which is composed of women and men

nephi 219 makes it clear that one day all flesh shall know that
redeemer the mighty one of jacob

for example

1I

the lord is the savior and

of flesh assures readers that women will
this occasion offlesh

be privy to this consequential knowledge further jacob delineates in 2 nephi that no person or

71

flesh is excused from sin and that everyone will experience estrangement from god as a result of

their misconduct 25

8

and then alma the younger advises his people

in mosiah 23 to avoid

valuing one flesh or person above another by choosing a king to rule over them v 7

the

implication of this verse is that no one regardless of sex should be placed on a literal or
metaphorical pedestal and worshiped above another

related to the word
alesh
wordflesh
flesh is blood and once in the book of mormon the term innocent
blood communicates the idea of an innocent person either male or female again alma the

younger coins this phrase when speaking to corianton
Cori anton about his carelessness
sexual transgression

he asks his recalcitrant

in committing

son if he is aware that these things are an

abomination in the sight of the lord yea most abominable above all sins save it be the shedding

of innocent blood or denying the holy ghost

alma 395

in other words this father is

clarifying to his wayward child and to all readers that this deleterious act is nearly as sinful as
murdering another human being and as the term innocent blood applies to either male or female
one can conclude that the murder of a blameless woman is as abominable as the murder or a
blameless man

two hundred
human

and thirty nine times in the book of mormon the word man is used to mean

or any person

rather than an adult male nephi initiates this connotation when

addressing readers male and female as follows
be brought intojudgment
into judgment

1 1I

nephi 1020

remember

0 man

for all thy doings thou shalt

As you will recall from chapter

1

eve is implied by

phrase
the phraseall
yail
phra
phrasefall
seail
seall
fall of man and in several other descriptions of events involving her and her husband

adam lehi alludes to the couples inaugural human transgression

in order to reassure his son

jacob that god has compensated for that event his comforting statement relates that the way is
prepared from the fall of man and salvation is free

adams choice to eat the forbidden

2

nephi 24

As a consequence of eve and

fruit all women and men are fallen nevertheless each person

has the opportunity to return concerning the forces of evil that were introduced into the world

following the fall moroni 76 couples the noun man with the pronouns he and him to depict how

72

god perceives human behavior god hath said a man being evil cannot do that which

is good

for if he offereth
offeretb
offereth a gift or prayeth unto god except he shall do it with real intent it profiteth
profi teth him
nothing

here not only does man represent both males and females but the traditionally

exclusively masculine pronouns also denote both sexes which implies that additional instances of
these male pronouns could represent women as well and finally the three witnesses to the book

of mormon describe the means by which they saw the gold plates engravings as coming from
the power of god and not of man

testimony of three witnesses

in other words through

divine resources not human

when asked by his father to return to jerusalem for the brass plates nephi promised
will go and do the things which the

1I

lord hath commanded for I1 know that the lord giveth no

commandments unto the children of men save he shall prepare a way for them that they may
accomplish the thing which he commandeth
com mandeth them

1 1I

nephi 37

within this bold declaration of

faith is the first instance in which the word men includes women too

meaning that god will

make good his promises to righteous men and women moreover this verse is the premier use of
the phrase children of men 1I have not numbered the occurrences of this particular phrase because

the word children is accounted for below however men appears 332 times in the book of
mormon and this use illustrates how men in the phrase children of men alludes to parents both
fathers and mothers jesus christ also employs the term children of men when educating the
fulfil all things which I1 have made
nephites
Nep hites about his earthly mission 1I come unto my own to fulfill

known unto the children of men from the foundation of the world and to do the will both of the

father and of the son

3

14
nephi 1114

the message of this verse

is that no one has been denied

access to knowledge about the divinity and mission of jesus christ even after he departed from

Nephites
bites christs apostles performed all manner of miracles
the nephites
nepbites
in the name

of jesus

4

nephi 15

among the children of men

in other words the savior did not exclusively perform

miracles for members of either sex in neither example does children of men mean that only

73

children receive salvation or that only children were administered to by the twelve rather this
term says in three words what human beings says in two and both phrases simply mean people

further the word men is used in the book of mormon in conjunction with the creation of
mortal beings and the necessity for both men and women to rely on the salvation that christ
offers shortly before his death
dwindle in unbelief after

lehi prophesies that if those who inhabit the promised land

having a knowledge of the creation of the earth and all men

knowing the great and marvelous works of the

lord from the creation of the world

judgments of him that is just shall rest upon them

2

10
ilo
110
nephi 1iio

the

said differently the creation

of men and women was a marvelous work of god and should cause those knowledgeable of
which began with adam and eve

this event

to believe in a divine being likewise

nephis

brothers jacob and joseph express their heartfelt wish that all men and women might exercise
faith in christ

we would to god that we could persuade all men not to rebel against god

but that all men would believe in christ

jacob 18

then helaman urges his sons

in the fifth

chapter of his book to be mindful that it is upon the rock of our redeemer who is christ the

son of god that ye must build your foundation
cannot fall

v 12

a foundation whereon if men build they

He
Helar
nans term men in this passage invokes both genders because the
heiar
helamans
helarnans
lamans

blessings of building ones metaphorical foundation on christ applies to men and women equally

this is a central book of mormon

message and is vital to the efficacy of its influence on female

readers
falling under the category of words representing human beings is remnant which
also failing
occurs 59 times in the context of a small surviving group of people

mormons
Mormons
the book of cormons

title page contains a summary of what the text contains it informs readers that this book was

written by the Nephites
nephites and was primarily intended for the remnant of the house of israel or
nites that they may know the covenants of
remaining members of their sister society the Lama
lamanites
the

lord that they are not cast off forever

fathers

this is just one of 10 times

and what great things the lord hath done for their

the phrase remnant of the house of1srael
of israel is used in the book

74

of mormon
in 3

in reference to surviving descendants

of the jewish people another example exists

nephi as its author explains that the remnant or portion of the twelve tribes of israel will

eventually be gathered home to the land of their inheritance

remnant also

2126 28

functions in relation to a portion of joseph of egypts
egypto progeny in mormons
cormons
Mormons description of them
as a remnant of the seed of joseph who will ultimately receive knowledge of the

god

3

lord their

nephi 523

the word soul conveys the

idea of a human being of either sex 39 times in the book of

mormon one instance occurs in the account of the people who committed themselves to christ
after receiving king benjamins address mosiah 6 says that there was not one soul except it
were little children but who had entered into the covenant and had taken upon them the name of

christ

v 2

in other words every male and female adult participated in this sacred ordinance

alma expresses his joy in anticipation of converting even one person to christ no matter their
gender in chapter 29 of his book where he states

this

is my joy

instrument in the hands of god to bring some soul to repentance

that perhaps 1I may be an
v 9

mosiah 1835 uses soul

ofpeople to enumerate how many human beings joined alma in departing from king
instead of people

noah even four hundred and fifty souls

and clear evidence exists for womens inclusion

jaredites
this word when moroni details the number ofjaredites
of Jared ites who traveled to the promised land

in

the

friends ofjared
of jared and his brother were in number about twenty and two souls and they also begat
sons and daughters before they came to the promised land and therefore they began to be many
with jared and his brother

ether 616

females are not only evident by the presence of the

word daughters in this verse but also through the idea of childrens births
and daughters

they

begat sons

procreation is impossible without the participation of male and female human

beings

finally there

is one occurrence

of the word spirits as a representation for both males and

females it is located in 2 nephi within jacobs explanation of the power of christs
resurrection

here this nephite prophet delineates that because the savior overcame death hell

75

must deliver up its captive spirits and the grave must deliver up its captive bodies and the bodies
and the spirits of men will be restored one to the other

spirits

who repent are freed from

912

thus those people or captive

confinement
nent through the saving power of jesus
hells confiner

regardless of their gender further every person will eventually be reunited with his or her
physical body as a result of the resurrection
As illustrated above terms as diverse as arm offlesh
of plesh
flesh and creature denote human beings
in the book

of mormon without distinguishing between the sexes while indicating the equal

nature of the

lords justice and mercy

fourteen of the 22 terms in this category have been

outlined above to incorporate females in this gender neutral diction occurring in 1088 places
all such terms and their references are located in the list of general words and phrases in

anem
jew
aafew
appendix A they are anew
ali flesh no
ail
all
few arm offlesh
offlesh brethren brother creature fellow beings allflesh

ftiends human innocent blood man mankind men neighbor person remnant
flesh one flesh friends
soul spirits stranger and vessel

proper names of peoples
proper names of peoples in the book of mormon contain the most instances of the
feminine presence than any other category of terms in this chapter totaling nearly 1500
occurrences these words range from christians to zion to various forms of ites and phrases like
house of

and people of

these diverse terms share a common function they

describe a specific group of people 1I have made great efforts to weed out all of the citations to
these groups that likely only refer to men who almost exclusively constitute armies and the like
Gadianton band people ofjared
instances of christians the gadianton
of Jared and all the ite names further the

presence of women in the text shortened versions of these multi word terms ending with ites
13
and ies come in 16 varieties in the book of mormon popping up over 70 times jacob 1113

spells out that although the history usually divides its peoples into two main categories of

Nep
hites and lamanites
nephites
Lamanites in reality eight societal distinctions exist at this early period in book of
mormon history

the people

Nep hites jacobites josephites zoramites
were called nephites
Zoramites

76

later on down the ti meline more titles are formed to

Lama nites lemuelites
Lemu elites and ishmaelites
Ishma elites
lamanites

distinguish subsequent groups of people also of note are the 1I100
1100
loo additional references to the
word people not included in this discussion but which can be easily viewed by an electronic
workpeople
search of ofpeople
oj
people in the book of mormon excluding the word of

As no one disputes the

inclusion of women in these groups 1I wont elaborate on how women are implied in the narrative
by the names of book of mormon peoples

although casual readers often fail to recognize that

women can be identified hundreds of times in the text through such terms on the other hand
band
specific stories of individual women from these groups are almost entirely ignored in these

peoples history

I
1

address the scarcity of individual womens accounts in the concluding chapter

of this thesis however in a word their exclusion may be explained by the purpose abridgment
and authorship of the book of mormon

the following discussion of womens inclusion in

peoples proper names serves to illustrate womens

1

political affiliation among major

governmental factions 2 positions in kingdoms as queens and princesses who experiences
luxuries not afforded the average woman in the narrative

3

and the eligibility of both men and

women for specific and substantial spiritual blessings

nine phrases beginning with the words house of describe the people related to or
affiliated with a certain man and appear 144 times in the book of mormon these terms are
inclusive of women because a household typically consists of a husband wife and their children

further sidney sperry indicates that he hebrew family was also known as a house the
founding of a family was to build a house

the use of the term

house was very flexible and could

include the entire nation the house of jacob or the house of israel or a segment of the people
the house ofjudah
of judah or the house of joseph

29

thus

1I

nephi 722 includes women when

nephi lists those who celebrated the successful return of
sariahs
lehl and Saria
lehi
hs sons with the brass
oflehi
plates

1I

and my brethren and all the house oflshmael
came down unto the tent of my father
of
ishmael

and did give thanks unto the

unto him

lord their god

the occurrence of house

and they did offer sacrifice and burnt offerings

in this verse includes Ishm
ishmaels
aels wife and his five daughters

77

house of israel is seen most in the text as it exists in 120 places one example of this phrase also
appears in ether 4 as christ beckons all people

come unto me

0 ye gentiles

whether jews or gentiles

to follow him

and 1I will show unto you the greater things the knowledge of

which is hid up because of unbelief come unto me

0 ye house of israel

manifest unto you how great things the father hath laid up for you

israel symbolizes male and female descendants of israel

in the

and it shall be made

13 14
v 1314

here house of

book of mormon such as

reference to this group of related people bears importance to women because of the substantial

omer in
blessings promised to this special jewish nation and five chapters later the house of
ohomer
ofomer
jaredite
Jar
addition to thirty souls escaped the war between akish and his sons by leaving the jaredine
edite
kingdom ether 912

we know for certain that women were among that group because verse

three states that omer departed out of the land with his family and that he pitched his tent by
the sea shore as did his sons and daughters
jaredine
jaredite
Jaredite king who is righteous

this

is significant because

omer was the former

thus his followers were likely obedient to gods commandments

as well further omer was later reinstated to the throne which would instantly make his wife a
queen and his daughters princesses

the female roles of queen and princess afford some book of

mormon women a degree of authority and wealth not experienced by the majority of women in
the narrative

lastly zion symbolizes members of the lords church 20 times

in the

book of mormon

contributing to the total number of 1478 uses of proper names inclusive of females in 2 nephi
10

god denounces anyone who opposes his followers no matter their sex religion or status in

society

he that fighteth against zion

female shall perish

both jew and gentile both bond and free both male and

for they who are not for me are against me

v 16

thus zion could be

termed as those who promote the cause of god regardless of gender or any defining
characteristic who by their devotion are granted heavenly protection against their oppressors
in all there are 57 words and phrases in the form of peoples proper names that are
Amli
Ama lekites amalickiahites Amii
inclusive of women they are amalekites
amlicites
amiicites
cites ammonihahites
amil

78

ammonites amulonites anti nephi lehley assyrian chaldeans
Chal deans christians egyptians freemen

gadianton
Gadianton robbers gentile house ofdavid
Ishmael house ofisraely
israel
of david house ozemer
ofemer house of
oflshmael
ofishmael
of Israely
house of jacob house

omer ishmaelites
jared house of joseph house of noah house of
Ishmaelites
ofjared
ohomer
of
ofomer

israelites jacobites jaredites
king men Lama
Lemu elites nephites
Jared ites jew josephites kingmen
Nep hites
lamanites
nites lemuelites
people ofamlici people ofantipus people of
coriantumr people of gideon people of god
ofcoriantumr

jared
people of
mared people of jesus people of king jacob people of king lamoni people of king
ofjared
noah people of lamoni people of
Mori
marianton
morianton
morlanton people of
moslah
mosiah
limhi people of
lehl people of
lehi
oflimhi
ofmorianton
ofmosiah
oflehi
people ofnephi
shiz people of the
Nephihah people of
ofnephihah
nephihah
ofshiz
ofnephi people of

emia
Zarah emla
zarahemla
lord people of
ofzarahemla

people ofzemnarihah
Zoramites
of zemnarihah philistines zion the pure in heart and zoramites

biologically linked people
sixteen terms make up this section about gender neutral words that assign connections to
people based on biology parent children posterity and words like them imply women through
biology and because they dont distinguish between the sexes for instance for a child to exist its
parents a general word signifying mothers and fathers had to cooperate to produce offspring and
a woman

roles

its mother

had to carry it in her womb and give birth to it

father mother and child

relatives through biology

these three human

constitute a family linked to each other and their blood

this section of chapter 2 aims to illustrate eight of the

16

terms that

denote women through general references to people based on biological connections to their
families

first the word babes appears twice

in the

book of mormon in each case no mention is

made of gender making the word inclusive of both sexes

christs visitation to the americas in 3

nephi depicts infants or babes miraculously speaking words so profound they were not
permitted to be written

babes did open their mouths and utter marvelous things and the things

which they did utter were forbidden that there should not any man write them

2616

the

second occurrence of babes combines this word with children and prophesies future domination

ofjudah
of judah and jerusalem by these young people

1I

will give children unto them to be their princes

79

and babes shall rule over them

2

lve words
ius ive
lus
these references to gender inc
inclusive

nephi 134

illustrate the ability of male and female infants to exhibit spiritual and intellectual gifts
ing 347 times in the text the word children is similarly genderless as is its root
mccuff
occurring
occuff

child which is found in 25 places A very general use of child iss found in mosiah 319 where the
idea of a young persons disposition is set up as an example to emulate being submissive meek
humble patient full of love willing to submit to all things which the lord seeth fit to inflict upon
him

this description of a child applies to both

the phrase children ofisrael
of israel

1 1I

also inclusive of males and females

is

like house ofisrael
of israel this phrase alludes to the biblical men and

women who when residing in egypt
grievous to be borne

sexes

nephi 1725

were in bondage

laden with tasks which were

children of men another three word term is used

frequently in the book of mormon to describe human beings in general nephi utters this phrase
when urging his recalcitrant brothers to stop complaining about leaving jerusalem

how is it that ye have forgotten that the lord

is able to do all things according to his will for the

children of men if it so be that they exercise faith in him
will respond to peoples faith applies to males and females
beings

he queries

1 1I

nephi 712

the concept that god

both of which are children of human

the previous examples of children have been used in reference to large groups of people

but at least one instance of this word refers to specific women and men king benjamin alludes
to

gehis
lehis daughters and sons when articulating the

importance of the brass plates

for it were not

possible that our father lehi could have remembered all these things to have taught them to his
children except it were for the help of these plates

mosiah 14

we know from 2 nephi 56

that lehi had at least two daughters in addition to his six sons thus the word children in this
verse refers to his and Saria
sariahs
hs daughters as well as laman lemuel sam nephi jacob and

joseph this reference suggests that lehi may have given special blessings and instructions to his
daughters as well as those given to his sons in the text

80

also related to the concept of children

this word

reference to posterity in the text

is the word seed which is employed 142 times in

is found three times in 1I

nephi 1335 speaking to

nites and book of mormon
nephi the lord details the destiny of the Nephites
nephites Lama
lamanites
I1 will

manifest myself unto thy seed that they shall write many things which 1I shall

minister unto them

and after thy seed shall be destroyed and dwindle in unbelief

and also the seed of thy brethren behold these things shall be hid up to come forth unto

the gentiles by the gift and power of the lamb

lehis

gehis
here seed symbolizes the descendants of
ofLe
his children women and men who will lose faith in
oflehis

christ and consequently lose their lives
word
vord parent comes up 22
the presence of children implies the existence of parents the wordparent

times in the book of mormon citing specific individuals as well as groups of people collective
references to parents appear twice in the text alma 3025 contains the clause
guilty because of its parents

A child is not

mormon counsels his son moroni to teach parents that they must

repent and be baptized and humble themselves as their little children and they shall all be saved
with their little children

10
moroni 8810

whereas these statements imply mothers and fathers in

general individual parents such as adam and eve and
times from this words use first nephi

nephi describes as our first parents

v

5

lehi and sariah can be inferred several

contains the first occurrence of adam and eve whom
11

except one all subsequent references to these

pbrasefirst
primordial human beings utilize the phrase
first parents

the exception happens in 2 nephi when

jacob delineates that a need for repentance arose out of the transgression of our parents

221

note that eve is not solely blamed for the

both adams and

eves

shoulders

fall with the responsibility placed squarely on

this is a divergence from the way many christian religions

interpret the story of the fall wherein eve is the primary culprit

the remaining citations of
finst
offirst
first

parents concern the couples creation fall exodus from the garden and prohibition from eating
the fruit of the tree of life adam and

eves creation

is described in 2

god created our first parents and the forbidden fruit

nephi as jacob relates that

in opposition to the tree

of life

215

81

helaman 626 recounts how lucifer enticed our first parents to partake of the forbidden fruit

three different verses discuss how satan beguiled our first parents and continued to influence
men and women to commit sin 2 nephi

moslah 163 ether 825
99 mosiah

the fall was the

consequence of eating the fruit causing our first parents to be cut off both temporally and
spiritually from the presence of the lord becoming subjects to follow after their own will

alma 427

in other words

next he placed cherubim and a flaming sword

alma 422

ground

god sent our first parents forth from the garden of eden to till the
on the east

of the garden

of eden lest our first parents should enter and partake of the fruit of the tree of life and live

the final reference to adam and eve as the inaugural mortal couple

12211
alma 122

forever

reveals the necessity for this boundary between our first parents and the tree of life

if it were

partaken of the tree of life they would
possible that our first parents could have gone forth and partaker
partaken
have been forever miserable having no preparatory state and thus the plan of redemption would
have been frustrated and the word of god would have been void

alma 1226

in other words

god prohibited the first man and woman from subverting his plan of happiness for them

which

all subsequent mortals inherited

sariah and lehi are termed goodly parents by their prophet son in the opening sentence

of book of mormon 1 nephi 111
I
1

1

years later helaman alludes to nephis description of his

arnan indicates why it is important that his own sons are aware
helaman
parents in the following verse Hel
hei

Sariahs names
of lehi and sariahs

1I have given unto you

the names of our first parents who came out

of the land of jerusalem and this 1I have done that when you remember your names ye may
remember them and when ye remember them ye may remember their works and when ye
remember their works ye may know how that it is said and also written that they were good
laman
Be
helaman

helamans
56 here He
lamans sons lehi and nephi

are told to emulate the good examples

of sariah and lehi acknowledging that both of these individuals are righteous paradigms later
in his account nephii
dephil again shows affection for this first book
nephil

of mormon couple during the

fam
familys
ilys sea voyage laman and others bind nephi with cords and refuse to release him nephi is

82

obviously concerned for lehi and sariah as he depicts his parents being stricken in years and
having suffered much grief because of their children they were brought down yea even upon

their sick beds and were brought near even to be carried out of this time to meet their god yea
their grey hairs were about to be brought down to lie low in the dust yea even they were near to
be cast with sorrow into a watery grave
in both

1 1I

18
nephi 1817
181718

this was clearly a distressing time

gehis
sariahs
lehis and Saria
hs lives and nephi notes this by describing his parents failing health in

detail one can almost see this grey haired mother and father lying on their sick beds

awaiting

their deaths these parents appear to be valued equally by their son in his expression of concern
for their lives

aside from the family unit book of mormon peoples also organized themselves
according to tribes

the word tribe occurs 23 times in the in reference to the existence of tribes

biologically lyl
linked twelve tribes of israel
on the american continent as well as to the biological
ly l inked
iyl

third

nephi 714 illustrates the nephites
Nep hites separating themselves into tribes every man according to his
family kindred and friends

thus biology

as in family and kindred and emotion as in friends

determined the formation of tribes in the book of mormon likewise the israelite tribes were
organized according to ones relation to each of jacobs twelve sons we learn this from the

bible but mormon includes these people

in his intended audience 1 I write unto all the ends

the earth yea unto you twelve tribes of israel

mormon
mom ion
lon 318

of

Nep hites and lamanites
Lamanites
the nephites

also fall within these twelve tribes as descendents of joseph but the text recognizes that the
more part of all the tribes have been led away and they are scattered to and fro upon the isles of
the sea and whither they are none of us knoweth

lord acknowledges these people by saying

1I

go

1 1I

nephi 224

nevertheless in 3 nephi the

to show myself unto the lost tribes of israel

for they are not lost unto the father for he knoweth whither he hath taken them

174

later

mormon prophesies that the three nephite disciples who requested to wander the earth until the
second coming of christ will minister unto all the scattered tribes of israel and unto all nations

83

kindreds tongues and people and shall bring out of them unto jesus many souls

3

nephi

2829
As seen in this last reference kindred is another word that signifies the biological
relationship of individuals to each other it is used 41 times in the book of mormon and like tribe
is a large group

of ones relatives that includes women

grandmothers granddaughters aunts

nieces female cousins and so forth after obtaining the secret combinations of old from jared
and his daughter akish passed the information on to his kindred and friends leading them away
by fair promises to do whatsoever thing he desired

v 17

on a more positive note oliver

cowdery david whitmer and martin harris address all nations kindreds tongues and people
when testifying to the truthfulness of the book of mormon testimony of three witnesses

and

amulek
amules declares gods unfailing kindness in the line he hath blessed mine house he hath
blessed me and my women and my children and my father and my kinsfolk yea even all my
kindred hath he blessed

1011
alma 10
loli11
loii

the women

in Amu
leks house are explicitly mentioned
amuleks
amulets

in this example along with his extended female relatives in the word kindred

mormons
Mor mons title page contains the first reference to the word
wordfathers
the book of cormons
forefathers
fathers the
second paragraph informs readers that the books purpose is to show unto the remnant of the

house of israel what great things the lord hath done for their fathers

similar to brethren

brother man and men this word carries a masculine connotation however it does not
exclusively refer to men in the text in fact it and its companion forefathers include females 134
times in the book of mormon As on the books first page subsequent occurrences of offathers
fathers
often denote ancestors or predecessors which obviously applies to both sexes one such

reference to the great things god did for the israelites forerunners appears in the book of

helaman verse

1I111I

of chapter 8 describes a moving miracle performed by moses a prophet of

god for the lords people here god responds to moses request to utilize his authority by
commanding the elements

moses smote upon the waters of the red sea and they parted

hither and thither insomuch that the israelites who were our fathers came through upon dry
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ground and the waters closed upon the armies
annies of the egyptians and swallowed them up
annles

here

the words israelites andfathers
and fathers
rathers convey an image of thousands of men women and children
funneling
tunneling through a trail blazed by a miracle of god

safely though no doubt frighteningly

Lemu elites and ishmaelites
exiting egypt fourth nephi 138
338 delineates that the Lamanites
Ishmaelites
lamanites lemuelites

willfully rebelled against the gospel of christ and they taught their children that they should
not believe even as their fathers

As you will recall

nephis rebellious brothers were supported

by their wives in their wickedness thus this instance of offathers
fathers unequivocally applies to male and
female forerunners of iniquity in the book of mormon likewise alma 7 undoubtedly
acknowledges women who lived in

son of god
7710
10

he shall

totaling

christs homeland in this verse regarding the mother of the

be born of mary at jerusalem which is the land of our forefathers

alma

16 words with 747 references the following terms reveal women and men

the thefatherless
connected by birth babes child children descendant fhe
fatherless fathers forefathers heirs

intact kindred offspring orphans parent posterity seed and tribe

physical organizations of people
geography political boundaries and simple gatherings of people determine the next
category of female inclusive diction words such as country nation kingdom multitude house
assembly and host classify human beings based on their location countless men and women
constitute these places and groups for example one definition for the word country is the

people of a state or district

similar meanings of other words in this section can be found to

include those who inhabit a certain place thus where the context affords such a reading 1I have
included the book of mormon terms and their references that imply the existence of human
beings and consequently women
in helaman 16 it is evident that country people

this chapter details samuel the

Nephites from their city wall in spite of his
Lama
lamanites
nites attempt to preach repentance to the nephites
efforts the nefarious nephites
Nep hites desire to kill him forcing him to cast himself down from the wall
and

flee out

of their lands yea even unto his own country and

to preach and to prophesy
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among his own people

v 7

coupled with the word people country embodies the individual

lamanite men and women whom samuel proceeded to teach in the same vein countries in
ether 8 is used in conjunction with people in a warning regarding the consequences of iniquity
whoso
choso

seebeth to overthrow the freedom of all lands nations and countries and it bri
seeketh
bringeth
ngeth

to pass the destruction of all people

even the sword of thejustice
the justice of the eternal god shall fall

upon you to your overthrow and destruction if ye shall suffer these things to be

vv 25 23

although country isnt always accompanied by the word people in the text its presence depicts a
group of human beings united by the political region in which they reside

whereas country and its plural form countries together appear 22 times in the book of
mormon nation is found in 114 places in the text despite this disparity in numbers nation has a
meaning akin to the aforementioned word it can be defined as a community of people
composed of one or more nationalities and possessing a more or less defined territory and
government

therefore it too stands for males and females who constitute a particular area of

land with a single governing body

the first example of this word occurs on the book of

mormons
cormons
Mor
mons title page which outlines the books multifaceted purpose along with enlightening
readers of the lords goodness to their fathers and his eternal covenants with mankind

mormon explains that the book of mormon was designed to convince jew and gentile that

jesus is the christ the eternal god manifesting himself unto all nations

the savior clearly

wouldnt present himself to stretches of land designated to a certain governments thus it is
undeniable that nations represents the people who occupy specific territories nephi enlists the
singular form of this word when recounting how the spirit commanded him to kill laban

spirit said unto me
and perish in unbelief

the

it is better that one man should perish than that a nation should dwindle
1

412 13
nephi 41213

again nation appears in the context of gods concern

for peoples spiritual well
being nine chapters later nephi is visited by an angel who shows him
wellbeing
16many
many

nations and kingdoms

communities 13
1311

symbols of multitudes of men and women who make up political
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other kingdoms appear

in the

book of mormon the word itself occurs 160 times in

reference to a populace governed by a king or queen
bestowed the kingdom on one of his sons

moslah notes that zeniff
the book of mosiah

1022 and later the people of
Zarah emla
emia were
ofzarahemla
zarahemla

numbered with the nephites
Nep hites and this because the kingdom had been conferred upon none but

those who were descendants of nephi

2513

thus at times book of mormon peoples were

ruled in kingdoms by hereditary monarchs however the text also references the kingdom of the
devil and the kingdom of god these are additional ways men and women are implied by the
word kingdom

for instance

in his first book

nephi alerts readers that the kingdom of the devil

shall be built up among the children of men which kingdom is established among them which

are in the flesh and they are those who must be consumed as stubble

2222

conversely

alma hopes that ammon and his missionary companions will ultimately sit down in the
kingdom of god yea and also all those who are the fruit of their labors

alma 2917

these

significantly different kingdoms would not exist without the presence of men and women who
subscribe to good or evil and as a result reap their deserved reward
As mentioned previously countless numbers of people constitute countries nations and

kingdoms

the respective groups of human beings who form these societies are also termed

multitudes in the book of mormon

this word appears

on 94 occasions in the text dozens

of

which include christ interacting with a multitude of nephites
bites and even sharing the sacrament
Nep hites
nepbites
with them

the book of 3 nephi

depicts the savior showing himself unto the people of nephi

as the multitude were gathered together in the land bountiful

intro

iintro
1 I11cintro

leam
in chapter 18 we learn

that this group of people or multitude consisted of two thousand and five hundred souls
25

v

this information lends
ends insight to the earlier event when jesus patiently invited each person

to touch his wounds for themselves

the multitude went forth

bands into his
and thrust their hands

side and did feel the prints of the nails in his hands and in his feet and this they did do going
forth one by one until they had all gone forth and did see with their eyes and did feel with their
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hands and did know of a surety and did bear record that it was he of whom it was written by the
prophets that should come

3

nephi 111155

Nep hites jesus healed the sick and
also during his visit to the nephites

afflicted

after

which as many as could come for the multitude did kiss his feet insomuch that they did bathe
his feet with their tears

chapter

10
179
17910

the lord did not forget the nephite children in the same

he took their little children

one by one and blessed them and prayed unto the father

and he spake unto the multitude saying behold your little ones

for them

vv 21 23

verse 25 verifies that males and females of all ages were present for these moving events

and

the multitude did see and hear and bear record and they know that their record is true for they all

of them did see and hear every man for himself
children

and they did consist of men women and

this sentence not only validates that multitude

can represent women but it also

renders the word man again as inclusive of both sexes

chapter

18

Nep hites how to remember him
of 3 nephi portrays christ teaching the nephites

through the sacrament after serving his disciples the bread he instructs them to administer it to
all the people

and when the multitude had eaten and were filled

he commanded his

disciples that they should take of the wine of the cup and drink of it and that they should also
give unto the multitude that they might drink of it

vv

5 8

thus every nephite male and

female was privileged to participate in this ritual that is sacred to christianity the world over

the passage below contains three instances of multitude as it recounts the close of this
monumental day at which time the messiah departs and families separate to their houses
anxiously awaiting

christs promised return the following day

there came a cloud and overshadowed the multitude that they could not see jesus and
when jesus had ascended into heaven the multitude did disperse and every man did
take his wife and his children and did return to his own home and it was noised abroad

among the people immediately before it was yet dark that the multitude had seen jesus
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and that he had ministered unto them and that he would also show himself on the

morrow unto the multitude

3

1838 192
nephi 1838192

although not all references to multitude occur in 3 nephi it is used more frequently in this book
than in any other within the work and whats more it explicitly notes that women were among
the multitude who witnessed the divinity of christ with their eyes and hands

the above citation
homes

indicates that after the savior departed the nephites
Nep hites retired to their

within their houses were husbands wives and children the next word relevant to

women in the book of mormon is house combined with household it comes up 22 times in the

book of mormon in reference to ones relatives or those living under a persons roof in 2 nephi

amules delineates the people present in his house when he attests to almas goodness he
ioli amulek
11
10
1011

hath blessed mine house he hath blessed me and my women and my children and my father and
my kinsfolk yea even all my kindred hath he blessed

thus we see that house can be used to

symbolize a persons immediate and extended family which includes wives daughters and other
familial females further samuel the lamanite warns his beloved brethren

except ye shall repent your houses shall be left unto you desolate
what he means by houses in the very next verse

Nep hites
the nephites

he qualifies

helaman 15
1511

yea except ye repent your women shall have

great cause to mourn in the day that they shall give suck for ye shall attempt to flee and there
shall be no place for refuge yea and wo unto them which are with child for they shall be heavy

and cannot flee therefore they shall be trodden down and shall be left to perish

v 2

here

houses plainly includes women even expecting mothers likewise ether 93 illuminates women
in the word

jaredine
Jar edite civilization
as it illustrates omer leaving the jaredite
households
household

to inhabit

a place

which was called abdom
be pitched his tent and also his sons and his
ablom by the seashore and there he
daughters and all his household

whether or not blatantly visible females are undoubtedly

members of every book of mormon household that contains traditional family however the

omers daughters in this verse clearly denotes women in the word household
presence of
ofomers

89

lastly assembly and host refer to groups of people a total of six times
21

in the text

alma

explains that aaron and his companions taught the gospel in every synagogue of the

Ama
lekites or in every assembly of the Lamanites
lamanites where they could be admitted
amalekites

v 16

here

assembly describes the men and women who congregated for an unknown purpose but who were

eventually presented a religious message
14as
as

numerous as the hosts of israel

multitude

Jared ites are distinguished
the jaredites

in mosiah 8 as being

one definition of host is a very large number or

v 8

the above example carries this denotation

therefore the phrase hosts ofisrael
of israel

recalls the kingdom of israel and its vast organizations of people in all there are 12 words in the

book of mormon pertaining to physical organizations of people that include women 499 times

they appear

in the form of assemblies assembly bodies countries country house household

host kingdom multitude nation and world

miscellaneous

the remaining female

I usive
inc
inclusive
asive terms need no explanation as they obviously imply
1

women appearing 134 times there are 9 place names used as symbols for peoples babylon
dees gomorrah israel jerusalem lebanon samaria sodom and zion sociopolitical
Chal
chaldees

groups of people can be identified through

I11 1I1

words and their 145 references

the bond the

captive captives enemies enemy pree
atee
free inhabitant servant slave tongue and tribe there are 14
words with 93 occurrences that denote peoples physical characteristics beggar the blind the

black the dead the deaf the hungry the lame the needy the poor the poor the rich the

rich the sick and the white thirty words and phrases occur 304 times that represent people by
their cerebral emotional moral and spiritual characteristics abominable church angels
despi sers
believers the broken heart church of the devil church of the lamb of god devils despisers
th
theejust
dissenters evildoer false christs false swearers
just laborer
sweaters followers heathen hypocrite thejust
in zion liar the merciful oppressors the penitent the poor in heart the poor in spirit the

proud the prudent the pure in heart the righteous saints sinner soothsayers sorcerers they
that mourn those that mourn unbeliever the unjust the wicked the wise witchcraft workers of
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darkness workers of iniquity and worshipers finally time sensitive terms that denote people
come in five forms and occur 95 times
middle aged

they are the aged the
first generation
thefirst

the last the

the old and the young

feminine figurative language

the book of mormon contains

over sixty instances of feminine figurative language

is a significant way that the female presence is felt in the text but not always noticed

this

by

figurative language 1I mean imagery symbolism metaphors and so forth that incorporate female
specific words or feminine pronouns to convey an idea As in the previous section of this
chapter

1I

have compiled an alphabetical list of every verse containing feminine figurative

language and will discuss them below according to their respective categories however unlike
the previous section the alphabetical list relative to this prose discussion includes the references
in their entirety to illustrate the legitimacy

of these occurrences see appendix B

my findings

subdivide into the following natural categories female titles words associated with women
animals and objects virtues and locations

the significance of feminine figurative language in

the text relates to its portrayal of women as honored valued and powerful although this

maie authored book largely ignores individual womens experience in its history its
exclusively male
symbolic language often refers to mothers

often illustrating the powerful role of motherhood to

further good or evil purposes and even lending it divine qualities

female titles

cormons
Mormons figurative
the female titles found in the book of mormons
to a whore in

1I

nephi 2118 there

is an image from isaiah

language range from a bride

4918 of the house of israel as a

woman gathering nations to her as a bride gathers her ritual apparel

thou shalt surely clothe

thee with them all as with an ornament and bind them on even as a bride
preparing to be married typically wear many layers of beautiful fabric
ornate and accessorized with jewelry and a veil

women who are

this garb is traditionally

this verse seems to portray a bride as a symbol

91

of persuasion as the house of israel carefully and thoughtfully preparing herself to meet the
bridegroom christ by beckoning his other people gentiles to her

this same chapter contains the first instance of daughters of the house of israel being
carried on gentiles shoulders

this striking

image conveys a heart warming message to the

house of israel 1I will lift up mine hand to the gentiles and set up my standard to the people
and they shall bring thy sons in their arms and thy daughters shall be carried upon their
shoulders

v 22

daughters and sons of the house of israel are seen here being cared for by

their former foes three times book of mormon authors use this tender image of children
female and male raised above their carriers heads to symbolize the long awaited union of two
opposing peoples see also

also

I1

nephi 226 2 nephi 66

in nephis account

of isaiah

is a compelling description

of gods constant

knowledge and care for his children it comes in the form of a woman feeding and nurturing her
infant
thee

for can a woman forget her sucking child yea they may forget yet will 1I not forget

0 house of israel

here a nursing mother is compared to the giver and sustainer of

v 15

all life as a moving reminder of gods cognizance of and generosity toward mankind

five times in the book of mormon the church of the devil or great and abominable
church is equated with a whore an unpleasant image of prostitutes wielding their femininity for
evil gain

the image illustrates the damaging effects of misused

power

the following verses in

succession show the mesmerizing yet fleeting hold such perversions of female sexuality have on
human beings and the inevitable destruction that follows such wickedness

earth

all nations kindreds tongues and people

had dominion over

and the blood of

the whore

the whore of all the
1 1I

nephi 1411

shall turn upon their own heads for they shall war among

themselves and the sword of their own hands shall fall upon their own heads and they shall be
drunken with their own blood

right ways of the lord

1 1I

nephi 2213

and that great whore who hath perverted the

shall tumble to the dust and great shall be the fall of it

1 1I

nephi

92

2214

although these feminine images are used to express negative concepts they are

nevertheless powerful examples of the feminine presence in the text
in contrast the connotation of mother is traditionally positive

fruitfulness and nurturing
as mother earth

and in

for instance three times in the book of mormon the earth
jacobs allegory of the olive tree the mother tree

that will incorporate the gentile branches into her roots 2 nephi

jacob 554 56 60

conjuring up ideas of
is described

is the house

of israel

97 mosiah 226 mormon 615

kevin and shauna christensen point out that the references to mother

earth in the book of mormon are subtle but neatly spread across the entire history arguing for a
long standing tradition also it is clear that these references in connection with other archetypal
longstanding

feminine imagery contain the essential elements of the mythic formulation

28

that

formulation is explained by northrop frye as an attitude toward
nature as an earth mother from whom everything is born and to whom everything
returns at death such an earth mother is the most easily understood image ofnatura
of natura

urans and she acquires its moral ambivalence As the womb of all forms of life she
naturans
nat
naturals
has a cherishing and nourishing aspect as the tomb of all forms of life she has a
menacing and sinister aspect as the manifestation of an unending cycle of life and death
she has an inscrutable and elusive aspect hence she is often a dive tri
triformin
triformis a goddess
formis

of a threefold form of some kind usually birth death and renewal in time or heaven
earth and hell in space 68

apparently book of mormon peoples revered the earth as just such a powerful maternal force
Nep hites that his life is nearing its end he alludes to the earth
when king benjamin informs the nephites
as a mother 1 I am old and am about to yield up this mortal frame to its mother earth

mosiah

226 two more times the books authors mention the return of ones mortal body to

its mother

earth upon death 2 nephi 97 mormon 615
lends
ends the planet a nurturing beloved quality
every persons physical body

the characterization of the earth as a mother
as its floor will provide a safe resting place for

an image with clear feminine characteristics mother earth is a
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positive reference to femininity moreover its repeated use in the book of mormon implies that it
was a widely known and used symbol among the nephite civilization consequently this
ced womens role of motherhood
reveren
reverenced
positive compelling image argues that the nephites
Nep hites reverencer
As with female sexuality the role of a mother can be construed for evil purposes

mothers have immeasurable power over their children and can school them in the ways of evil or
good mother of abominations and mother of harlots are additional terms used in the book of

mormon for the church of the devil or whore of the earth who initiates and encourages evil with
great influence over gods children however god warns that her days are numbered

the great

mother of abominations did gather together multitudes upon the face of all the earth

to fight

against the lamb of god

and

upon the mother of harlots

1 1I

the day cometh that the wrath of god will be poured out

17
nephi 1413
141317

satans organized
this feminine symbol for gatans

opposition against righteousness may have been chosen to because of mothers quintessential
influence over human beings

the phrase

mother

of connotes

greatest of all

this implies

further that the nephites
Nep hites revered motherhood as the supreme human role granted in these
examples mother

of modifies ultimate evil

but from this association we can infer that the

Nep
hites viewed motherhood as the ultimate power over mankind
nephites

see also references to

mothers divorcement and mother gentiles in appendix B

words associated with women

the feminine words used figuratively in the book of mormon have to do with womens
ability to bear and nourish their children as well as with their roles as wives

the word nursed in

the phrase they shall be nursed by the gentiles refers to israel being taught the gospel by the
gentiles

1 1I

nephi 226

here nursed a word with maternal connotations depicts the most

important kind of nourishment

that of the good news of christ

the image of gentile kings and

queens serving the house of israel as their nursing fathers and mothers also evokes a nurturing
quality 1 1I nephi 2123 2 nephi 67 109

this is a compelling description of how royalty will

tend to the jewish people as a mother does her infant young tenderly teaching them about the
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saving power of christ again this image indicates that motherhood was recognized as an
extremely valuable even noble cultural position among the nephites
Nephites

there are five images of a mothers womb

in the book

of mormon A particularly

disturbing instance is found in 2 nephi 2318 when nephi quotes isaiah regarding the apocalypse

their bows shall dash the young men to pieces and they shall have no pity on the fruit of the
womb their eyes shall not spare children

phrase fruit of the
the phraseftuit

womb obviously refers to

children who are dependent on nourishment from their mothers bodies before and for a time

after birth it is in the mothers womb that human beings are formed and emerge as offspring or
fruit in this verse all the productive effort exerted by the womans
comans body is negated when the

product of her womb is destroyed that a comans
womans reproductive organ is chosen in part to
describe the precious state of human beings as children suggests that the nephites
Nep hites respected the
role and sacrifice of women in bringing life into the world
As mentioned in the previous section

3

nephi 224
22477 contains a reference to zion as a

widow in this touching verse the lord comforts his people by saying

fear not for thou shalt not be ashamed neither be thou confounded for thou
shalt not remember the reproach of thy widowhood any more

for thy maker thy

husband the lord of hosts is his name and thy redeemer the holy one of israel
bath called thee as a woman forsaken and grieved
for the lord hath

in spirit and a wife

of

youth when thou wast refused saith thy god for a small moment have 1I forsaken thee
but with great mercies will 1I gather thee

taken from isaiah

54 this passage contains three instances of feminine figurative language they

occur in the form of a widow a woman and a young wife these female images represent

gods

chosen ones as his bride whom he has momentarily receded from in other words these women
symbolize the relationship between god and his followers or his church although

momentarily forsaken her or his people

this example conveys the

he has

lords tender affection by

prophesying that in just a little while he will return with great mercies

once again this
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feminine imagery fairs positively for women in the text and furthers the idea that book

of

mormon peoples held females in high regard

animals & objects
goats hens sheep sows
bows ships vessels and vines constitute the female animal and
object imagery in the book of mormon every one except the hen is assigned femininity by a
feminine pronoun

the image of a female chicken gathering her young chicks and nestling them

securely under her protective wings is compared four times in the text to

gods perfect

care for the house of israel A paradigmatic example is found in 3 nephi 104

love and

0 ye people

who are of the house of israel how oft have 1I gathered you as a hen gathereth
gat hereth her chickens under
her wings and have nourished you

here the hen embodies traditional female qualities of

nurturing and nourishing which act as metaphors to explain the way god continuously beckons

his children to the safety of his realm this feminine image serves

as a symbol for deity

a

greater metaphorical association could not exist for women today or in book of mormon times
As alma and amulek
amules miraculously emerge from the prison in ammonihah its walls

crumble down around them and the people who once persecuted them are described as struck
with great fear fleeing from the presence of alma and amulek
amules even as a goat fleeth with her
young from two lions

alma 1429

these two missionaries are hardly ferocious lions but the

image of a female goat scrambling to protect her young while trying to escape the jaws of her

predator portrays simultaneous emotions of fear and responsibility female animals are famously
protective of their offspring especially when they encounter a threat to their childrens safety
which makes this a fitting illustration of how the people of ammonihah must have felt while
falling building mothers protective nature is
frantically rushing with their loved ones from the failing

portrayed in this image of a goat and her young

furthering the idea that the texts authors and

male counterparts were sensitive to this important and influential female role

other occasions of female animal imagery are also keyed by the presence of a feminine
pronoun

the first has great significance

in that it depicts

christs crucifixion he was
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ile was afflicted yet he opened not his mouth
lle
he
oppressed and lie

dumb so he opened not his mouth

mosiah 147

as a sheep before her shearers is

in other words the savior of the world is

associated with a kind of femininity in this simile by the pronoun her christ willingly submitted
to being flogged and stripped of parts of his skin and ultimately killed even though

he had the

power and ability to confound his captors actions and free himself something about the
metaphor for submission is indicated by the book of mormon as female and positive why
positive

reveren ces christ for his atonement which he endured and fulfilled
reverencer
because the book reverences

for every human being jacob explains in 2 nephi 2 that jesus offereth
offereth himself a sacrifice for
sin

he continues

in chapter 9 by explaining that because of the atonement

are delivered by the power of him

2

nephi 27 925

in

the repentant

alma 21 aaron teaches the

Ama lekites that there could be no redemption for mankind save it were through the death and
amalekites
sufferings of christ and the atonement of his blood
A strong

in

3

if unpleasant message

alma 219

is sent by the final animal image in the

book of mormon

Nep hites are described as turning from righteousness to wickedness in the
nephi 78 the nephites

following simile

and thus six years had not passed away since the more part of the people had

turned from their righteousness like the dog to his vomit or like the sow to her wallowing in the
mire

again the pronoun her assigns femininity to this image but this time it seems less

relevant to femaleness and more indicative of how base and filthy the people of nephi had
become

like a swine rolling in stinking mud interestingly this image of a female sow is

coupled with a male dog who also depicts a return to wickedness after a respite of righteousness

why did this book of mormon author choose to be egalitarian
not elsewhere

in this case in his pronoun use and

be take this approach further and search out more accounts of
further why didnt he

womens experiences

in his history

these questions remain unanswered but one explanation

may be that the language he used to record this history reformed egyptian may have attached
specific pronouns to these animals as contemporary english generally links feminine pronouns to
certain nouns although the author stops short of giving equal representation to women in his
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book here he acknowledges the comparative sinfulness of nephite men and women by providing

repulsive images of a male and female animal
As with much of the animal imagery the objects in this category are also given a female

sense by pronouns ships in the book of mormon are feminine as is common nautical practice
today and evidently in ancient times in alma 63 after an initial successful sea journey to
explore the lands north of the nephites
Nep hites a man named hagoth
haroth took his ship again into the
unpredictable waters

the ship didnt return a second time

and that one other ship also did

and they were never heard of more

sail forth and whither she did go we know not

v 8

another

sea
faring object is assigned a feminine pronoun as mormon uses a figurative description of the
seafaring

Nephites to communicate their unfortunate spiritual state behold they are led about by satan
nephites
as a vessel is tossed about upon the waves without sail or anchor or without anything

wherewith to steer her and even as she is so are they

2411 a quotation from malachi

3

mormon 518

and finally 3 nephi

contains feminine connotations of bearing fruit

and I1 will

rebuke the devourer for your sakes and he shall not destroy the fruits of your ground neither
shall your vine cast her fruit before the time in the fields saith the

lord of hosts

although

there is nothing inherently good or evil about any of these objects their contexts lend them
meaning the ship simile is neutral the vessel symbol negative and the vine connotes a positive
idea

illustrating the various ways femininity appears in the text however as an organic object

the fruit bearing vine contains a maternal quality

in that women bear children

used by the

lord to instruct church members about the monetary protection he provides when they pay
tithing 1I see no intrinsic feminine quality in ships or vessels nevertheless all three items
contribute to the strong feminine presence in book of mormon

virtues
charity
arity mercy and wisdom are couched
three prized virtues cb

in feminine terms in the

book of mormon the definition of charity in moroni 745 delineates that among other things
this virtue embodies kindness humility patience truth endurance hope belief and a generosity
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that seeketh
see keth not her own
seebeth

although this is a quality human beings of both sexes possess the

book of mormon ascribes a feminine pronoun to it

im not suggesting women are inherently

more charitable than men just that an ancient author of this religious text chose to assign

femininity to this virtue

thus at least one man

sex enough to assign it a feminine connotation

in book

of mormon times esteemed the female

the same argument holds true for mercy it too

takes on a female persona in alma 4223
24 as it is defined as being made possible through
422324
ofjustice by claiming
christs answering the demands of justice

all which is her own

ammon portrays wisdom as feminine when instructing limpis
limhis people of the value of
this virtue

how blind and impenetrable are the understandings of the children of men for they

will not seek wisdom neither do they desire that she should rule over them
his book

mosiah 820

in

the hebrew goddess raphael patai refers to a tradition in biblical times of interposing

personified mediating entities between god and man

patai goes on to explain that the most

frequently appearing of those intermediaries is wisdom
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thus when king limhi

proclaims that people are foolish who deny wisdoms virtue to rule them he may do so because

of his knowledge about this mediating goddess
daniel peterson sheds further light on the tradition of wisdom in his article on nephis
vision of the tree of life and the ancient israelite goddess asherah

the author illustrates that

passages in the book of mormon and the bible convey that wisdom represents life while the
lack of wisdom leads to death

216

peterson comes to this conclusion by referring to a genre

of literature that scholars call wisdom literature composed of both canonical and noncanonical
scripture proverbs falls in this category in which all knowing wisdom and the foolish whorish
woman

who is

forbidden to the righteous

stand in opposition to each other 215

canaanitess
Canaan ites primary male god was el
after explaining that the canaanites

El oheim or god of the old testament

a similar name to

peterson connects asherah to lady wisdom by relating

that asherah was known as the wife of el

and the mother and wet nurse of the other gods

the sons of el just as el was called father of the gods and procreator of the generations of
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gods asherah was the mother of the gods and the one giving birth to the gods
sees a higher being in

and

196

wisdoms symbolism he suggests that wisdom may have also

symbolized the divine or heavenly mother

among the interesting correspondences between ancient near eastern wisdom literature
and the book of mormon one is of special interest

proverbs

1

wisdom itself is represented in

9 as a personified female indeed here and elsewhere in ancient hebrew and

jewish literature wisdom appears as the wife of god which can hardly fail to remind us

of ancient asherah and thus mary who bore gods son

211

this passage epitomizes what the book of mormon illustrates about its positive feminine
imagery that book of mormon peoples recognized wisdom as a divine quality that carried weight
in ancient societies

ced to the point of worship in pagan cultures
reverenced
reveren
even being reverencer

locations

the final category of feminine figurative language covers locations such as babylon and
zion planets the earth and moon and a place hell

the word city itself is used

in conjunction

Tean cum but I1 will only elaborate
with the pronoun her as well as with the cities of gideon and teancum
on the two types of cities stated above first babylon

symbolizing the evil world

is warned

that her time is near to come and her day shall not be prolonged for god will destroy her
speedily for the wicked shall perish

2

nephi 2322

gathering of gods followers is promised the

in contrast zion a metaphor for a

lords comfort he will comfort all her waste

places and he will make her wilderness like eden and her desert like the garden of the lord joy
and gladness shall be found therein thanksgiving and the voice of melody

2

nephi 83

one metaphorical location is a veritable cesspool of sin while the other symbolizes

here

christs

church both are described in feminine terms but again the fact that these opposing images
represent extremes and at the same time are assigned femininity may serve to further the idea of
opposition rather than any kind of female characteristic
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life giving planets such as the earth and the moon are also assigned femininity this
recalls the womans
comans role as life giver through bearing children womens biological ability to

bear children facilitates the proliferation of human life in the world similarly human life is
sustained by the earths gravity atmosphere and natural resources
evening light and tidal forces

with the moon providing

the book of mormon casts a female light on the earth and moon

when pleading with the lord to substitute war for famine nephi exclaims

0 lord

wilt thou

send forth rain upon the face of the earth that she may bring forth her fruit and her grain in the

season of grain

11 13
Hel
helaman
anian 1113
hei

10 borrows this description from isaiah of
2310
and 2 nephi 23

Baby
babylons
lons final hours for the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall not give their
light the sun shall be darkened in his going forth and the moon shall not cause her light to

shine

these two book of mormon passages

link both planets essential to life in this world with

femaleness through the pronouns she and her
heii is lent femininity again in a quotation from isaiah when explained as
heil
bell
conversely hell

having influence on the apostasy
without measure

heii hath enlarged herself and opened her mouth
heli
bell
therefore hell

and he that rejoiceth shall descend into it

2

nephi 1514

although not a

positive reflection of femaleness this example strengthens the argument that the female presence

cormons
is found in powerful ways for good and ill in the book of mormons
Mor mons use

of figurative language
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CHAPTER 3

and well she can persuade

how book of mormon women significantly impact their people
in her youth
there is a prone and speechless dialect
such as move men beside she hath prosperous art
when she will play with reason and discourse
and well she can persuade claudio of isabella in
measureor
or measure iii
measurefor
lil 182 86
lii
Measure
for

amulon
abulon

to plead with their brethren
sent forth their wives
Lamanites
that they should not destroy their husbands and the lamanites
bad compassion on amulon
had
abulon and his brethren and did not destroy
them because of their wives mosiah 2333 34

persuasion

its what constitutes good writing and winning politics both women and

men engage it successfully in life and in literature in the book of mormon the most visible

stories of persuasion usually involve men such as alma converting a disbelieving korihor and

moroni inciting his men to war alma 30 46

however a closer look at the text reveals that

many accounts of specific women in the narrative concern females exerting their persuasive
powers for good and ill for example isabels
isabela harlotry thwarts the missionary efforts of
Cori anton and others consequently prohibiting gods message from reaching his people and
corianton

through deceit and dancing the daughter ofjared
of jared dethrones a king

the story of the daughter of

jared is the antithesis of what occurs when the fair nephite daughters engage their persuasive
powers to prevent potential violence between the people of king noah and the lamanites
Lamanites by
enlisting their beauty for good these righteous women successfully save the lives of their fathers
mothers brothers and sisters

just as chapter 2 demonstrates that women are included

in every significant group

of

people in the book of mormon this chapter will take up accounts of specific women
individuals and groups of females

whose stories are included in the narrative these women

were likely included in this predominantly male historical record because of the tremendous
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influence they had on their people

the book of mormon

is a religious history therefore many

of

the women whose stories are included in some way affect the whole political or religious

direction or events of the people in many instances the actions of these women reach across
entire civilizations influencing groups in conflict to use peaceful means of solving problems

rather than resorting to war or bloodshed

they also use their substantial influence to persuade

their people toward christ however at other times women in the narrative do just the opposite
creating contention among their people by their wickedness and persuasive abilities which
caused whole societies to estrange themselves from god or to engage in murder and other evil

traditions

before launching into my analysis of the respective righteous and wicked women who
significantly impact their people it is important to establish that according to the hebrew culture
from which book of mormon peoples originated women had limited authority in their societies

in fact they were virtually the property of men to whom they were married through arranged

womans value was primarily
marriages for financial gain or to cement political alliances A comans
determined by her ability to bear children

manners and customs

particularly male children in his article hebrew

sidney sperry explains that

the ancient hebrew family was patriarchal by nature

the father was the

supreme authority over the family and when his children grew older and his sons
married they and their children came also under his control in earlier times the fathers
authority even included power over life and death for example judah condemned to
death his daughter in law tamar when she was accused of lewd conduct
in a

hebrew family were to marry their wives were chosen by their parents

usually married at a very early age among the hebrews

although

it appears that women were given no choice

when sons
children

29

of whom to marry before the engagement

was official a woman could reject her suitor with no legal ramifications however once the
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betrothal was agreed upon only divorce could release the woman from her commitment to marry
29

sperry goes on to describe that hebrew couples looked anxiously for the coming of
children especially sons
woman in biblical times

and explains the reproach associated with an unmarried or barren

the author notes that

women who were barren considered that the

curse of god was upon them and were grieved in their hearts
inability to bear children is evident in genesis 30

29

the anxiety

surrounding the

when rachel saw that she bare jacob no

children rachel envied her sister leah and said unto jacob give me children or else I1 die
v

I1

how book of mormon women impact their people for good
despite the potential social restrictions placed on book of mormon women some of
them still managed to effect such a remarkable influence among their people that historians
included them in a record dominated by accounts of men

for example the mothers of

lors individually and collectively possessed enough
He
warriors
helamans
lamans two thousand stripling warr

influence on their respective sons to convert each one to the idea that faith in god is stronger than

the flesh of men marjorie spencer observes that these women do not seem to lack importance
because they are labeled mothers and daughters
in their sons

69

they instilled incredible obedience and faith

yea they had been taught by their mothers that if they did not doubt god

would deliver them declaring

we do not doubt our mothers knew it alma 5647 48

despite the fact that none of these young warriors had fought in a war the results of these
mothers teachings on their sons lives is staggering alma 5647

not only did the ammonites

win this particular battle but when helaman numbered their losses he was heartened

to my

great joy there had not one soul of them fallen to the earth yea and they had fought as if with

the strength of god yea never were men known to have fought with such miraculous strength
and with such mighty power did they fall upon the Lamanites
lamanites that they did frighten them and for
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this cause did the lamanites
Lama nites deliver themselves up as prisoners of war

alma 5656

although

we are never given these mothers names or any other descriptive characteristics aside from their

extraordinary faith and spiritual influence this group of women affected the lives of several
thousand people george reynolds writes that
though very young these men were so full of the spirit of faith implanted in their hearts
by the wise counsels of their loving and god fearing mothers that in the might of

jehovah they went forth against the enemies of their adopted country for they were
Lamanites
lamanites by birth and no power could withstand them

their mothers teachings and

their mothers prayers were weapons of destruction to their foes and shields of defense to
themselves

they went forth conquering and to conquer and the all seeing one only

knows how much the teachings of those saintly women affected the preservation of the

nephite commonwealth from imminent destruction

this story of book of mormon women likely made

239

it into the account because this military

victory helped secure the safety of an entire civilization

He lamans two thousand
ofhelamans
the mothers of

stripling warriors were influential in preserving their people themselves and their sons from an
impending death because they persuaded their sons to exercise unwavering faith in god kevin
and shauna christensen query

does it not seem evident that these lamanite mothers had

secured a special revelation on behalf of their sons concerning their preservation during this

particular battle
in the

they go on to relate that carol lynn pearson supposes that not one woman

book of mormon appears to have her own connection to the heavens p 35

great many who do

40

here are a

Christen sens are suggesting that the mothers of
in other words the christensens

these 2000 soldiers received personal and specific revelations that their sons would defeat their
enemies and escape death if the young men wielded enough faith in god who ultimately saved
them all
in another account concerning war in the book of mormon Mori
antons maidservant
moriantons

subverts the authority of her leader Mori
morianton
anton who has concocted a plan to overtake a territory
marianton
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that doesnt belong to him

antons camp over to moronis after her
moriantons
this woman flees from Mori

master beat her while in a fit of rage

Mori anton was
marianton
the text indicates that morianton

a man

of much

servants and he fell upon her and beat her
maidservants
passion therefore he was angry with one of his maid
much

alma 5030

Mori anton had a volatile temper and consequently
marianton
this verse implies that morianton

was prone to such abusive behavior

we are left to wonder what made marianton
Mori anton so angry that
morianton

he beat this woman she may or may not have done anything to legitimately anger him for as
with all wicked people no cause is necessary to ignite such a persons fury against another

the

Mori anton was a man of much passion and as a result became angry
marianton
text clearly states that morianton

the fact that he is labeled as a person of passion indicates that he

maid servants
with one of his maidservants

was prone to such extreme behavior moreover we are not told that Mori
moriantons
antons maidservant did

although nothing she could have done would have warranted a

anything to provoke his anger

beating as such behavior is abusive despite the fact that she was motivated by her masters
beating Mori
antons maidservant exhibited tremendous courage in escaping to moronis camp
moriantons
Mori anton or one of his fellow nephite
marianton
if caught by morianton

subject to extreme punishment

dissenters she would have certainly been

likely involving more physical brutality and maybe even death

nevertheless this nephite maidservant defects from her wicked leader and gives moroni critical
Mori antons ability to illegally
information about Mori
antons plans which in turn undermines moriantons
moriantons

inhabit part of the land of
lehl
lehi
oflehi

once moroni receives this information he directs his army to head off morianton
Morianton and his
marianton
followers they succeed at intercepting the travelers but only after a fierce battle during which
anton were defeated a
Mori
37 states that after the people of Mori
marianton
morianton
anton is killed alma 5036
marianton
morianton
503637

union took place between them and the people of
lehl and they were
lehi
oflehi

and

in that same year

restored to their lands

the people of nephi had peace restored to them

thus this young

comans
womans influence was felt across an entire country which may account for why book of
mormon authors chose to incorporate her story in this political religious history although we
morianton
never hear of this woman again the text indicates that were Mori
anton to have succeeded in
marianton
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carrying out his plan the people of
ofnephi
nephi would have lost their freedom 5032

in other words

this seemingly powerless maidservant significantly aided moroni in keeping the nephite nation
intact free and ultimately peaceful again

another woman servant

in the

book of mormon abish has a kind of prophetic ability

to foresee how an event could affect her people and then assists in bringing the event to fruition
in alma 19 abish has the foresight to notice that king lamoni is experiencing a spiritual rebirth
in what appears to others like a deathlike state so she gathers her people that they too may

participate in the spiritual rebirth during the events that follow abish virtually raises the queen
from the dead who subsequently lifts the king from his spiritual sleep and the crowds desire for
nied and they are converted
stymied
violence is styr

alma

19 opens by recounting that

days and two nights

king lamoni has been

in a deathlike sleep for two

summons ammon

the queen is understandably frightened and

a nephite

missionary in disguise so to speak who has great strength cutting off livestock robbers arms
and prophetic powers

for advice regarding the king when ammon informs her that he

slee peth in god and on the morrow
sleepeth

shall rise again

prophet and patiently waits for her husband to awake vv

she immediately believes in

it is here that ammon pays the

8 11

queen a compliment that is unparalleled in the book of mormon

1I

Nep hites
has not been such great faith among all the people of the nephites

the king arises all three the king queen and ammon
the spirit of the lord v 14

gods

say unto thee woman there
19
10 not long after
iglo
alma 1910

sink to the earth

being caught up in

all the royal servants soon follow suit except one abish all we

know about abish is her previous and concealed conversion to god years before on account of a
remarkable vision of her father

1

v 16

understanding that the royal family is in a spiritual

some have speculated that this vision involved abishs
abisha father appearing to her from the grave and
testifying of christ see christensens
Christen sens 16 however this interpretation assumes more than exists in the text
it seems more likely that abish came to know christ because her father shared his visionary experience
with her the phrase words of my father in 1I nephi 10
17 means my fathers words thus vision of
1017
I1 dont see anything wrong with this reading as nephi
my father may communicate my fathers vision
also gained a testimony through his fathers vision only later receiving his own on the other hand its
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slumber abish summons others to the scene in hopes that they too will be converted to god

she knew that it was the power of god and supposeed
suppo seed that
people

would cause them to believe in the power of god

making the situation known unto the people

1917

making it known unto the

so she runs from house to house

persuading them to come to the palace alma

it is regrettable that we dont know what rhetoric or other persuasive means abish used

nites to follow her
to convince the Lama
lamanites

once gathered around the kings lifeless body the crowd is visibly upset about their
leaders condition and begin to look for a scapegoat this is obviously not what abish expected

the crowd vacillates between naming ammon and king lamoni as responsible

saying that this

atrocity had occurred because the king had suffered that the nephite should remain in the land
v 19

finally a brother of one of the thieves that ammon de armed takes up his sword and

attempts to kill ammon who was in no position to defend himself however an unseen power
kills this swordsman while in the act of murder one would think that this occurrence alone
would subdue a potentially violent crowd it did bring temporary peace
spared

at least ammon was

but the onlookers became even more agitated
and thus the contention began to be exceeding sharp among them and while they were
thus contending abish went and took the queen by the hand that perhaps she might
raise her from the ground and as soon as she touched her hand she arose and stood upon

her feet and cried with a loud voice saying
awful hell

0 blessed god

0 blessed jesus

have mercy on this people

who has saved me from an

and when the queen had

said this she clasped her hands with joy speaking many words which were not
noni by the hand and
understood and when she had done this she took the king Lar
lamoni

behold he arose and stood upon his feet
believed and were converted unto the

lord

La
and as many heard king Lar
nonis words
larnonis
lamonis
labonis
monis
vv 29 311

still possible that abish experienced personal revelations or visions to strengthen her budding testimony as
nephi did but it seems like a stretch to conclude that she saw her father in a vision
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the preceding paragraph

is

miraculous for many reasons queen lamoni and her servant

woman two lamanite women have virtually raised two men from the dead

not only are they

and the people relieved and amazed by this phenomenon but a wave of peace follows their

actions and violence is averted it was the women with the wisdom to abstain from joining the
many in naming a scapegoat and act as mediators between their people and their god who
enabled the crowd to be converted which spared lives
in addition abish and queen La monis intervention for their apparently lifeless king and
servants results in these once unbelieving souls being spiritually reborn consequently many
who witnessed these events declared unto the people that they had seen angels and had
conversed with them and

many that did believe in their words and as many as did believe

were baptized and they became a righteous people and they did establish a church among them

alma 1934

35

in short these women were bona fide missionaries

their spontaneous

Lama nites finding their god following him and creating
missionary efforts facilitated countless lamanites
a church organization in which to worship him granted ammon and

king lamoni were key

players in this event as well but if it werent for this humble woman
wornan servant significantly fewer
individuals would have gained a testimony that day
Is there an explanation for abishs
abisha impulse to summon the people to this initially horrific

scene that involves the death of one man

I1 am

convinced that she anticipated simultaneous

conversion and not mounting convergence upon a scapegoat when she gathered the people

verse seventeen states that she knew that the force behind the king and queens paralysis was
the power of god and anticipated that by seeing the ensuing events they too would have a

testimony of christ in other words she had the wisdom to foresee that this situation had the
potential to cause them to believe in the power of god

alma 1917

more important she

quickly and courageously responded to her instincts which eventually and miraculously resulted
in many Lama
nites being converted unto the
lamanites

lord v

3 11
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not only is abish an integral part of this conversion story but she and

La monis queen

function as christ figures in this account kevin and shauna christensen elaborate on this story
as a type scene

prefiguring
pre
figuring not only the resurrection of christ but also of the role of women in

that event

acting

17

in a small way for christ as mediator

power she reveres and reverences
reveren ces
reverencer

for this reason abish

abish imitates the one whose

is compelled to gather her people as

christ does his as a hen gathereth her chickens to save them from the error of their ways

3

by restoring the king to his people this lamanite queen similarly parallels

nephi 104 6

christ who will ultimately restore all mankind to the presence of the father her single act of
rescuing the king facilitated the reconciliation of his himself his servants and many of his people
Lama nites acted for christ in his
to god in these two distinct examples the queen of the lamanites

absence thus evading the needless scapegoating of her husband and reconciling man with god
Christen sens conclude that
the christensens

book of mormon authors consciously selected stories that present archetypal patterns
thus it is likely that these stories attracted the attention of mormon as significant type
scenes and as such they receive due attention and prominence in the text

that the

her husband surely demonstrates the
queens spiritual experience duplicates that of
other

couples equality and partnership

the events in the

story demonstrate both

independent actions of the women involved and the mutual dependence of male and
female

18
19
1819

some might argue that these women only acted in the absence of incapacitated male
leaders however 1I see these women as making crucial decisions and taking heroic action amidst
terrifying circumstances and when other men dont surely there were male servants among

monis

La
lamonis entourage but none of them rose to the occasion as abish did moreover she was a
labonis

servant and still acted independently despite her low social position further the queen realizes
that her husband is not dead when others are pressuring her to bury him because he stinketh

alma 195

instead of buckling to their pressure La
laments
monis wife searches for another
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even seeking out ammon a man who many feared and even loathed it is two

alternative

Larn
anite women
lamanite

one a queen and one a servant

who possess the insight faith and power to

resolve a potentially disastrous situation while simultaneously assisting in the fruition of an
unprecedented spiritual experience for their people

however the influence of these women on their people surely didnt stop there
La monis wife obviously possessed a degree of political and social power as a lamanite queen
and likely continued to persuade her subjects toward christ after this monumental event in

addition the text implies that both the queen and abish facilitated the missionary efforts of

ammon aaron muloki
Lama nites thousands were brought to
moloki ammah and others among the lamanites
the knowledge of the lord yea thousands were brought to believe in the traditions of the

Nep hites and they were taught the records and prophecies which were handed down even to the
nephites
present time

alma 235 see also alma 2123

ultimately the entire lamanite nation was

converted and chose to discard their name along with their wicked traditions

this generation of

Lamanites soon became known as the anti nephi lehies
lamanites
ledies who buried their war weaponry and
refused to fight their enemy choosing the peace of death rather than lift their swords against

their enemy and this because of their faith in christ

alma 2317 helaman 159

needless to

say the actions of these book of mormon women had long ranging consequences

other book of mormon women were successful at providing peace or unifying
conflicting groups through nonviolent acts by peace 1I mean that where there was once discord
or potential violence between opposing parties there is now a nonviolent resolution in which both
groups are appeased in addition to

abisha ability to orchestrate events to effect calm
abishs

and

conversion the narrative shows women persuading men toward peace through compelling
arguments
in

1I

nephi two ishmaelitish women engage their rhetorical gifts to free nephi from the

cords with which his rivalrous brothers have him bound nephi himself describes how ishmaels
Ishm aels

lii
ill
2
wife and one of her daughters2and
daughters and a son did plead with my brethren and they did cease

striving to take away my life

719 As a result of the persuasion of these women and their

brotherson laman and lemuel become humble and repent according to nephi his brothers
became so sorrowful because of their wickedness

that they did bow down before me and did

plead with me that 1I would forgive them of the thing that they had done against me

719 20

Lama nites future bent toward violence thus a
this event is quite miraculous considering the lamanites

mother and a daughter in the book of mormon are influential in saving a prophets life and
contribute to the solidarity essential to the success of the bartys
partys journey to the promised land

book of mormon women could have easily played the victims in many of the troubling
circumstances in which they found themselves

amenti ng their circumstances and seeming
lamenting

powerlessness instead of actively resolving potentially violent situations rather than shying
away from such confrontations many women in the narrative put themselves in harms
barms way to

protect their people

the next two stories of book of mormon women further demonstrate the

powerful role of daughters in both the nephite and lamanite societies

the fair daughters of the

bites engage in a dangerous encounter with a lamanite army to spare their families and the
Nep hites
nepbites
nephites
Lamanites mediate between their husbands and their male relatives
twenty four daughters of the lamanites
to prevent violence

when king noah instructs his male subjects to abandon their families and save
themselves in the face of war not all the nephite men heed his directive in fact many would
not leave their wives and children but had rather stay and perish with them

mosiah 1912

As these loyal husbands and fathers anticipate a military invasion they decide to use their
greatest means of persuasion on their enemy

the text states that they caused that their fair

Lama nites that they would not slay them
daughters should stand forth and plead with the lamanites

v 13

thirsty foes
consequently the nephite people are saved from destruction by their blood
bloodthirsty

2 1
I

iwonder
wonder if this daughter of
oflshmael
comans actions evidence a kind of
ishmael later became nephis wife this womans
loyalty to nephi that the other daughters didnt evince nevertheless this is mere speculation
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although we arent told what these women did to deter their armed rivals from fulfilling their
battle plans we do know that the lamanites
Lama nites were charmed with the beauty of their women and

therefore had compassion on them

surely these nephite daughters did more than just

v 14

line thern
themselves
selves up before the soldiers and wait for the mens reaction they must have presented a

compelling argument for mercy to effect this result although the womens beauty is credited
with achieving peace the nephite fathers explicitly sent their daughters to plead with their
Lama nites rage
enemy which argues that rhetoric as well as aesthetics quelled the lamanites

Nep hites had to hand over
Lamanites mercy the nephites
however there was a condition to the lamanites

king noah and pay a fifty percent tax on all their possessions

in order to avoid war

coincidentally king noah was killed by his own men while in hiding so after consenting to the
tax the nephites
Nephites
bites were assured of their safety
nepbites
them that his people should not slay them

moahs command to abandon
noahs

Lamanites made an oath
the king of the lamanites

mosiah 1925

unto

thus the nephite men who rejected

their families were blessed for their righteousness their daughters

bravery and ability to persuade spared them from having to engage in a battle in which many of
them including their families would have likely been slain although it couldnt have been easy
Lama nites they
for the fair nephite daughters to confront the ferocious weapon wielding lamanites

courageously fulfilled the task before them in spite of the trepidation they must have felt one
Nephites and
wonders however if these women were commanded to mediate between the nephites
Lama
nites or if they were given a choice of whether or not to carry out this task for their fathers
lamanites
and brothers

the text is fairly ambiguous in that it states that the men

Lama nites
daughters should stand forth and plead with the lamanites

caused that their fair

mosiah 1913

the word caused

could mean many things suggested required told made persuaded convinced and so forth

maers
Ishm
maeFs
matter the motivation behind their actions these book of mormon women like Ish
ishmaels
ishmaefs
aels wife
and daughter served as advocates for nephite men who faced the threat of death

illustrating the powerful influence of daughters in this ancient society

again

no
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the second

example of daughters facilitating peace in the book of mormon involves

lamanite women in mosiah 20 the priests of king noah
fleeing to the wilderness

who previously escaped death by

secretly abduct twenty four lamanite daughters when the women

think they are safe dancing and singing near their homes many years later these priests and their
nites
entourage are discovered by the Lama
lamanites

to avoid the mens backlash

one of the kidnapper
kidnapped

priests amulon
abulon drew on the peacemaking power of the lamanite daughters who were now their
wives

Lama nites and he also sent forth their wives
amulon
abulon did plead with the lamanites

their brethren that they should not destroy their husbands

to plead with

nites had
his plan worked the Lama
lamanites

compassion on amulon
abulon and his brethren and did not destroy them because of their wives

mosiah 2334

join the lamanite kingdom
tojoin
consequently the people of amulon
abulon are invited to

with amulon
abulon as their ruler v 38

here again book of mormon women engage their verbal

ability to persuade and successfully save the lives of their male counterparts in this case the
nites
daughters influence was certainly magnified because of their blood relation to the Lama
lamanites

however it is troubling that when given the opportunity to escape their abductor husbands these
women vouch for their kid
kidnappers
nappers instead of insisting on their punishment and divorcing them

though disturbing there are possible explanations for the womens behavior first
enough time has passed since their kidnapping that these women are surely mothers by now

their vested interest

in their children would have motivated their decision to remain with their

husbands second kevin and shauna christensen question whether escape at any point was
really an option after being taken back into lamanite society what would have been the

womens economic and social status had they managed to escape or separate themselves from
their husbands

38

As youll remember in hebrew societies women were primarily valued

for their roles as wives and mothers moreover dan mckinlay points out that once the women
lost their unmarried or virginal status they would have lost much of their bargaining value

thus the only alternative for the daughters was to plead with their lamanite families for their
nephite husbands

even if the priests of noah were scoundrels
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although the womens
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apparent lack of freedom in this situation is saddening

we

dont know enough about what

these women had to face so they cannot be judged for the hard choices they make

337 3
39

contributors to the book of mormon may have been aware of this sporys
storys function as an
ancient type scene and included it for that reason alan

goff states that ancient mediterranean

cultures widely report this story of abduction and rape in conjunction with ritual ceremonies
such as that which the lamanite daughters appear to be engaged in through song and dance 6774

because this account was recorded in the book of mormon the descendants of these

lamanite daughters become aware of their fathers depravity and adopt the traditions and name of
Nephites
the nephites

mosiah did read and caused to be read the records of
zeniff to his people and the
ofzeniffto
account of alma and his brethren

and those who were the children of
ofamulon
amulon
abulon and his

Lama nites were displeased with the
brethren who had taken to wife the daughters of the lamanites

conduct of their fathers and they would no longer be called by the names of their fathers
therefore they took upon themselves the name of Nephi that they might be

numbered

Nep hites mosiah 255 7 12
among those who were called nephites

it appears from the text that the children of the abducted lamanite women were not aware of their
mothers captivity and forced marriages until mosiah reveals it from the peoples historical
records we

dont know why these women chose to withhold this information but it seems that

they would have done so to maintain peace between the fathers and their children out of sheer
necessity As mentioned above divorcing these men once they had been stripped of their
virginity would only have caused them further trauma nevertheless the written account of these
onite generations of their fathers evil ways
book of mormon women informed future Amul
amulonite

which motivates them to disassociate themselves from their wicked heritage although one could
argue that by staying with their husbands these lamanite daughters did more harm than good
among their people the fact remains that their intercession for these men created the peaceful
Nep hites and the
union of two extremely antagonistic groups thus both the fair daughters of the nephites
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twenty four lamanite daughters illustrate the powerful effect of daughters advocacy on the two
major book of mormon civilizations
Is it merely a coincidence that these book

of mormon heroes are women or are there

certain qualities unique to women that give them certain persuasive powers

I1

assert that there is

something inherent in book of mormon womens roles as wives mothers and daughters that
allows them to move the men in their lives to give up violence

they achieve this end by

orchestrating events and through the use of compelling rhetoric

how book of mormon women cause great evil within their communities
we dont see as many examples of wicked women

as wicked men in the book of

mormon and one reason may be the relative scarcity of narratives about women compared to
those about men in scripture generally however the daughter ofjared
of jared and isabel in the book of

mormon are striking examples of wickedness personified in the woman these women use their
ingenuity and sexuality for evil in the book of mormon which leads to dire consequences for

their families and thwarts
chain reaction of evil

gods plan for his childrens happiness

even triggering a generational

of jared and isabel are the only individual women
the daughter ofjared

in the

narrative we see engaging in significantly evil acts without these two female characters the text
would be devoid of examples of how individual women in book of mormon times used their
influence for evil impacting the spiritual and political history of whole communities and
kingdoms

of jared she is the
in chapter eight of the book of ether we meet the daughter ofjared
jaredine
jareds daughter and obviously a jaredite
Jar edite
granddaughter ofomer
ohomer
of omer jaredy

Jared ites existed many
the jaredites

Nep hites and Lama
nites their history begins during the time of the
lamanites
centuries previous to the nephites

tower of babel when god confounded the languages of many people when they were building a
tower to get to heaven

title page

this civilization

is named after its first known prophet the

brother ofjared
of jared he successfully petitions the lord to spare his people from being denied their
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language and requests his assistance in providing light for his people in preparation for their
oceanic journey to the promised land because of his incredible faith the brother ofjared
of jared is
allowed to see the

lords finger as he illuminates

their sea
bound barges
seabound

the stones

his prophet has prepared to light

jaredine
Jar edite prophet receives a visitation by christ and is
whats more this jaredite

shown the history of the world from beginning to end jesus tells the brother ofjared
of jared to record
this experience after which he is commanded to sea
seal up his account to come forth in the
own due time unto the children of men

ether 133
1

lords

consequently what we know of the

jaredine
jaredite
Jaredite people comes from moronis abridgment of the twenty four plates discovered by the

people of
limhi during the time of king mosiah ether intro
oflimhi
jaredine
ofjared
jared comes much later in jaredite
jared she
ofjared
Jar edite history than the brother of
the daughter of
is born to the second jared we encounter in the record and is described as exceedingly expert

and exceedingly fair

vv

89 unfortunately however
8 9

she uses her beauty and intellect to

resurrect the secret combinations of old and she schemes to facilitate her grandfathers murder so
her father can once again rule the land ether

8

contains dialogue between this woman and her

father as she presents her plan to use the secret plans to obtain kingdoms and great glory

v

in fact ashes
shes not sure if jared is aware of the ancient records contents and queries him

9

bath my father so much sorrow hath he not read the record which our fathers
whereby hath

brought across the great deep

whether or not jared

is aware

behold is there not an account concerning them of old

v 9

of this record his daughter wastes no time in reminding him of

what it contains and how the combinations cryptic designs can thwart justice and shift power

comans creative
this is a clear misuse of this womans

intelligence

jared is aware of her ability to persuade through her beauty ie
ofjared
the daughter of
sexuality and dancing we see this in her dialogue with jared regarding her seduction of
akish
ofakish
1I

am fair and 1I will dance before him and 1I will please him that he will desire me to wife

then shall ye say

1I

will give her if ye will bring unto me the head of my father the king

v 10
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unfortunately her prediction was correct akish was pleased desired her and swore to kill her
grandfather in order to marry her

here the text

is explicit about who instigated this horrible chain

of events and

it was

ofjared
jared who put it into jaredy
jareds
the daughter of
Ja reds heart to search up these things of old and jared put
it into the heart of akish wherefore akish administered it unto his kindred and friends leading

them away by fair promises to do whatsoever thing he desired
go quite according to this womans
comans plan

murderous plot against him

v 17

but everything doesnt

god intervenes and warns omer in a dream of the

he flees with his family

minus jared to safety by the seashore As

promised the daughter of jared marries akish and jared resumes his reign over the jaredites
Jared ites

jared and his daughter could not have foreseen what would happen next akish has jared
murdered while jared is addressing his people on his throne

quite a startling image

now akish

is in charge and punishes his own son who is coveting his fathers power by throwing this son in

prison to waste away in other words he starves him one wonders if this unnamed son of akish

jaredy son since she is
as well as his other sons was also the daughter of jareds

akisha wife the text
akishs

is silent on this issue making no mention that akish had another wife or children by a different

jaredy daughters
woman it just says that he has sons thus this murdered son may very well be jareds
son

if this is true

the question arises as to her feelings about the power she helped her husband

obtain unfortunately the text leaves us in the dark on this matter and doesnt mention the
jaredine
daughter of jared again readers are left to imagine what happened to this jaredite
Jaredite princess

turned queen whose father is murdered by her own husband

the narrative does however

include the fact that another son of akish nimrah is so upset at his brothers murder that he flees
to the shoreline where omer resides

jaredy daughters sons
thus at least one of akish and jareds

appears to have rejected his parents wicked ways next akish and his remaining sons engage in

war against each other both sides desiring the power of the throne and all but thirty die
consequently omer is reinstated to the throne and there is peace for a time
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following omers reign there are two generations of peace and prosperity for the
jaredites
Jared ites why because ethical men and women are leading their people by good examples in
government and home however

jaredy secret combinations
ofjareds
its not long until the daughter of
jareds

corm kills his father who is king and embraces the secret plans
corn
com
resurface and heth the son of comm

of old

ether 926

florence pierce relates that

from those thirty survivors after the battle between akish and his sons and the small

number who had fled with omer the people had now increased until they formed quite a
large nation and with the increase in numbers had come a decided spread of wickedness
and there was a revival of those secret oaths and combinations that were the culmination

of extreme wickedness 412

thus heth begins another devastating cycle of murder encouraging his people to throw the
prophets in pits to waste away and inciting them to all kinds of wickedness god reacts to their
evil acts by sending a drought and poisonous snakes to surround them killing most

of the people

after which they eventually repent and receive rain

generations later the jaredites
Jared ites are divided under two equally greedy leaders shiz and
jaredite
Corian
Jar
edite people as follows
corianturnr
turnr pierce characterizes coriantumr and the jaredine
corlan
coriantumr

now

coriantumr the king was himself a very able general and skilled in all the arts of war so he
prepared to resist all the attempts upon his life by his enemies but the entire nation whether
they were friends or foes of coriantumr were steeped in iniquity so this contention became one
long bloody siege

418

in fact ether relates that none of the people in the land were

repentant and his language is noteworthy
times in verse 17 of ether

13

phrase jair
he repeats the phrasefair
fair sons and daughters four

to emphasize the pervasive wickedness in the kingdom

coriantumr repented not neither his fair sons and daughters neither the fair sons and
daughters of
Corihor and in fine there were none of
bohor neither the fair sons and daughters of
ofcohor
cohor
ofcorihor
corihor
the fair sons and daughters upon the face of the whole earth who repented of their sins

the

existence of and repetition of the phrasefair
phrase fair sons and daughters is of particular significance to
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my argument that book of mormon women have a significant capacity to influence their people

jaredine
jaredite
toward righteousness or wickedness ifjaredite
if Jaredite women hadnt substantially contributed to the
precarious state in the land why would ether mention them specifically

women obviously

played a notable role in propelling the jaredites
Jared ites toward complete lasciviousness
1I

cant help but wonder what the state of the kingdom would have been like if these

women had resisted evil and returned to righteousness

1I

dont say this to alleviate the

jaredite
edite men they are equally accountable for what occurred however as
responsibility of the jaredine
Jar
illustrated above book of mormon women such as the stripling warriors mothers and abish
were instrumental in teaching andor converting their people to believe in god and the outcome
Jared ites have
of their efforts is miraculous so again 1I pose the question would the fate of the jaredites

jaredite
been reversed or at least mitigated if these jaredine
Jaredite women had used their persuasive powers for
good instead of evil

unfortunately well never know the answer to this hypothetical question but we do
know what occurred because these women with the men indulged in wickedness

Jared ites
the jaredites

insatiable hunger
bunger for power banding against each other under coriantumr and shiz resulted in
complete devastation in ether 14 moroni recounts that
bad been the scene
so great and lasting had been the war and so long had

of bloodshed and

carnage that the whole face of the land was covered with the bodies of the dead and so
swift and speedy was the war that there was none left to bury the dead but they did
march forth from the shedding of blood to the shedding of blood leaving the bodies of

strewer upon the face of the land to become a prey to
both men women and children strewed
the worms of the flesh and the scent thereof went forth upon the face of the land even
upon all the face of the land wherefore the people became troubled by day and by night
because of the scent thereof

23
2123
w 21

men didnt act alone in these murderous acts women and even children harbored enough anger
toward their brothers and sisters to handle swords against them even sleeping on their weapons in
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order to arise quickly to battle each morning ether 1515
26
151526

the culmination of this

wickedness was the final battle between the two surviving warriors coriantumr and shiz

they

watched their wives daughters sons mothers fathers sisters and brothers die in battle only to
rot on the ground finally corianturnr
Corian
corlan turnr ends
coriantumr

shias life by beheading him this makes
shizs

jaredite
corianturnr
Corian
turnr the lone jaredine
Jaredite survivor without family or friends with whom to share his newcoriantumr
corlan
found victory or over whom to rule

the irony of that situation must have been bitter to

coriantumr
jared used her cunning mind and seductive allure to persuade her
ofjared
so the daughter of
father and another man toward murder she singlehandedly
single handedly resurrects the cryptic combinations
instigated by cain the first murderer in order that her father might have the evil desire of his
heart to be king

Jared ites for
her actions initiated a tradition of evil that continued among the jaredites

generations because the consequences other
of her behavior resulted in the political and spiritual
dernise of an entire nation this may answer why her story is included in the narrative when so
demise

many other women of the time are given limited attention or not mentioned at all but theres
still a lot we

dont know about this influential woman such as her understanding of gods

commandments and what motivated her to help her father regain the throne was the daughter of

jared well intended in assisting her father in recovering his kingdom or was she inherently evil
basking in wickedness and power

she at least understood the immediate consequences of her

actions the death of
her grandfather and her marriage to his murderer these facts point to her
other
motivation as selfish regarding these events through her persuasive efforts the daughter of

jared intended to help her father obtain a position that was not rightfully his which if successful
would end the life of the present king her grandfather

on the other hand

did jared manipulate his daughter into thinking that he deserved the

throne it doesnt appear so from the text just before the incident in which his daughter presents
her plan jared had to bargain for his life

promising to return the throne to his father in order to

jareds life would have ended in that
save himself it was likely common knowledge that jaredy
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encounter with his father and brothers if he had not peaceably agreed to submit his kingly power
to his father omer in fact the text states that following this conflict with his father

jared

became exceedingly sorrowful because of the loss of the kingdom
kingdomfor
jor
for he had set his heart upon
worldy
world7
the kingdom and upon the glory of the worl
ether
world
worldether
dEther
7

87 emphasis added

this verse indicates

that after being de throned
thrones jared began pining away for the kingdom his motivation stemming
from a desire for power and not because he feltjustly
feit justly entitled to the throne
felt

his daughter was

apparently of an age to understand why her privileged lifestyle had changed from an actual
princess to a virtual prisoner circumstances were not as pleasant for her as they had previously
been

the text specifies

that she came up with the idea to undermine her grandfather all on her

own using her keen intellect to devise a plan whereby she could redeem the kingdom unto her

father

v 8

by creating a plan to return political power to her immediate family this woman

stood to regain the comfortable maybe even glamorous lifestyle that she experienced while her

jaredy motivation to devise the plan and carry
father was king thus 1I argue that the daughter of jareds
it out stemmed from her selfish desires not love for her father

second was the daughter of jared educated as to gods commandments particularly his
command to not murder

we know that this woman was acutely aware of the existence of the old

record containing evil instructions and she probably became aware of this document while jared
was king since

its likely that whoever held this position

also possessed such valuable items it

ifjareds
daughter had access to the old evil records she may also been
jareds
seems logical then that jaredy
if
privy to ancient religious records

such as the brass plates that the nephites
Nephites possessed

and if

she had access to these records and at least knew of the contents of one of them is that evidence

that the daughter of jared could read

moreover her great uncle five generations back ether

33 was the brother of jared who saw the finger of god because of his faith and thats
129
12933

closer to her in kin than cain thus it seems likely that she would have been acquainted with the

jareds

jaredy life and teachings which surely contained the commandments of god
ofjareds
brother of

one of

which prohibits murder therefore we can infer that the daughter of jared seduces akish who
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then agrees to murder her grandfather so she can benefit from
brom her fathers position of power
hrom

sadly this is the only example of an individual book of mormon
morl non woman consciously exerting
mori
her influence in the political realm and unfortunately she is seen conspiring against an honorable
king in order to replace him with his deplorable son

could the fact that there is a similar story of a woman seducing a man for the death of

jaredy story in the book
jareds
ofjareds
another man in the bible be a reason for the inclusion of the daughter of
of mormon in the new testament we see the daughter of herodias note that we dont have her
3
it
salome3
is
in
here
as
writings
either
salomea
Josep huss
only found josephuss
name
dancing before herod on
Salome
josephues
josepbuss
buss

his birthday in order to secure a promise from him to kill john the baptist and bring her his head

jaredy daughter the misuse of
unfortunately and similar to jareds
her sexuality in dancing before
other
herod was successful she persuades him and he commanded it to be given her and he sent
beheaded
beheader john in prison
and be
headed

10
matthew 149
14910

again the motivation for this seduction and

murder was not pure herodiass
bush
ss daughter asked for this favor in order to hush
Herodia

johns

denouncement of
ofherodias
herodias for marrying his brothers wife unlawfully As a result the cousin
Jared ites lived long before herodias moroni
and forerunner of jesus was murdered since the jaredites

jareds

jaredy daughter but
ofjareds
was probably unaware of this story that so closely parallels the account of

he may have been cognizant of what hugh nibley explains is a succession rite of great antiquity

that followed this pattern

in which a princess dances before a romantic stranger wins his

heart and induces him to behead the ruling king marry her and mount the throne

it is the

story behind the rites at olympia and the ara sacra and the wanton and shocking dances of the
ritual hierodules
hiero dules throughout the ancient world

jaredy
ofjareds
so one explanation for the presence of
jareds

daughters story could be ether andor moronis knowledge of this ancient pattern of womens
behavior involving secret directories on the art of deposing an aging king

the description

13
210
21013

jared concretely links this woman with her father
ofjared
daughter of

jaredite
demonstrating their biological and political connection and their place in the jaredine
Jaredite society
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of jaredy daughters name
jareds
this may explain the omission ofjareds

in the text although knowing her name

would surely contribute to her identity and maybe even further our understanding of this

jaredite
influential jaredine
Jar edite woman despite the omission of her name the book of mormon delineates

jaredy cunning and seduction are described in
the specific consequences of the daughter ofjareds
of jareds
horrific detail
in contrast to the unnamed daughter ofjared
of jared the text provides us with isabels
isabela name but
then only devotes a few sentences to her

all we learn about isabel is that she is a harlot from the

land of
siron whose womanly wiles engross
ofsiron

Cori anton
almas son corianton

missionary efforts among the Zora
mites alma 39
zoramites

causing him to neglect his

the information we have about isabel comes

from a comment spoken by alma to corianton
Cori anton in which he says that isabel did steal away the
shouldst
hearts of many but this was no excuse for thee my son thou shouldnt
shouldst have tended to the
ministry wherewith thou wast entrusted

alma 394

here alma squarely places the

Cori antons misbehavior on his son despite isabels
responsibility for coriantons
isabela part in their conduct

however alma does imply later

in the chapter that Cori
antons involvement with isabel
coriantons

Zora mites in verse
contributed to his failed mission to the zoramites

11I
1I 1

alma laments

0 my son

how

Zora mites for when they saw your conduct they would not
great iniquity ye brought upon the zoramites
believe in my words

in other words

people from believing in

almas conduct with the harlot isabel kept countless

gods word

jaredy daughter why arent the consequences of isabels
isabela promiscuity
in comparison to jareds
and similar misuse of sexuality given more consideration

this may be because the

consequences of isabels
isabela harlotry may not have been as illustrative of the spiritual and physical

jareds

ofjareds
evil designs
annihilation of a people as were the daughter jaredy
of

this may account for the

limited information we have about her as the two womens sins are only comparable insomuch as

they both are shown undermining their peoples faith however we can draw some conclusions
about the consequences of
Zoramites As alma explains in
her harlotry from later accounts of the zoramites
other

asee
see antiquity of the jews
3see
jem 185.485
185485
3
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Cori antons involvement with isabel halted all missionary work among the
alma 3911 coriantons
Zora mites because of his sons association with a prostitute almas missionary efforts were
zoramites

thwarted and corianton
Cori anton himself abandoned his initial purpose in visiting the zoramites
Zoramites in other
zorarnites
words the text is clear that whether or not she was aware of it isabel was instrumental in
loss of credibility among the zoramites
Zora mites consequently the people remained ignorant

word and were robbed of an opportunity to repent and change their lives

almas

of gods

thus possible

repercussions of isabels
Zora mites extreme wickedness
isabela harlotry include the continuation of the zoramites
which involves them joining the ranks of the lamanites
Lamanites alma 434 6

13

Zora mites band
the zoramites

together with this nefarious nephite enemy and proceed to inspire the lamanites
Lamanites to slaughter the
Zora mites as fighting like dragons and many
Nep hites with great force verse 44 describes the zoramites
nephites

Nep hites were slain by their hands yea for they did smite
of the nephites

in two many

of their head

breast plates and they did smite off many of their arms
plates and they did pierce many of their breastplates

still later the zoramites
Zora mites are guilty of cajoling converted lamanite children by their lyings and
Gadi anton robbers who spread
their flattering words to defect to the gadianton

carnage throughout the land

3

nephi 129 211

much death and

although theres no way to determine just

how much influence for evil isabel had among her people we know that she and corianton
Corianton
robbed the zoramites
Zoramites of an opportunity to turn to christ
in the following discussion about isabel kevin and shauna christensen cite hugh nibley
and daniel peterson to assert that isabels
isabela name could be symbolic

name and attributes of jezebel in the bible
is apparent in the book

suggests that

in that it is parallel to the

and that she could have had greater social status than

sens begin by quoting nibley saying he
of mormon the Christen
christensens

rather than being a simple prostitute isabel was a priestess nibley

observes that isabel is the name of the patroness of harlots in the religion of the

phoenicians
Cori anton had to
ns that she had many followers and that to go to her corianton
Phoenicia
forsake the ministry and
Lama nites
lamanites

alma 393

go over into the land of
siron among the borders of the
ofsiron
Cori
antons participation there is described as an
coriantons

125

abomination

alma 395 precisely the same term that the old world prophets used to

denounce the canaanite practices which often included ritual prostitution and human
sacrifice it is reasonable to assume that some forms of goddess worship were being
practiced daniel petersons suggestion that the name isabel corresponds to the name of

jezebel in

1I

kings may also be significant here because of the ties between jezebel and

some of these same practices 33

if isabel

was regarded as a pagan priestess and as such was worshiped she would have had an

mites than is apparent from the text
even greater influence on the Zora
zoramites

ofpriestess
the title of priestess

would have lent her certain authority in her community with which she could persuade them to
engage in such wicked practices as prostitution

further as most LDS scholars concur with peterson that isabels
isabela name

is identical to the

hebrew form of jezebel her name may communicate much more about her than is revealed in the
text jezebel of the old testament was a phoenician princess who became the wife of king ahab
1 1I

kings 1631
1631

wrecked havoc among her people by
living in the ninth century BC jezebel wreaked

marrying ahab this woman introduced into israel the worst forms of phoenician worship in
place of the worship of jehovah which caused the downfall of the northern kingdom

dictionary

1I

kings 184

jezebels
jezebell
Jez
ebels name

is used in

13 19

191
19122 see also I1 kings 21525
215 25

2

kings 9

bible

interestingly

revelation 220 to symbolize a woman or sect who inflicts severe

hardship on the church in thyatira isabel too is implicated in coriantons
Cori antons crime of keeping the
Zora mites ignorant of gods word also causing problems for gods church these parallels
zoramites
between isabel and jezebel are compelling evidences for isabel as a corrupt prophetess who
subverts righteousness as did her biblical predecessor

this may explain why such a dearth of

information exists about isabel in the book of mormon because its authors had the brass plates

that likely contained the account of jezebel they might have assumed that readers of their text
would recognize the similarities between these two womens stories thus they may have left out

126

much of what could have been written about her because so much was given of jezebel in the

bible
although we can only speculate about the life and ultimate influence of the harlot isabel

jaredy daughters actions clearly bad
on her people jareds
had immediate and long lasting ramifications
bringing about practices that eventually ended in the tragic demise of an entire civilization

all

because of one womans
comans misuse of gods gifts to her intelligence beauty sexuality and
dancing are not inherently evil but they are powerful tools that can persuade men and women

jared and her role
ofjared
toward good or ill ether likely included so much detail about the daughter of
jaredite
in the jaredine
Jaredite kingdoms downfall because her wicked actions resulted in such devastating
political and religious consequences

cormons
Mor mons purpose to be fulfilled which
for the book of mormons

aims to persuade readers toward christ and his saving power

it must contain stories that

illustrate what happens when evil prevails as opposed to when righteousness triumphs

jared her initial plan triggers a chain reaction of sin that
ofjared
in the case of the daughter of
results in the obliteration of a nation in contrast Mori
moriantons
antons maidservant enlists her agency to
inform moroni of moriantons
Mori antons intentions to defect with his people to a land that is not rightfully

theirs because this maidservant provides moroni with such critical information moronis army
is able to intercept morianton
Mori anton and his caravan before they could inhabit the land northward
marianton

Nep hites freedom and peace alma 503339
5033 39 if
her act is the catalyst that ensures the nephites

opposing examples to this story

such as the daughter ofjared
of jared and isabel

did not exist one

might conclude that individual womens wicked actions in book of mormon times didnt have
the same devastating consequences as mens did or that the women were more righteous than the

jareds abuse of beauty and
men but because ether recorded the story of the daughter of jaredy
intelligence and the resultant demise of
her posterity and since alma recorded how isabels
isabela
other

harlotry with Cori
Zora mites spiritual ignorance there is no mistaking
anton contributed to the zoramites
corianton
that individual book of mormon womens abuse of their god given powers caused extremely
disturbing effects across two nations book of mormon authors and editors may have also

127

included these and other stories of women to illustrate the comparable power of women in their

societies for good and evil these writers at least recognized that the influence of these women
significantly impacted the religious political history of book of mormon peoples and therefore

yor
Shake speares characterization of isabella in Measure
measureor
were compelled to tell their stories shakespeares
or
measurefor
for
measure also holds true for women in the book of mormon
speechless dialect

in her

there

is prone and

such as move men beside she hath prosperous art when she will play with

reason and discourse

and well she can persuade

129

conclusion
accessorizing the margins
why so few individual book of mormon women
5311 page historical
sariah abish and isabel these are the only named women in that 53

and spiritual account of ancient american civilization called the book of mormon but in

addition to these named women there are at least seven more individual women given meaningful
attention in the narrative eve mary the daughter ofjared
of jared amalickiahs queen moriantons
Mori antons
La
maidservant La monis queen and Lar
nonis fathers queen As outlined in chapter
larnonis
lamonis
labonis
monis
16

1

there are

additional females 22 in all and 26 groups of women in the narrative although we are given

limited information about them even counting as inclusively as we can compared to the
individual men we encounter in the text this seems meager

are there possible explanations for

this scarcity of individual women

the bible

I1 I1 women
historical spiritual text contains 1315 men and only 1I111
a similar historicalspiritual
lii
iii

cormons
Mormons pages with
adom the book of mormons
likewise the names and stories of men consistently adorn
individual women merely accessorizing the margins although thats not as great a disparity as
between book of mormon men and women that thirteen to one ratio suggests that part of the
reason for fewer women in the book of mormon may be because of its nature as an ancient
religious text which originated from the same geographical region as the bible the near east
in other words both scriptural texts consistently mention men and convey mens stories while

rarely including women and their experiences additionally knowledge of the contents and
nature of the gold plates from which joseph smith translated the account is imperative to
understanding why women dont figure as prominently in the narrative as men do in this

concluding chapter 1I argue
page

1

that the purpose of the book of mormon set forth on its title

which is to recount the political and spiritual history of its people in order to persuade its

readers of christs divinity

overrides concerns about equal representation of the sexes 2 that

its nature as an abridgment and exclusive male authorship possibly omit once present female

130

perspectives and

3

that despite its small representation of distinct women compared to men its

tlle equality of men and women
the
on
doctrines are based 011
oll tile
oil

every author has an audience in mind when writing and such was the case for one of this
luain editor mormon he prefaced the plates by inscribing their
maln
books central authors and its main

purpose clearly on the title page indicating that they were
to show unto the remnant of the house of israel what great things the
fathers and that they may know the covenants of the

lord hath done for their

lord that they are not cast off

forever and also to the convincing of the jew and the gentile that JESUS
ETERNAL GOD

IS THE CHRIST

the

manifesting himself unto all nations

this statement by one of the last people to work with the plates makes clear the criteria by which the
respective book of mormon books were chosen

primarily spiritual criteria that center on jesus as

savior supplemented by historical considerations that demonstrate the lords care for his people in
his use of the word
wordfathers
rathers mormon is not suggesting that the book of mormon is solely about the
fathers

experiences of men in ancient america so much as he is declaring gender irrelevant to this books
purpose

mormon ends his preface with a powerful warning and now if there are faults with this
book they are the mistakes of men wherefore condemn not the things of god that ye may be found
spotless at the judgment seat of christ

1I

hadnt noticed the significance of this sentence before 1I

researched this topic it is interesting to be trying to account for the apparent marginalization of
women in the book of mormon when its very first page acknowledges that the text may be flawed as

cormons
Mor mons words warn the books readers not to disregard its spiritual
the product of fallible people mormons
message when examining its contents which illustrate the imperfect culture of book of mormon
peoples

I
1

borrow from kent brown to say that my study does not attempt to finalize what can or

cannot be known about a subject of the book of mormon
all

this study must be considered provisional not definitive

hence in some ways though not
jerusalem x
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cormons
Mor mons definition of the book as another
secondary sources corroborate mormons
testament of jesus christ

grant hardy has characterized the book of mormon
morl non as a
mori

complex edited translation of a peoples historical record that is not intended to be
comprehensive but focused on interpreting political events in spiritual terms and
highlighting the distinction between the obedient and the disobedient

20

although the

book of mormon has many authors including moroni who abridged the book of ether

hardy points out that ultimately the book of mormon was edited by one man mormon who
was susceptible to having biases as all humans 19
support this idea

hardy offers anecdotal evidence to

in any testimony meeting we encounter highly edited stories that pick out

significant events and find spiritual meaning in situations that outsiders might regard as
coincidental or commonplace we tell stories of overcoming adversity of gaining
understanding and of serving others

28

and 1I would add that we include or exclude

individuals in our stories according to the idea we are trying to convey As modern members

of the church of jesus christ we participate

in a similar kind

of editing in our

cormons
spiritual historical accounts furthermore mormons
spiritualhistorical
Mor
mons position as a male member ofnephite
of
nephite
society lends him certain biases and perspectives related to the roles assigned to men in his
society which compounds the bias for including men and excluding women in the narrative

cormons
Mor mons
kevin and shauna christensen come to a similar conclusion when examining mormons
influence on the book of mormon as a whole
ten
often
at the age of

mormon was given charge of the sacred writings at age eleven he was

Zarah emla during a time of great war and wickedness and by age
carried by his father to zarahemla

sixteen he became the general of an army from this we infer that from a very young age

be underwent a very exclusive and specialized training he probably didnt have much
he
chance to learn about the feminine sphere but as we have seen what he does include about
women has an evident deliberation and positive intent 47
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the book of mormon

is even more complicated it is an abridgment

of multiple records

that were eventually translated by a poorly educated farm boy joseph smith from upstate new

york in the late 1820s

1I

wont deal with book of mormon translation

in this study believing

latter day saints recognize joseph as a prophet of god who translated the records through divine
means
the text

the nature of the book as an abridgment

could have affected the inclusion of women in

for example since we are not privy to the original plates from which the book of

mormon was compiled we have no way of knowing if accounts of or accounts written by women
were originally present but eventually omitted during its abridgment by mormon and others

to

understand the extent of such abridgments we should be aware of the five sets of major plates
that comprise the book of mormon account as we now have it

laban these plates are significant because we know
oflaban
first there were the brass plates of
that they contained the five books of moses
beginning

and also a record of the jews from the

down to the commencement of the reign of
ofzedekiah
of judah
zedekiah king ofjudah

prophecies of the holy prophets

book of mormon

1 1I

nephi 511

13

and also the

it is evident from the explanation of the

found immediately preceding the body of the work

that this set of plates not

only remained with the nephites
Nep hites but they also drew upon them citing isaiah and other biblical
and nonbiblical prophets that would have been found in this record A

brief explanation about

the book of mormon

second there were the small plates of nephi which begin recording events at the time of
570 BC and continue to do so for 440 years

they constitute the first 133 pages of the book of

mormon and are nephis extrapolations from gehis
lehis teachings and prophecies of the savior

brown

gehis
lehis record

11

john welch has pointed out that nephi wrote the small plates long

after arriving in the new world he argues that this fact is significant and 1I agree 1I see the
timing of these plates especially important to the study of women in the book of mormon

welch delineates that soon after arriving at the promised land with his family nephi
inscribes these smaller plates by using concepts he
be had written earlier on the large plates of

133

nephi why would nephi copy ideas from plates already laboriously etched into metal because

god told him to welch states that nephi was instructed of the lord to engrave on the small
plates many things

which are good in my sight for the profit of thy people

2

nephi 530

when nephi follows the lords command to create these plates he does so by reflecting back on
his familys
fam ilys journey and subsequent settlement in america
familysjourney

this luxury of retrospect granted

nephi distance from the larger text and allowed him to include fewer details in the smaller
account focusing on its god given purpose which he was told was to teach his people the things

of the spirit in fact welch relates that the time of the small plates inscription was important
enough to nephi that he stated it three times in

small plates

75

I1

nephi

welch when did nephi write the

later the lord gives nephi explicit instructions to write only the more plain

and precious parts of his peoples ministry and the prophecies

193

upon these plates

1 I1

nephi

in order to comply with these instructions nephi must exclude many events and details

hejustifies their exclusion on this shorter
from his peoples history in the following passage he justifies

account as a necessary evil saying his reason for doing so concerns the plates divine purpose

it mattereth not to me that 1I do not give a full account of all the things of my father for they
cannot be written upon these plates for 1I desire the room that I1 may write of the things of

god for the fulness
falness of mine intent

is that 1I may persuade men to come unto the

god of

abraham and the god of isaac and the god of jacob and be saved
1 1I

nephi 63
6344

this inaugural book of mormon author reiterates the specific purpose of his small plates
admitting that any faults in his writing are the result of his imperfect human nature
write anything upon plates save

1I

1I

do not

think it be sacred and now if I1 do err it is because of the

weakness which is in me according to the flesh

1 I1

nephi 196

thus

in addition to his

imperfect writing abilities an explanation for nephis possible exclusion of existing accounts of
individual women is that he didnt consider them relevant to

gods prescribed themes for the

small plates in why nephi wrote the small plates the political dimension john welch

134

further characterizes the content of these plates
document

he defines them

in three ways as a post fallout

fallout here meaning the falling
failing out that nephi and his brothers experienced that

ultimately set them at odds against each other as a selective thematic preservation
separator of religious and political power

81
83
8183

and as a

the fact that nephi had distance

from the

falling out with his brothers allowed him to be honest about the ramifications of his brothers
actions without worrying about ruffling their feathers since they were separated from the
hites by this time welch further argues that because the small plates were written shortly
Nep
nephites
after if not part of
inception

nephis coronation

this record was influenced by political needs from its

three biases toward the political are obvious in I nephi nephi as teacher of his
1

brothers in obtaining the brass plates 222 nephi as bearer of the only working bow

positioning himself above his older brothers 1637 nephi as the only shipbuilder nephi
refusing to be worshipped 1755 and nephis rejection by his brothers and others as leader
18
10
1810

welch 82

83

and finally according to welch nephi wrote the small plates to

distinguish between the religious and the legal

he did this by making it clear that the kings

26
domain was the palace while the priest ruled over the temple 2 nephi 518
51826

welch

continues to explain that nephi assured a balance between the royal and priestly leaders in his

city by entrusting to the kings the brass plates containing the temple laws of sacrifice that the
priests would need and entrusting to the priests the small plates containing the narratives that

were necessary to legitimize the kings

83
82
8283

As the main author of the small plates nephi was given divine instructions as to what
this record should contain namely
and prophecies

1 1I

nephi 93

the more plain and precious parts of his peoples ministry

the context for his peoples prophecies and ministrations

stemmed from the political struggle between nephi and his brothers in other words
was primarily intended to persuade men and women to come unto

god

1 1I

nephis text

nephi 64 but

in order to do that he had to set the political stage for his fam
familys
ilys spiritual experiences in

addition the political and religious leadership ofnephite
lamanite society was male
of
nephite

this
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accounts for why nephi only rarely included information about the women in his family

he

seems to include women only as they are relevant to his peoples spiritual and political history

for instance he mentions his mother and her struggle to believe in her husbands prophetic gift
the difficulty of bearing and feeding infants in the wilderness and the women who ultimately
sided with the respective nephite and lamanite entities

these and other fleeting glimpses into

the lives of the first book of mormon women are important and unfortunately all too few
however their scarcity is understandable considering women were only rarely found in the public
limelight

women in nephis culture did not bear such titles as
king judge general prophet
asking

and priest which naturally excluded many of them from being found as named and fully
personified individuals in nephis account

this unsatisfactory representation of women

in

nephis writings may be explained by the fact that he was riveted on convincing his readership
that the

god

de nieth none that come unto him
cenieth
lord denieth

2 nephi

male and female

and all are alike unto

2633

although the book of mormon does not depict women in such high profile positions as
military officer judge sole ruler and prophetess the bible does

this is significant because

biblical women inhabited the same region from which book of mormon peoples originated and
ascribed to a similar culture never in the book of mormon account do we see women as judges
priestesses or sole rulers of a kingdom for any length of time but deborah jezebel athaliah
and miriam fulfill these roles in the old testament

at a minimum this suggests that book of

mormon womens female progenitors were given such political and religious distinction and at
most it hints that women in the book of mormon may have also occasionally held such public
positions although evidence for this is absent from our present record however at times women
in the book

Isaia hs wife fighting shoulder to shoulder with
of mormon are seen prophesying isaials
isaiahs

jaredine
Jar edite battles ether 1515
their men and children in battle in the final jaredite

and carrying the title of

La
queen La
nonis fathers queen and amalickiahs queen
larnonis
lamonis
lamonis queen Lar
labonis
labonis
monis

monis

nevertheless most
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book of mormon women appear in the text in words like wives mothers daughters women
female and so forth

as part of groups instead of as whole characterized beings see chapter 2

of nephi
thats especially clear in the large plates ofnephi

the source nephi crabbed
cribbed from to

create his small plates As stated in the introductory pages of the book of mormon

nephis

large plates were primarily composed of the peoples secular history 1 I nephi 92 4

but

1

beginning with mosiah the large plates also contained information of spiritual significance such
as

gehis
lehis genealogy and the more part of the teachings of the resurrected jesus christ to the

nephite nation

3

nephi 267

next came the plates of mormon begun by mormon and completed by moroni they
contained an abridgment of the large plates of nephi as well as moronis postscript to

mormons
cormons
cormons
Mor mons
Mor
mons record moronis abridgment of ether the book of moroni the book of mormons

jareds

jaredy vision
ofjareds
title page information and moronis account of the brother of

these specifics about the five sets of major plates that constitute the current book of
mormon dramatize just how abridged the narrative is in fact as is evident in the description of
the plates of mormon sections of the book of mormon are an abridgment of an abridgment
story line at every turn
imagine all the women who could have been edited or abridged out of the storyline

of the page where individual women once might have been

in their place now are generalized

groups of women because of space concerns on the plates 1I can envision a personalized account
He lamans two thousand stripling warriors whose faith promoting
of one of the mothers of
ofhelamans

teachings to her warrior son are provided in dialogue we have now only the collective account

of these mothers teachings and the immeasurable effect they had on their sons yea their sons
had been taught by their mothers that if they did not doubt god would deliver them

the

fledgling warriors then repeat their mothers words inserting their own conviction of faith
do not doubt our mothers knew it

alma 5647 48

these womens efforts saying that his soldiers

we

later helaman describes the results of
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did obey and observe to perform every word of command with exactness yea and even
according to their faith it was done unto them and I1 did remember the words which they
said unto me that their mothers had taught them

and according to the goodness of

god and to our great astonishment and also the joy of our whole army there was not
one soul of them who did perish alma 5721 25

the mothers

words still echo however distantly in the deeds of their sons 1I

cant help but

wonder what details about women like sariah and the wives of
ofnephi
nephi sam zoram jacob
joseph and even of
lehl if this account
lehi
oflehi
laman and lemuel that we might find in the plates of
oflaman
had not been lost with the first 116 manuscript pages of the book of mormon soon after they
were translated by joseph smith

cormons
Mor mons conversion purposes and extensive abridgments may
however the book of mormons
obscure our view of individual women in the narrative women remain respected by the books
doctrines book of mormon teachings the point of the book apply equally to women and men

nephis second book of scripture articulates one of the most profound book of mormon
de nieth none that come unto him black and white bond and free male and
doctrines god denieth
cenieth

all are alike unto god

female

2

nephi 2633

doesnt just state this but illustrates
the text doesntjust

that christ atoned for the sins of all human beings that his sacrifice made the resurrection of
both women and men possible and that both men and women are privy to divine revelation
regarding the word of god

for instance mosiah

27 explains that the blessings of christs atonement are accessible

to all mankind yea men and women all nations kindreds tongues and people being changed
from their carnal and fallen state to a state of righteousness being redeemed of god becoming

his sons and daughters and thus they become new creatures

26
vv 25
2526

this passage

explicitly outlines that no one is excluded from the salvation of the savior which can transform
them into renewed individuals As human beings participate in the saving principles of the

atonement

men and women become

gods

sons and daughters

v 25

the book of mormon

138

insists that every person can be freed from his or her sins and enter into

gods realm because

jesus christ suffereth
suffereth the pains of all men yea the pains of every living creature both men
women and children

2

the book tells readers that the atonement

nephi 921

for the unwitting sinner using the phrase all those to symbolize every person
atonement satis
satisfieth
fieth the dern
demands
ands of

even accounts

for the

justice upon all those who have not the law given to

them that they are delivered from that awful monster death and hell

2

nephi 926

thus the

book of mormon makes it clear that all human beings can be redeemed through christ that
gender is irrelevant to the eternal privileges

the text similarly delivers the hope

he provides
filled message that every person despite sex or any

other distinguishing characteristic will be resurrected and reunited with their bodies as a result of

christs ultimate sacrifice alma

11I
1I 1

states that this resurrection shall come to all both old and

young both bond and free both male and female both the wicked and the righteous

v 44

additional references to the resurrections all encompassing nature occur in conjunction with the
words all men and mankind which indisputably include women see discussion of men in

chapter 2
mormon 9 contains an explanation as to how jesus christ compensated for every
bri ngeth to pass the resurrection which bringeth
bri ngeth to
persons physical death the death of christ bringeth

pass a redemption from an endless sleep from which sleep all men shall be awakened by the

power of god

death which death is a temporal death
statures
statires

being redeemed and loosed from this eternal band of

both small and great

both small and great

this verse denotes that men and women of all

v 13

will be released from their mortal death and be resurrected

second nephi 9 elaborates that jesus performed the atonement that the resurrection might pass
upon all men
resurrection

v 22

and alma 40 reveals that during the interim between death and

the spirits of all men as soon as they are departed from this mortal body

taken home to that god who gave them life

v

11

thus through

its use

are

of the phrase all men

139

the book of mormon is unequivocal about the resurrection as a unilateral gift to all men and
women welcoming everyone back to gods home

the word mankind

in the

book of mormon also communicates the equal application of

the resurrection to all human beings no matter their gender

the first definition for mankind in

merriam websters dictionary is the human race the totality of human beings

aaron uses

nites in alma 21 concerning the resurrection of the dead
this word as he teaches the Lama
lamanites
that there could be no redemption for mankind save it were through the death and sufferings of

here mankind signals that the saviors atonement

christ and the atonement of his blood v 9

allows for the salvation of all men and women helaman 1416 continues on this topic saying

christs
death

rede emeth all mankind from the first
bri ngeth to pass the resurrection and redeemeth
death bringeth

that spiritual death

blessings of redemption

again mankind symbolizes that all human beings will receive the

this inclusive word appears twice in the next verse when expressing the

egalitarian consequence of christs overcoming death

the resurrection of christ redeemeth

bri ngeth them back into the presence of the
mankind yea even all mankind and bringeth

lord v

17

As for divine revelation the book of mormon is plain that god does not discriminate by
sex when it comes to such sacred experiences in chapter 32 of his book alma instructs the
Zora mites as to gods equal gift of angelic visitations to both genders
impoverished zoramites
merciful unto all who believe on his name
not only men but women also

23
vv 22
2223

god is

impar teth his word by angels unto men yea
he imparteth

this passage claims that women have and will

receive angelic visions regarding gods word yet this concept is not definitively enacted in the
narrative this fact furthers my argument that the book of mormon contains doctrines that
include women in ways that its female characters dont explicitly show in the history by this

statement 1I mean that the women in the text are not conclusively portrayed as having direct
revelations but the doctrines depict them as potential recipients of divine visitations

however there is at least one instance in the text in which a woman appears to have
received such a visitation La
laments
monis queen likely communicated with angels if not the savior

140

himself during her period of unconsciousness in alma 19 when she was converted to the lord

this seems plausible for several reasons first

monis

in verse 10 ammon perceives that La
laments wife

has faith so extraordinary that it is unparalleled by the Lama
pious
nites plous
lamanites
pious counterparts despite her
plou

secular background and high political ranking the queen unequivocally believes

ammons

explanation for and prophecy about her husbands deathlike state whereas other people think
the king is dead and should be buried in a sepulcher the queen disagrees but cant explain why

after ammon informs her that her husband sleepeth
again

god and on the morrow

in

shall rise

this lamanite queen expresses her unwavering faith 1I have no witness save thy word

and the word of our servants nevertheless 1I believe that it shall be according as thou hast said
vv 8 9

in response ammon addresses the queen thus

1I

been such great faith among all the people of the nephites
Nep hites

say unto thee woman there has not

the next day the king arises as

predicted pronounces a blessing upon his wife and then testifies to her that christ appeared to
him

lamoni stretched forth his hand unto the woman and said blessed be the name of god

and blessed art thou

for as sure as thou livest behold

I1 have seen

my redeemer and he shall

come forth and be born of a woman and he shall redeem all mankind who believe on his name

not only is this a poignant moment between a husband and wife in the book of mormon but it is
the only occasion in the text where a husband blesses his wife although he may have done so
even the prophet

lehi

is not seen blessing sariah as she struggles to gain a testimony

of her

husbands prophetic calling and commandment to leave jerusalem but like lehi and sariah
who offered a sacrifice to the

lord upon their sons return the king and queen also engage

in an

activity together after experiencing a faith defining moment once the king bears witness of

christ as sariah ultimately does in I1 nephi 58 the king and queen fall into a spiritual sleep
he being consumed with joy and she being overpowered by the spirit

13
vv 12
1213

could the

queens faith have compelled lamoni to bless her and tell her of his divine encounter with the
redeemer

did he know that she had exhibited unequaled faith while he was carried away

god which saved him from being buried alive v

6

although other members of his

in
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household were present when he awoke the king chose to only address his wife during that
moment after which the two of them sank into unconsciousness v

13

after being raised from her spiritual slumber by her maidservant abish La
laments
lamonis
labonis
monis wife
proclaims

0 blessed jesus

on this people

v 29

who has saved me from an awful hell

next it appears that she speaks

spoke many words which were not understood

v 30

0 blessed god

have mercy

in tongues as the text indicates that she

we arent told what the queen

experienced while incapacitated but upon waking she verbalizes her newfound testimony of

jesus and his saving power and then utters language unknown to her people although the book

of mormon does not explicitly state whom she encountered while comatose before her
unconsciousness La
lamonis
labonis
monis queen knew nothing of sin who jesus was or that

he was the source

of her salvation consequently if not the savior himself some heavenly messenger taught this
far fetched to assert that jesus could have
lamanite queen these eternal truths it doesnt seem farfetched

monis

visited La
lamonis wife since
labonis

he appeared to her husband and they both experienced the same

holy respite further she could have been among those at the end of the chapter who declared
unto the people that they had seen angels and had conversed with them

monis daughters as well
abish and La
lamonis
labonis

v 34

in that case

as any other women present on this occasion may have

also been visited by angels however since alma 19 is vague as to who saw angels and only tells
us definitively that lamoni saw christ we cannot say with certainty that the book of mormon

depicts women interacting with angels or deity nevertheless its doctrine teaches that god
reveals

his gospel by angels unto men yea not only men but women also and the text points

to Lamonis queen as one of those women

other doctrines within the text demonstrate respect for women as when the book of
mormon holds men strictly accountable for sexual sins against women whose feelings are
exceedingly tender and chaste and delicate before god

jacob 27

when nephite men

whore doms they came under severe censure from god
attempted to commit whoredoms

god delight

in the chastity of women

1I

wor
sor
tor
for I1 the lord

have seen the sorrow and heard the mourning of the
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daughters of my people
captive except

1I

because of their husbands

for they shall not lead women away

jacob 228

shall visit them with a sore curse even unto destruction

31 33

the book of mormon also strongly condemns the practice of having plural wives and
concubines

thus we see that the book exacts consequences against those who commit acts of

sexual sin including infidelity

conversely the text contains multiple examples of men defending women in battle
providing for their families caring for the widows and fatherless as well as a warning by god
against neglect of the latter in mosiah 10 zeniff safeguards the females and young members of
his community and rallies men of all ages to contend with their enemy

1I

caused that the women

and children of my people should be hid in the wilderness and 1I also caused that all my old men

that could bear arms and also all my young men that were able to bear arms should gather
themselves together to go to battle against the lamanites
Lamanites
among

limpis
limhis people

v 9

ten chapters later the men

exerted themselves and like dragons did they fight

for their lives and

for their wives and for their children even though they were not half so numerous as the
Lamanites
lamanites

mosiah 2011

in

Nep hites are seen battling the Lama
nites
alma 43 the nephites
lamanites

in defense

of their liberties their wives and their children and their all yea for their rites of worship and
their church
name of

v 45

later moroni commands his lamanite counterpart zerahemnah

in the

god and by the sacred support which we owe to our wives and our children to

cease fighting the nephites
Nep hites or be killed alma 445

when rousing his troops in a subsequent

war but still for a noble cause moroni constructs the title of liberty tearing off a piece of his coat
and writing

our children

in memory of our god our religion and freedom and our peace our wives and

alma 4612

then

in

alma 53 this nephite general employs his men in

nites yea and also
lamanites
preparing for war yea and in making fortifications to guard against the Lama

delivering their women and their children from famine and affliction

v 7

the above

examples illustrate how book of mormon leaders required men to risk their lives and exert
significant physical effort to protect and defend their wives and children such instructions came
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from ordained prophets who called on the name of god lend credence to the idea of mens sacred

responsibility toward their wives and children some might find these stories of men protecting
women in wartime as condescending saying that women are quite capable of
offending
fending for
themselves

that might be true if book of mormon women had modern weapons like handguns

and automatic rifles but the devices used in nephite lamanite conflicts required great physical

strength to contend with the enemy bows arrows clubs slings stones swords and ci
meters
cimeters

mosiah 916 108

in general women would have been no match against the physical strength

wielded by a raging sword bearing soldier
Lama nites leaves many wives bereft of their husbands
after a devastating battle with the lamanites

king limhi commanded that every man should impart the support of the widows and their
children that they might not perish with hunger

mosiah 2117

this is an obvious example of

the text holding men responsible for widows and their young and among other grievances
against humanity the
1I

lord denounces the neglect of bereaved women and children in 3 nephi 24

will be a swift witness against the sorcerers and against the adulterers and against false

swearers
sweaters and against those that oppress the hireling in his wages the widow and the fatherless
and that turn aside the stranger and fear not me

v 5

1I

concur with carol bradley when she

cormons
Mormons much abridged history one can find that among the
writes that within the book of mormons
righteous women are valued cherished and protected as well as a recurring theme of the
support and protection owed by a man to his wife and children

130

book of mormon authors repeatedly acknowledge that their writings are neither
exhaustive nor flawless As early as

I
1

nephi 9 nephi clarifies that this work does not make a

full account of the history of my people

v 2

then

in chapter 22 he conveys that there are

additional witnesses to the truthfulness of the brass plates

wherefore ye need not suppose that 1I

and my father are the only ones that have testified and also taught them

v 3 11

women could

have also been among those who preached the divinity of christ from those records further 2

nephi 29 makes

it clear that book

of mormon authors assumed their readers would be familiar
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with the bible which contains nearly five times the number of individual women as the book of
1I 1I compared to 22
mormon 1ili
I111
iii

only recording the most paradigmatic incidents involving women

in their writings

in

3

this could have influenced their inclusion of individual women

nephi mormon admits that during a quarter century of his peoples history he

witnessed many things

which in the eyes of some would be great and marvelous

nevertheless they cannot all be written in this book yea this book cannot contain even a
hundredth part of what was done among so many people in the space of twenty and five years

58

similarly

3

Nep hites the
nephi 7 reveals that in the years preceding christs visit to the nephites

prophet nephi did minister many things unto his people and all of them cannot be written and
a part of them would not suffice therefore they are not written in this book

v 17

in both

cases these book of mormon authors acknowledge that their accounts are extremely condensed
and even exclusionary in the second reference an unknown amount of information was wholly
excluded because the author felt that only including a portion would not do the story justice

women are likely absent from much of the text because they were not often key players in the
political and religious events chosen by the books authors and editors to be recorded in this

history As mentioned previously women are not usually found among the central characters in
these events because men almost exclusively held the public roles that governed kingdoms and
churches

in ether 12 moroni cites book of mormon writers

weakness in writing three times

of jared whose writings are not included in the book of
with the exception of the brother ofjared
mormon

moroni admits that he and his fellow authors are mighty in word by faith but not

mighty in writing
23 24
2324

we could write but little because of the awkwardness of our hands

in the next verse moroni expresses

stumble because of the placing of our words

that because of his weakness in writing
communicated v 40

vv

when we write we behold our weakness and
v 25

moroni concludes this chapter by saying

be only recorded a few of the things he could have
he

part of this weakness may stem from limitations inherent to inscribing
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metal plates as moroni states that writing was inhibited because of the awkwardness of our

hands

v 24

he also describes this weakness

in terms

of the cumbersome task of word

placement we stumble because of the placing of our words

v 25

both of these references

indicate that the task of writing was greatly impeded by physical and linguistic complications in
other words these deterrents cost book of mormon writers precious time

time they could have

used to record more details in their accounts maybe even more details about womens lives

third moroni defines his weak writing as having a dearth of information not being exhaustive

if moroni

only recorded a few of the things he wanted to convey in this chapter on how many

other occasions did he and book of mormon authors omit accounts of women because of the
authors

weakness in writing

v 40

although the nature of the plates and word choice could

have contributed to fewer stories of women in the text the latter explanation seems to best
explain the scarcity of womens experiences in the book of mormon

another element that may have affected the appearance of women in the text is the fact
that every person who contributed to this work was male

thats not to imply that there is

something inherently weak in men rather that men and women have different experiences and
perspectives relative to their cultural roles and to a certain extent by their biology modem

american women and men are granted more of the same roles professionally and socially but in
book of mormon societies a greater divide existed between gender roles aside from carrying
the title of queen

women in the book of mormon did not hold public roles instead their

authority lies in the domestic sphere in todays america women are found in nearly every
profession and more men take an integral part in domestic affairs with some even choosing to be

their childrens primary caretakers however this was not the case in book of mormon times

women wouldnt have been as familiar with the intricacies of warfare history keeping and
politics as men because they were not given authority in those areas on the other hand men
generally arent as keen about child bearing and rearing as women because they dont give birth
and

arent generally childrens sole caregivers thus a work written exclusively by male
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members of a society would be limited to a certain extent by its single gender viewpoint

this

slon of women in the text because womens absence from public
sion
likely contributed to the ornis
omission

roles may have left the male authors uninformed about the majority of womens spiritual
experiences and subsequent influence on their people as the christensens
Christen
cormons
cbristensens
sens argued in mormons
Mormons
case

nevertheless the presence of additional testimonies and faith driven actions by book of

mormon women would certainly further the books purpose of convincing jew and gentile that

jesus is the christ
ultimately there is no conclusive answer to why there are so few individual women
compared to men in the book of mormon some possible explanations may lie in the nature of
political history whose purpose is to convert readers to christ a
the book as an abridged spiritual
spiritualpolitical

product of imperfect authors who had to overcome physical and linguistic limitations to
accomplish their task

I
1

might also add that if the book were written in these circumstances and

exclusively by book of mormon women a similar but reversed discrepancy between accounts of
women versus men would likely exist in such an intriguing albeit hypothetical scenario
women would most certainly adorn the books pages more often than men because female authors
would be more familiar with the experiences of their gender and therefore would be more prone
to record them in their history however despite the existing disparity of women compared to
men in the text book of mormon authors were successful in recording essential truths for their

readers of every age and gender through its inclusion of compelling examples of gods
equitable and inordinate love for mankind the book of mormon substantiates its claim that

jesus is the christ the eternal god who views one being

title page jacob 221
221

as precious

as the other
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APPENDIX A

general words and phrases inclusive of women
a few 8

1

nephi 1743

2

nephi 2814

3

x2
nephi 124 614 4 nephi 122 mormon 615 xa

836
aged the 1 1I alma 549
abominable church 14 nephi 136
138 132613281332133443
1326 1328 1332 133443 1491415
149 1415 1417
136138
2818
2214 2 nephi 612
6122818
1

133 nephi 245

adulterers

1

I 1I mosiah 213
10 helaman 412 75
1322 alma 1618
adultery 1 11
3010
233 30
1618233
2131322
xa
x2
1228 1232
1232x2

3

nephi 1227

12 alma 212
12 436
Ama lekites 12alma
213 2142116 227 2314 241 2429 272 27
2712
4313
amalekites
4364313
212213214211622723142412429

amalickiahites
amalicldahites
Amlicites
amlicites

2

3

212
alma 211
211212

ammonihahites
ammonites
amulonites

4629 463 5
alma 4628
462846294635

1 1I

1 I1

alma 169

alma 576

6 A
ima
lma
alma
aima

x2 2429
213
214 2314 241 xa
213214

1130 1638 2 nephi 424 99 916
3113 3114 322 323 jacob
angels 52 1 nephi 18
181130
9163113
1322 1324
311
75 717 omni 125 mosiah 2627 alma 921 10201021
102010211229
122913221324
3ll757170mni
1830 19342152414
2414 274 3223
3622 helaman 511 536 539 548
32233622
13251326 18301934215
1724 1914 1915
2730 2830 moroni 717
106 1337 1614 3 nephi 715 71892
191527302830
718921724
7 10 14
73 6 73
7255 729 736
722 72
7371014

KEY As you scan the above alphabetical list youll notice a number in parentheses immediately after each entry
that number is the total occurrences of the word or phrase relevant to women and things feminine in the book of
mormon references where that term is located in the book of mormon follow the respective numbers A reference
may contain more than one instance of the inclusive term to indicate multiple citations within a reference the marking
xa means that word or phrase occurs two times in that verse
xax2 is given after a chapter and verse eg 1I nephi 1111 x2
11x2
xax3 means three times and so forth
440
110
410

if an entry appears in the singular

the scriptures cited could contain both its singular and plural forms however if a
term is listed in the plural all references to it should also be plural in most cases I1 combined the singular and plural
forms of the same word unless the plural required more than an addition of the letters s or es 1I organized the list this
way to conserve space and to facilitate the readers own electronic search of the terms as most programs will pull up
instances of the plural when the singular is given if the spelling is very close further parenthesized words next to an
entry either clarify the terms function or lend the term context by describing its meaning occasionally the word the
appears in brackets 1I have added these words to facilitate understanding that these entries function as nouns

additionally a limited number of words this list also exist in the second list in this chapter feminine figurative
language this overlap is not intended to exaggerate the feminine presence in the book of mormon it is merely a
necessary evil since some of the individual words are in one case literal and at other times figurative in other words
the figurative language section is an outgrowth of the general words and phrases list and works from and with it rather
than aside or separate from it and although 1I have done the utmost to verify that every reference is valid the nature of
my analysis relied heavily on context which can often be difficult to ascertain therefore error is inevitable
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ledies
anti nephi lehies
arm of flesh
assemblies

2 2

alma 2317

1

x2
nephi 434 xa

2 nephi 145

1

AIma
assembly 2 mosiah 2520aima
alma 2116
2520 alma

assyrian

nephi 205 2024 2425

3 2

babes 2 22 nephi 134

babylon 6

barren
beggar

1

3

nephi 2616

nephi 2014 2020 2 nephi 231 2319 2422 2515

133 nephi 221
3 mosiah 416
419 424
416419424
1

believers 4 alma 4614
4615 4 nephi 136
137
136137
46144615

black the

1

2

nephi 2633

2729 mosiah 35 4 nephi 15
blind the 4 2 nephi 932
9322729
bodies groups

7

mosiah 254
2515 2521 2939 alma 25 helaman 124
2542515

3

nephi 195

16 2633 alma 130 549
1016
bond the 6 2 nephi 10
1144 4 nephi 13
5491144

1922 1924
nephi 54
320 321 534
226 2 nephi 37
62 91 93 939
1924226
541922
37320
53462
944 945 947 950 952
954 101 1018 1020 1021 1024 2520 2523
940 941
952954
941944
261 2623 281 301 3018 311 316 3110 3113 3114 3116 3119 3121 32
212 213 214 217
328 3310 3313 jacob pintro
220 234 235 35
lintro 22
iintro
38 311
22212
217220234235
3538
10
x2 enos 19 ilo
413 418 51 61 65 611 724 726 727 xa
lio
110
42 43 48 410 411
411413
11 jarom 12 l140mni
10 126 words of mormon 16 18 mosiah 15 113
llljarom
lio
114 omni 1ilo
110
29
11329
231 236 31
715 724 81 82 87 21292134223
215 220
2129 2134 223
44 72 713 714
714715
220231236
3144
x2 2336
2415 256 259 2510 2511 2516
2335 xa
2518 265 2611 2639
247 248
25162518
2336247
2482415256
281
295 alma 210
214 315 53 56 58 514 522 524 526 543 549 550 553
281295
210214315
x2
1237 131 134 135
1236 1237131
554 558 71 73 75 76 717 718 722 726 930 xa
x21236
xa
x2 1927
1313 1327 165 166 168 179 1914
233 237 2316 241 247 248
1914x2
19272332372316241247248
x2
x3 2418
25
2411
2412 xa
2413 24 15 2416 xa
2420 2423 2424 2425 2428
258
24112412
24182420242324242425
2428251
x2241324152416
2622 2623 2627 2631 26322634
2632 2634 272
2514 261 263 269 2613 2614 2621 26222623
xa 28
x3 27242728
x2
2712 2715 2720
2721 2722 2723 xa
275
2724 2728 x2
2811
x22712
277 278 279 xa
2720272127222723
275277278279
x2 3117 3122 3135 xa
x2 323 325 3212 3224 3243 3314 3317
288 2910 3116 xa
x2 4114
3321 3323 342 3417 3428 3430 3437 3439 3440 3710
3723 3814 xa
37103723
11 4329 4613 4622 4811 482 1 4825 497 5022 5026 5311 x2
xa 566 5646
43
4311432946134622481148214825497
19 helaman 17
gilg
5911 61
1124 138 1430 151
6119
334 412 424 78 79 723 811
17334412424
8111124138
x2 55 824 1514
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APPENDIX B

feminine figurative language
babylon

1

Chal dees excellency shall be
and babylon the glory of kingdoms the beauty of the chaldees
as when god overthrew sodom and gomorrah
and the wild beasts of the islands shall

cry in their desolate houses and dragons in their pleasant palaces and her time is near to
come and her day shall not be prolonged for I1 will destroy her speedily yea for 1I will be
merciful unto my people but the wicked shall perish 2 nephi 2319 22

bride

1

lift up thine eyes round about

and behold all these gather themselves together and
they shall come to thee and as 1I live saith the lord thou shalt surely clothe thee with
them all as with an ornament and bind them on even as a bride 1 I1 nephi 2118

charity

1

suffereth long and is kind and envieth not and
and charity suffereth

is not puffed up seeketh
seebeth
thin keth no evil and rejoiceth
rejoi ceth not in iniquity but
not her own is not easily provoked thinketh
eveth all things hopeth
rejoi ceth in the truth beareth
rejoiceth
believeth
bearett all things beli
endureth
hometh all things en
dureth all

things moroni 745

city

3

but behold

it is for the righteous sake that it is spared

but behold the time cometh

saith the lord that when ye shall cast out the righteous from among you then shall ye be
ripe for destruction yea wo be unto this great city because of the wickedness and
abominations which are in her helaman 1314
yea and wo be unto the city of gideon for the wickedness and abominations which
are in her helaman 1315
Tean cum and did drive the
and they did also march forward against the city teancum
inhabitants forth out of her and did take many prisoners both women and children and did
offer them up as sacrifices unto their idol gods mormon 414

daughters

carried upon their shoulders 3
thus saith the lord god behold 1I will lift up mine hand to the gentiles and set up my

standard to the people and they shall bring thy sons in their arms and thy daughters shall
be carried upon their shoulders 1 I1 nephi 2122
nevertheless after they shall be nursed by the gentiles and the lord has lifted up his
hand upon the gentiles and set them up for a standard and their children have been carried
in their arms and their daughters have been cann
carried
caff led upon their shoulders behold these
things of which are spoken are temporal for thus are the covenants of the lord with our
fathers and it jeaneth
meaneth us in the days to come and also all our brethren who are of the
house of israel 1 1I nephi 226
and now these are the words thus saith the lord god behold 1I will lift up mine
hand to the gentiles and set up my standard to the people and they shall bring thy sons in
their arms and thy daughters shall be carried upon their shoulders 2 nephi 66

earth

2

and they shall look unto the earth and behold trouble and darkness dimness of
anguish and shall be driven to darkness nevertheless the dimness shall not be such as was

168

in her vexation when at first he lightly afflicted the land

of zebulun and the land of
naphtali and afterwards did more grievously afflict by the way of the red sea beyond
jordan in galilee of the nations 2 nephi 1822
19
191
igi1
1822191
182219

0 lord

wilt thou hearken unto me and cause that it may be done according to my
words and send forth rain upon the face of the earth that she may bring forth her fruit and
13
her grain in the season of grain helaman 11
1113

goate
goat
goatl1

now the people having heard a great noise came running together by multitudes to
know the cause of it and when they saw alma and amuiek
amulek
amulet coming forth out of the prison

and the walls thereof had fallen to the earth they were struck with great fear and fled from
the presence of alma and amuiek
amulek
amulet even as a goat fleeth with her young from two lions and
thus they did flee from the presence of alma and amuiek
amulek
amulet alma 1429

heii
heli
hell
belll1
helll

therefore hell hath enlarged herself and opened her mouth without measure and their
glory and their multitude and their pomp and he that rejoiceth shall descend into it 2

nephi 1514
hen 4

0 ye people of these great cities which have fallen

who are descendants of jacob yea
who are of the house of israel how oft have 1I gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings and have nourished you 3 nephi 104
and again how oft would 1I have gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens under
her wings yea 0 ye people of the house of israel who have fallen yea 0 ye people of the
house of israel ye that dwell at jerusalem as ye that have fallen yea how oft would 1I have
x2
gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens and ye would not 3 nephi 105 xa
gat hereth
0 ye house of israel whom 1I have spared how oft will 1I gather you as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings if ye will repent and return unto me with full purpose of

heart

jerusalem

3

nephi 106

2

shall I1 not as I1 have done unto samaria and her idols so do to jerusalem and to her
idols 2 nephi 2011
awake awake stand up 0 jerusalem which hast drunk at the hand of the lord the cup
of his fury thou hast drunken the dregs of the cup of trembling wrung out and none to
guide her among all the sons she hath brought forth neither that taketh her by the hand of
18 xa
x2
all the sons she hath brought up 2 nephi 817
81718
mercy

1

clai meth all which is her
exerciseth
th all his demands and also mercy claimeth
for behold justice exercise

own and thus none but the truly penitent are saved alma 4224

moon

1

for the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall not give their light the sun
shall be darkened in his going forth and the moon shall not cause her light to shine 2
10
23
nephi
nephi2310
2310

mother earth

3

wherefore it must needs be an infinite atonement

save it should be an infinite

atonement this corruption could not put on incorruption wherefore the first judgment

169

which came upon man must needs have remained to an endless duration and if so this
flesh must have laid down to rot and to crumble to its mother earth to rise no more
2

nephi 97

and 1I even

whom ye call your king am no better than ye yourselves are for I1 am
also of the dust and ye behold that 1I am old and am about to yield up this mortal frame to
its mother earth mosiah 226
1I

and

it came to pass that there were ten more who did fall by the sword with their ten
thousand each yea even all my people save it were those twenty and four who were with
me and also a few who had escaped into the south countries and a few who had deserted
over unto the lamanites
Lamanites had fallen and their flesh and bones and blood lay
jay upon the face

of the earth being left by the hands of those who slew them to molder upon the land and to
crumble and to return to their mother earth mormon 615
mother gentiles

1

and 1I beheld that their mother gentiles were gathered together upon the waters and
upon the land also to battle against them

1 1I

nephi 1317

mother of abominations 4
it came to pass that he said unto me look and behold that great and abominable
church which is the mother of abominations whose founder is the devil 1 I1 nephi 149
and he said unto me behold there are save two churches only the one is the church of
the lamb of god and the other is the church of the devil wherefore whoso
belo ngeth not
choso belongeth
to the church of the lamb of god belo
belongeth
ngeth to that great church which is the mother of
4 10
abominations and she is the whore of all the earth 1 1I nephi 11410
and it came to pass that 1I beheld that the great mother of abominations did gather
together multitudes upon the face of all the earth among all the nations of the gentiles to

and

fight against the lamb of god 1 I nephi 1413
and as there began to be wars and rumors of wars among all the nations which
belonged to the mother of abominations the angel spake unto me saying behold the
wrath of god is upon the mother of harlots and behold thou seest all these things 1 1I nephi
1

1416
mother of harlots

3

and it came to pass that the angel of the lord spake unto me saying behold saith the
lamb of god after I1 have visited the remnant of the house of israel and this remnant of
whom I1 speak is the seed of thy father wherefore after I1 have visited them in judgment
and smitten them by the hand of the gentiles and after the gentiles do stumble
exceedingly because of the most plain and precious parts of the gospel of the lamb which
have been kept back by that abominable church which is the mother of harlots saith the
lamb I1 will be merciful unto the gentiles in that day insomuch that I1 will bring forth
unto them in mine own power much of my gospel which shall be plain and precious saith
the lamb 1 1I nephi 1334
and as there began to be wars and rumors of wars among all the nations which
belonged to the mother of abominations the angel spake unto me saying behold the
wrath of god is upon the mother of harlots and behold thou seest all these things 1 I1 nephi

1416

and when the day cometh that the wrath of god

is poured out upon the mother of
harlots which is the great and abominable church of all the earth whose founder is the
devil then at that day the work of the father shall commence in preparing the way for the

170

fulfilling of his covenants which he hath made to his people who are of the house of israel
1 1I

nephi 1417

mothers divorcement

1

yea for thus saith the lord have 1I put thee away or have 1I cast thee off forever for
thus saith the lord where is the bill of your mothers divorcement to whom have 1I put
thee away or to which of my creditors have I1 sold you yea to whom have 1I sold you
behold for your iniquities have ye sold yourselves and for your transgressions is your
mother put away 2 nephi 7711

mother tree 4

and behold the roots of the natural branches of the tree which 1I planted whithersoever
would are yet alive wherefore that I1 may preserve them also for mine own purpose 1I will
take of the branches of this tree and I1 will graft them in unto them yea I1 will graft in unto
them the branches of their mother tree that 1I may preserve the roots also unto mine own
self that when they shall be sufficiently strong perhaps they may bring forth good fruit
unto me and 1I may yet have glory in the fruit of my vineyard jacob 554
and they also took of the natural trees which had become wild and grafted into their
mother tree jacob 556
and because that 1I have preserved the natural branches and the roots thereof and that I1
have grafted in the natural branches again into their mother tree and have preserved the
roots of their mother tree that perhaps the trees of my vineyard may bring forth again
good fruit and that I1 may have joy again in the fruit of my vineyard and perhaps that 1I
may rejoice exceedingly that 1I have preserved the roots and the branches of the first fruit
xa
jacob 560
x2
560x2
I1

nursed

1

nevertheless after they shall be nursed by the gentiles and the lord has lifted up his
hand upon the gentiles and set them up for a standard and their children have been carried
in their arms and their daughters have been carried upon their shoulders behold these
things of which are spoken are temporal for thus are the covenants of the lord with our
jeaneth us in the days to come and also all our brethren who are of the
fathers and it meaneth
house of israel 1 I1 nephi 226

nursing fathers nursing mothers

3

and kings shall be thy nursing fathers and their queens thy nursing mothers they shall
bow down to thee with their face towards the earth and lick up the dust of thy feet and
thou shalt know that I1 am the lord for they shall not be ashamed that wait for me 1 I nephi
1

2123

and kings shall be thy nursing fathers and their queens thy nursing mothers they shall
bow down to thee with their faces towards the earth and lick up the dust of thy feet and
shait know that 1I am the lord for they shall not be ashamed that wait for me 2 nephi
shail
shall
thou shalt

67

yea the kings of the gentiles shall be nursing fathers unto them and their queens shall
become nursing mothers wherefore the promises of the lord are great unto the gentiles
for he hath spoken it and who can dispute

samarial
samaria

2 nephi 109

1

shall I1 not as I1 have done unto samaria and her idols so do to jerusalem and to her
idols 2 nephi 2011
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sheep

1

he was oppressed and he was afflicted yet he opened not his mouth he is brought as a
lamb to the slaughter and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb so he opened not his
mouth mosiah 147

ship
shipl
shiel1

it came to pass that they were never heard of more and we suppose that they were
drowned in the depths of the sea and it came to pass that one other ship also did sail forth
and whither she did go we know not alma 638

and

sow
sowl1

and thus six years had not passed away since the more part of the people had turned
from their righteousness like the dog to his vomit or like the sow to her wallowing in the
mire 3 nephi 78

vessel1
vesseli
vessel

1

but now behold they are led about by satan even as chaff is driven before the wind

or as a vessel is tossed about upon the waves without sail or anchor or without anything
wherewith to steer her and even as she is so are they mormon 518

vine
vinel1

and 1I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes and he shall not destroy the fruits of

your ground neither shall your vine cast her fruit before the time in the fields saith the
lord of hosts 3 nephi 2411

whore

5

and he said unto me behold there are save two churches only the one is the church of
choso belongeth not
the lamb of god and the other is the church of the devil wherefore whoso
belo ngeth to that great church which is the mother of
to the church of the lamb of god belongeth
abominations and she is the whore of all the earth 1 1I nephi 1410
410
and it came to pass that I1 looked and beheld the whore of all the earth and she sat
upon many waters and she had dominion over all the earth among all nations kindreds
tongues and people
1 I1 nephi 1411
and the blood of that great and abominable church which is the whore of all the earth
shall turn upon their own heads for they shall war among themselves and the sword of
bands shall fall upon their own heads and they shall be drunken with their own
their own hands
blood 1 1I nephi 2213
and every nation which shall war against thee 0 house of israel shall be turned one
digged to ensnare the people of
against another and they shall fall into the pit which they degged
the lord and all that fight against zion shall be destroyed and that great whore who hath
perverted the right ways of the lord yea that great and abominable church shall tumble to
the dust and great shall be the fall of it
1

nephi 2214
but behold that great and abominable church the whore of all the earth must tumble
to the earth and great must be the fall thereof 2 nephi 2818
1 1I

widowhood

1

fear not zion for thou shalt not be ashamed neither be thou confounded for thou
shalt not be put to shame for thou shalt forget the shame of thy youth and shalt not
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remember the reproach of thy youth and shalt not remember the reproach of thy
widowhood any more 3 nephi 224

wisdom

1

bow marvelous are the works of the lord
0 how

and how long doth he suffer with his
people yea and how blind and impenetrable are the understandings of the children of men
for they will not seek wisdom neither do they desire that she should rule over them

mosiah 820

woman & sucking child

1

for can a woman forget her sucking child that she should not have compassion
son of her womb yea they may forget yet will I1 not forget thee 0 house of israel

on the
1 I1

nephi 2115
womb

5

yea and thou he
heardest
ardest not yea thou knewest not yea from that time thine ear was not

opened for I1 knew that thou wouldst deal very treacherously and wast called a transgressor
from the womb 1 1I nephi 208
and again hearken 0 ye house of israel all ye that are broken off and are driven out
because of the wickedness of the pastors of my people yea all ye that are broken off that
are scattered abroad who are of my people 0 house of israel listen 0 isles unto me and
bath called me from the womb from the bowels of
hearken ye people from far the lord hath
1 1
bath he made mention of my name 1 1I nephi 2211
my mother hath
and now saith the lord that formed me from the womb that 1I should be his servant
to bring jacob again to him though israel be not gathered yet shall I1 be glorious in the
eyes of the lord and my god shall be my strength 1 I1 nephi 215
for can a woman forget her sucking child that she should not have compassion on the
son of her womb yea they may forget yet will I1 not forget thee 0 house of israel 1 I1

nephi 2115

their bows shall also dash the young men to pieces

and they shall have no pity on the

fruit of the womb their eyes shall not spare children 2 nephi 2318

zion

3

for the lord shall comfort zion he will comfort all her waste places and he will make
her wilderness like eden and her desert like the garden of the lord joy and gladness shall
be found therein thanksgiving and the voice of melody 2 nephi 83
and the lord will create upon every dwelling place of mount zion and upon her
assemblies a cloud and smoke by day and the shining of a flaming fire by night for upon
all the glory of zion shall be a defence 2 nephi 145
and all the nations that fight against zion and that distress her shall be as a dream of a
night vision yea it shall be unto them even as unto a hungry man which dreameth and
behold he leateth
eateth but he awaketh and his soul is empty or like unto a thirsty man which
drinkuth
drinketh
keth but he awaketh and behold he is faint and his soul hath
bath
dreameth and behold he drin
appetite yea even so shall the multitude of all the nations be that fight against mount zion
2

nephi 273
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